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Abstract 

Over the past two decades, the football industry has become of economic relevance in 

countries like the UK, Germany, Spain, Italy and France. Nonetheless, revenue in itself is 

not a sufficient indication of the attractiveness and profitability of an industry. In fact, 

football is generally seen as an industry where sports achievements are more important than 

generating profits. While this might be true for some private clubs, those traded on the 

stock exchange, such as AS Roma S.p.A., are assumed to be driven by profit-maximization. 

The Italian club, currently listed on the stock exchange, experienced a change of control 

back in 2011. An American group led by James Pallotta took the reign of the club, with the 

ambition of creating a financially sustainable company as well as elevating the club among 

the European football elite. Since then, the profitability of the club has improved, along 

with better results on the pitch. Nonetheless, the company’s core operations are still not 

profitable, as evidenced by the 2016 core profit margin of -34%. Adding to the already 

negative picture, is the fact that the club did not qualify for the Champions League group 

stage in 2016/17. This will significantly impact the financials of next period, in a negative 

way. Looking at the medium-run, the club’s operations are not expected to break even until 

the new stadium opens in 2021. This project has been a priority for the management team 

since their inception and likely a key factor for the investors’ commitment. The new 

stadium is in fact expected to boost match-day and commercial revenue, and ultimately 

make the company profitable. Nonetheless, the expected profitability combined with the 

estimated cost of capital do not validate the observed share price and the market 

expectations. More specifically, AS Roma S.p.A. is expected to earn a return on operations 

that is lower than its required return on capital. In other words, the company is destroying 

shareholder value and, consequently, the market value of equity is negative. The overly 

optimistic expectations reflected in the current share price are not supported by the 

valuation obtained from comparable analysis either. Therefore, the considerable difference 

between current market expectations and the fundamental analysis suggests that investors 

in AS Roma S.p.A. might not act in the interest of making a profit.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Football clubs, and more in general sports clubs, are rarely associated with the idea of profitable businesses 

and it is arguable whether, for owners, profit ranks above entertainment. The owner of Chelsea for example, 

Roman Abramovich, has written off over GBP 1bn since he bought the club in 2003. Similarly, Sheikh 

Mansour has invested close to GBP 1bn since his 2008 acquisition of Manchester City (Yueh, 2014). 

Nonetheless, once a club is publicly traded on the stock exchange, one would assume that investors act 

rationally and with a business purpose. However, there are indications that this is not always the case. A.S. 

Roma S.p.A. (henceforth: AS Roma), for example, trades at a far higher stock price than its financial 

performance seems to justify. This thesis will take the case of AS Roma to demonstrate how a valuation may 

be done on a football club, as well as to evaluate how rational investors in the industry of professional football 

are. 

AS Roma is a company managing one of the largest football clubs in Italy and Europe in terms of revenue 

(Deloitte, 2017). The company is listed on the Italian stock exchange with the ticker ASR.MI and in the 

financial year 2016, running from 1st of July 2015 to 30th of June 2016, AS Roma recorded revenues of EUR 

194m and an EBIT of EUR 6m. Its main revenue sources include match-day revenue (e.g. ticket sales, season 

passes and stadium-related services), broadcasting revenue, and commercial revenue (e.g. merchandising and 

sponsorships). 

Founded in 1927, the club operates in the Italian top league, Serie A, and has participated in multiple UEFA 

tournaments in recent years (AS Roma, 2016).  In summer 2011, after 18 years under the ownership of the 

Sensi family, the reign of the company passed on to a group of American investors led by James Pallotta (AS 

Roma, 2017b). The new era has been marked by the ambition of creating a financially sustainable company to 

compete among the European Elite. In this regard, the new management has identified the construction of a 

new stadium as a necessary step to align the club with other top clubs. Not only is the new stadium expected 

to improve the entertainment experience, it is also expected increase the revenue generated through box-office 

sales and sponsorships. While the project is still awaiting for the final approval by the local government, the 

stadium is expected to open during season 2021-22 (Baldissoni, 2017). 

1.2 Problem Formulation 

While the new management is focusing on building a financially sound company, AS Roma has been operating 

at a loss over the past five years. The construction of a stadium is presented as the key to achieve financial 

stability and build a stronger club. This thesis performs a fundamental analysis to assess the company’s ability 

to generate shareholder value, in light of future major changes driven by the construction of the new stadium. 
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The valuation will also shed light on the current market expectations, and their credibility. For this reason, the 

paper aims to answering the following research question: 

What is the fair value of AS Roma S.p.A.’s shares as of the 26/04/2017? 

In order to answer this question, the following sub-questions have been formulated: 

1. Which macro-level factors are shaping the industry, and potentially AS Roma?  

2. How attractive is the industry? 

3. What are the long-run levels of profitability within the industry, and how persistent is the 

competitive advantage on average? 

4. How profitable are AS Roma’s core operations?  

5. How will the new stadium benefit the company? 

6. What is the company’s future profitability potential? 

7. What is the company’s cost of capital? 

8. How rational are AS Roma’s investors? 

In attempting to answer the main research question and the related sub-questions, the paper will apply 

fundamental analysis to uncover the intrinsic value of the outstanding equity. The estimated share price will 

also shed light on whether current expectations are anchored on fundamental analysis or, rather investors’ bias. 

In this regards, fundamental analysis is regarded as the rational answer to estimating the market value of equity. 

Should the fundamental valuation present results in clear contradiction with the market price of EUR 0,43 per 

share, investors will be deemed as irrational. The next section outlines the structure of the paper, with the 

relevant steps taken to answer the research question and sub-questions. 

1.3 Conceptual Framework 

This project applies the fundamental analysis approach to valuing AS Roma’s outstanding shares. As the name 

suggests, this valuation method is anchored in the examination and understanding of the information in the 

financial statements. As a result, the role taken in the project is that of an external fundamental analyst 

ascertaining the intrinsic value of the security. In other words, this thesis looks to determine the fair share price 

of AS Roma and identify a possible mispricing in the market. 

In performing a fundamental analysis, the analyst must discern speculation from “what is known”. In this 

regard, past financial statements are taken as the anchor for the valuation and are assumed to be accurate. To 

substantiate this assumption is the fact that the company’s books have been subject to scrutiny by registered 

auditors (AS Roma, 2016). However, financial statement analysis is only one aspect of the process of pricing 

a security. Overall, five main steps can be identified in the fundamental analysis process (Penman, 2013). This 

thesis adopts these five broad steps to answer the research questions, although the second step is split into the 
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industry and company analysis. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the conceptual framework applied in this 

thesis, which will be described next. 

Figure 1.1 Conceptual Framework. Source: Author’s own creation. 

 

1.3.1  Knowing the Business 

First, it is essential to understand the business. This step encompasses several areas, from the product to the 

competition and the companies’ strategy, the analyst needs to understand the business and the context in which 

the company operates. This step is mostly a description of the current situation and future ambitions expressed 

by management, and is in this thesis translated into an industry and company introduction. 

1.3.2  Industry Analysis 

Next, it is important to analyse the company’s external environment. Here, the first framework adopted in this 

thesis is the PESTEL. The model encompasses macro-environmental factors of different nature; political, 

economic, social, technological, environmental and legal. The aim of the PESTEL analysis is to assess how, 

and to what extent, the relevant factors influence the industry and thereby the firm (Grant, 2013). In applying 

this framework, sub-question 1, “Which macro-level factors are shaping the industry, and potentially AS 

Roma?”, will be answered. 

Once the macro-factors have been scoped and discussed, the project moves forward to a second framework 

which analyses the business’ context, Porter’s Five Forces. As suggested by the name, the model focuses on 

five main forces which shape the profitability of an industry. These aspects include rivalry among existing 

firms, threat of new entrants, threat of substitutes, bargaining power of suppliers, and bargaining power of 

buyers. The stronger the forces, the less attractive the industry is in terms of profitability (Porter, 2008). In this 

thesis, Porter’s Five Forces is used in order to identify factors that influence the professional football industry. 

Steps in Fundamental Analysis Research Questions Theory Applied Main Data Sources

1 – Knowing the Business n/a Penman (2013) AS Roma
Deloitte Industry Reports

2a – Industry Analysis

1. Which macro-level factors are shaping the industry, and 
potentially AS Roma?

2. How attractive is the industry?
3. What are the long-run levels of profitability within the 

industry, and how persistent is the competitive advantage on 
average?

Christiansen & Feltham 
(2009)
PESTEL
Porter (2008)
Nissim & Penman (2001)

Compustat Global
Deloitte Industry Reports
UEFA Regulations
Office for National Statistics 
UK
Other Industry Reports

2b – Firm Analysis 4. How profitable are AS Roma’s core operations? Christiansen (2016)
Penman (2013)

AS Roma Financial Statements
Deloitte Industry Reports

3 – Developing Forecasts 5. How will the new stadium benefit the company?
6. What is the company’s future profitability potential?

Damodaran (n.d.; 2016; 2017)
Penman (2013)

All preceding analysis
Compustat Global
Damodaran (2016)
Datastream
Deloitte Industry Reports
European Central Bank

4 – Converting Forecasts to a 
Valuation

7. What is the company’s cost of capital?
Main research question: What is the fair value of AS Roma 
S.p.A.’s shares as of the 26/04/2017?

Penman (2013)
All preceding analyses
Compustat Global
Datastream

5 – Investment Decision 8. How rational are AS Roma’s investors? n/a All preceding analyses
Yahoo Finance
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Depending on the force, the definition of industry can be framed in a national (limited to the Italian Serie A) 

or international (UEFA competitions) dimension. The conclusion to Porter’s Five Forces answers the second 

sub-question, “How attractive is the industry?”. 

The second step is related to identify and understand key financials of the company. First, financials and 

statistics are drawn from industry reports by Deloitte (2016 & 2017). These will cover insights into the finances 

of the 20 largest professional football clubs by revenue and create an overall picture of the industry. The 

findings from these reports will also be a key input for the forecast later in the project. Furthermore, a 

quantitative industry analysis follows with the presentation of fade diagrams, constructed as outlined by Nissim 

& Penman (2001). The main purpose of this time-series analysis is to show the levels and development of key 

drivers of profitability within the industry. The diagrams are based on data obtained from the financial database 

Compustat Global (WRDS) and track 5 portfolios during a period of 5 years. While the limited number of 

publicly traded football clubs did not allow for a comprehensive analysis, the results are still relevant for an 

understanding of AS Roma’s positioning within its peers. In addition, the sample encompasses clubs from 

different leagues and of different size effectively contributing to a diverse sample. 

After having presented the revenues structure of the largest players in the industry, the report follows with the 

financial statements. Here, the first step is reformulating the financial statements in order to serve the valuation 

method chosen for the project. Since this project uses the Residual Operating Income (ReOI) as the primary 

valuation model it is necessary to reformulate the equity statement, the balance sheet and the income statement 

accordingly. The reformulation follows the guidelines provided by Penman in Financial Statement Analysis 

and Security Valuation. The main goal is to distinguish operations from financial activities, as only the former 

is regarded as value-creating. Following, the reformulated statements are analysed to disclose the company’s 

profitability from operations. Here, the key profitability measure is defined as Return on Net Operating Assets 

(RNOA) and it is decomposed into its two main drivers, Profit Margin (PM) and Asset Turnover (ATO).  To 

understand the development of the drivers, a common-size and trend analysis of balance sheet and income 

statement are presented when necessary. At this point of the project, external and internal information convey 

into the third step of the valuation, developing a forecast. 

The first step in a forecasting model is identifying what to forecast. Since the ReOI model focuses on 

accounting income, we need to forecast sales, PM and ATO. More precisely, sales forecasting is a result of 

estimating the separate sources of revenue. Here, it is important to underline the importance of the new stadium 

of ownership, expected to open in season 2020-21 (Baldissoni, 2017). Forecasting was effectively conducted 

in two ways. First, an explicit forecasting period of 15 years reflected the insights into the operations of AS 

Roma and their competitive advantage with the new stadium. Later, a fading period of 5 years is introduced. 

This is because we assume that competitiveness does not last forever and a longer horizon carries high 

uncertainty and speculation. The fading period marks the transition from the explicit forecast to the long-term 
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values for each driver. In turn, the long-term values are obtained from a first-order auto-regression conducted 

on selected peers traded in the stock market. Here, the peers are obtained from the previous sample extracted 

from Compustat Global (WRDS), and they are chosen according to their competitiveness. Once the forecast 

is completed, we move to the cost of capital. 

The cost of capital is effectively a weighted average between the required return (Re) on equity and the cost 

of debt (Rd). The cost of equity is obtained from the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and requires several 

inputs from external sources and to estimate the Beta. Here, 24 betas are computed for different indices and 

frequencies (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly) over both 5, and 10-year period. These are evaluated based on their 

statistical significance, and tested for autocorrelation in residuals using a Durbin-Watson test. Finally, the 

remaining relevant betas are tested for the CAPM’s assumption of stability by computing the variance on the 

respective 2 years rolling betas. By combining the risk-free rate with the beta and risk premium, the required 

return on equity is computed. Secondly, the cost of debt is obtained through a weighted average of the effective 

interest on the outstanding long-term and short-term loans. This is generally not the most common approach, 

but as discussed in detail in section 10.3, it was the best available alternative given the limited data availability. 

Finally, the cost of equity and debt are weighted according to the company’s estimated financial leverage, to 

obtain the final WACC. At this point, all the previous inputs are conveyed in the valuation model to calculate 

the market value of equity and the share price. The valuation leads to the last point, the investment decision, 

where market expectations are presented and discussed. In addition, a sensitivity analysis is presented to better 

comprehend the robustness of the valuation to key parameters and ultimately, the valuation answers the 

question of AS Roma investors’ rationality.  

1.4 Delimitation  

The analysis and valuation will be based on information available until 26 April 2017. Therefore, a valuation 

conducted at a later stage could lead to a different conclusion.  

This paper approaches the valuation of AS Roma from the perspective of an external analyst. Internal data 

could have provided new insights to build a more accurate forecast. I contacted both AS Roma and Deloitte’s 

sports business group, which has performed significant research into the industry, for an interview to enhance 

my insights. However, this was without success. AS Roma is a listed company, which according to the law is 

not allowed to release or comment on information not already published.   

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

Now that the introduction to the paper has been presented, the structure of the thesis is shortly outlined here 

below to guide the reader through the analysis. Section 2 covers the methodology and conceptual framework 

followed in the paper. Thereafter, section 3 presents a summary on the accounting rules for football players, 

to familiarize the reader with the current accounting practices and limitations. In addition, it will facilitate the 
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discussion in the financial statements and profitability analyses. Next, section 4 and 5 provide an introduction 

to the professional football industry and the company, respectively. Section 6 covers the industry analysis 

through the lenses of a fundamental analyst, and covers a PESTEL, Porter’s Five Forces and quantitative 

industry analysis. Following, section 7 and 8 present the reformulation and analysis of the financial statements 

of the company. The former chapter outlines how the reformulation was conducted, while the latter covers the 

profitability analysis which reveals past and potential profitability from operations. Thereafter, insights from 

previous chapters are combined in section 9 for the forecast of sales and profitability drivers. In section 10 the 

cost of capital is estimated, and in section 11 the reader is presented the final valuations which will answer the 

main research question. This includes a sensitivity analysis to highlight implicit market expectations to reflect 

the current share price, as well as an alternative valuation based on multiples. Finally, section 12 and 13 cover 

the discussion and conclusion to the paper. Here the reader is presented with the interpretation and limitations 

to the findings. 

2 Methodology 

This section describes the research approach applied in the project to answer the research question and the 

related sub-questions. In order to systematically discuss the methodology, this section follows the structure of 

the “Research Onion” as proposed by Saunders et al. (2009). The model, which aims at conceptualizing all the 

steps of conducting business research from philosophical stance to the data analysis, is presented here below. 

Figure 2.1 The Research Onion. Source: Saunders et al. 2009. 

 

2.1 Research Philosophy 

The first step is to define the research philosophy. Saunders et al. (2009) describe four ways in which the 

researcher can view the world: positivism, realism, interpretivism, and pragmatism. This thesis adopts 

positivism as its main philosophy. The fair value of AS Roma is studied using the methodological approach 
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of fundamental analysis. The assumption is that the intrinsic value of a company and its equity can be studied 

and estimated through hard facts. 

2.2 Research Approach & Strategy 

When approaching research, one can take either a deductive or an inductive approach. This thesis adopts a 

deductive approach as the paper moves from the observed results (fundamentals) of the company and the 

market to determine the fair value of the shares. In order to get there, principles of fundamental analysis are 

followed and data is collected according to the chosen valuation model. Next, the research strategy is in line 

with grounded theory, where fundamental analysis will determine the fair value of AS Roma based on educated 

assumptions. It is important to underline that the focus of the valuation is on determining fair value from 

residual operating income. This value, also defined as “fair price” or “intrinsic value”, is not a function of 

supply and demand. 

2.3 Research Methods 

Furthermore, the analysis makes use of mixed methods to convey quantitative and qualitative data in valuation. 

For instance, the industry analysis will provide valuable qualitative and quantitative insights for the forecast. 

Due to the nature of fundamental analysis, the time horizon is cross-sectional. The paper aims at calculating 

the share price at one specific point in time. Lastly, data collection encompasses a wide range of secondary 

data. Financial statements are the most prominent example of internal secondary data used in this paper. On 

the other hand, external data have also played a significant role in the valuation; market reports, financial data, 

and news articles are all used to better comprehend the case and develop expectations. 

3 Accounting for Football Players 

This section aims to give an overview of the accounting practices adopted in the football industry by presenting 

an overview of the different methods, regulations, and research on the accounting for professional football 

players. Oprean & Oprisor (2014) underline the transformation of the industry from simply being a hobby 

governed by passion, to becoming a “cash factory” attracting international investors and having significant 

impacts on a macroeconomic level. Thus, the industry has gradually adopted the same economic assumptions 

to other businesses, acting in the interest of its owners. As a consequence, true and fair disclosure in the 

financial statements is an essential requirement for assessing the performance of clubs and value its operations.  

3.1 Reporting Requirements 

In order to compete in international competitions, clubs are required to be affiliated to a national football 

federation and comply with the UEFA Club Licensing criteria and the Financial Fair Play Regulations, also 

integrated in the national federations. These criteria can be grouped into five categories; sporting criteria, 
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infrastructure criteria, personnel and administrative criteria, legal criteria and financial criteria. The latter 

imposes the compliance with the financial reporting standards and international accounting rules outlined by 

the IASB. Similarly, listed companies in EU countries are to follow the IAS/IFRS rules.  

The contract signed between a club and a player binds the player’s professional performance to the club, and 

in doing so, it fulfils the controlling criteria of intangible assets (as stated in the IAS 38). This is rather atypical 

as human capital (i.e. players) is not usually accounted as an asset due to the inability of companies to control 

individuals. The expected future economic benefit from such asset is the athletic performance, which 

ultimately is to lead to revenues from ticket sales, sports achievements, broadcasting rights, merchandising, 

sponsorships, etc. The intangible asset is initially measured at the transfer fee paid (historic cost), and is 

gradually amortized during the useful life defined by the contract. Moreover, it is tested for impairment each 

year and potentially written down (e.g. injuries, critical conflicts, poor performances). Additionally, the life-

time used for amortization cannot exceed five years due to contractual limitations, and write-ups are not 

allowed, due to the prudency principle of accounting (Oprean & Oprisor, 2014).  

3.2 Limitations to the Accounting Practices 

While using the transfer fee is a viable option for accounting for “acquired” players, the historical cost is not 

necessarily a good proxy for the asset’s true and fair value, given the volatility of performances and the 

potential growth of players. Moreover, recognising an intangible asset using the historic cost does not 

accommodate the other two types of players; players registered as free agents; and players promoted from the 

youth team. Free agents are per definition not bound by a contract, and hence there is no transfer fee paid to 

another club. The lack of a measurable cost (market price) prevents the recognition of the player’s future 

performances. Finally, players promoted from the youth team present a similar issue to free agents as there are 

no transaction fees involved in signing the player, and no market price is established. Ultimately, these 

accounting practices may lead to an understatement of assets for clubs that highly invest in youth development, 

as these players are not recognized as an asset. 

Despite those limitations, the work conducted by Morris (1996) and Morrow (1997) presents historic cost as 

the most appropriate measurement policy to adopt, considering all the uncertainties.  
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4 Industry Introduction 

This section aims to introduce the industry on a European level by presenting financial trends within 

professional football, and as such is part of step one of the valuation, namely “Knowing the Business”. As 

shown by the example of UK Premier League, this industry has experienced an impressive financial 

development over the past 25 years. In 1991/92 the combined revenues of the then English First Division 

amounted to GBP 170m contra the GBP 3,3bn in 2014/15 (Deloitte, 2016). This section highlights how the 

Italian league compares to other top European leagues, which is especially relevant as AS Roma competes 

both at the national, but also at the European level. As such, this section also serves as a stepping stone for the 

forecast later on in this thesis.  

4.1 Market Size and Revenues 

The European market size is moderately concentrated among the “big five” leagues, namely Premier League 

(England), Bundesliga (Germany), La Liga (Spain), Serie A (Italy), and Ligue 1 (France). More specifically, 

the aggregated revenues of the “big five” account for 54% of the entire European football market, EUR 12bn 

of the total EUR 22,1bn (Deloitte, 2016). 

Figure 4.1 European Football Market Size - 2013/14 and 2014/15 (billion EUR).  

Source: Replicated from Deloitte, 2016. 

 

Looking at the figure 4.2, the “big five” vary considerably in size and composition. Most noticeably, Premier 

League tops the ranking in terms of revenues, almost doubling its nearest follower, Bundesliga. Another feature 

which highly differs among the “big five” is the composition of revenues. While broadcasting represents the 

largest source of revenue among the different leagues, the % share varies from 31% (Bundesliga) to 61% (Serie 

A) of the overall revenue. 
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Figure 4.2 'Big five' European league clubs' revenues - 2014/15 (million EUR). Source: Replicated from Deloitte, 2016. 

 

In addition, the gap in broadcasting rights is significant especially between Premier League and the other 

championships. This is partly traceable to the high international appeal of the English league which grants it 

GBP 1,1bn in international broadcasting rights.  

Figure 4.3 Premier League International Rights Fees 2016/17 to 2018/19. Source: Replicated from Deloitte, 2016. 

 

The main reason for such popularity outside England, as shown by figure 4.3, is arguably to be found in the 

competitive nature of the league, where more clubs can compete for the title. In addition, many iconic clubs 

with established international brands contribute to attract a new generation of fans. It follows that high national 
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and international appeal increase the commercial potential of clubs, the second largest source of revenue for 

most leagues, amounting to EUR1.295m for the Premier League (29% of the total revenues in 2015). 

Another interesting difference is represented by the stadium utilization and average match attendance. While 

the different average size of stadia partially explains the variance in capacity utilization, there is still a 

significant gap between the Premier League’s 96% stadium occupancy and Serie A’s 52% (Deloitte, 2016). 

To some extent the difference can be explained by older and larger stadia in Italy, which attract a lower number 

of fans. The analysis of stadium occupancy and match-day revenue will be covered more in depth in section 

9.2.  

4.2 Cost Structure and Profits 

On the cost-side, aggregated wage expenditure of the “big five” European leagues amounted to EUR 7,4bn, 

62% of aggregated revenue (Deloitte, 2016). While apparently high, the level is below the 70% threshold set 

by UEFA in monitoring the financial health of clubs (UEFA, 2015a). 

Figure 4.4 'Big Five' European League Clubs' Revenues and Wage Costs - 2013/14 and 2014/15 (million EUR). 

Source: Deloitte, 2016. 

 

Here again there is a significant difference in terms of cost structure, as illustrated by figure 4.4, and ultimately 

financial health among the different leagues. The data provided by Deloitte displays a less positive situation 

for Serie A, where wage expenditures amount to 72% of total revenue. The average wage expense for a Serie 

A club amounts to EUR 65m, slightly exceeding the EUR 64m of the average La Liga club. Nonetheless, the 

ratio is significantly unfavourable for the Italian clubs as the aggregated revenues are respectively lower. 

Adding to the already concerning state of the Serie A is the fact that ten clubs (50% of the league) presented a 

wage/revenue ratio above 75% (Deloitte, 2016). This is an indication of the clubs’ dependencies on talented 

players. In other words, to be competitive in sports and business terms, clubs attract and retain valuable players 

though high salaries.  
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Combining the revenues and costs of the “big five” provides an overview of the aggregated (operating) 

profitability. Not surprisingly, the picture presented is widely different from league to league, as shown in the 

chart below. While historic data for La Liga is limited, the picture clearly shows a positive picture for Premier 

League with its aggregated EUR 718m in 2015 operating profits, followed by Bundesliga’s EUR 316m and 

La Liga’s EUR 264m. On the other hand, the Italian and French leagues, trail behind with losses of EUR 133m 

and EUR 35m, respectively. It is noteworthy to stress that the results discussed here do not consider net transfer 

income (loss), as it is considered as an investment activity often used to cover operational losses. 

Figure 4.5 'Big Five' European League Clubs' Operating Profit - 2010/11 to 2014/15 (million EUR). Source: 

Replicated from Deloitte, 2016. 

 

One interesting remark on the aggregated Premier League’s profitability is that 17 out of 20 clubs recorded an 

operating profit during season 2014/2015. This proves the financial sustainability of the specific market. The 

same argument cannot be applied for La Liga, where the two largest clubs accounted for almost 80% of the 

aggregated profit. However, the Spanish league is intent on increasing financial transparency, and in doing so 

it introduced a rating system to rank clubs based on financial results. In this regard, financial regulations 

introduced in the past years are showing the first clear results. In particular, UEFA’s 2016 benchmark 

evidenced that the combined net losses have been reduced by 81% among professional European clubs 

between 2011 and 2015 (UEFA, 2015b). 
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5 Company Introduction 

In this section an overview of AS Roma is given to familiarize the reader with the company. The group 

structure, board as well as the owners of AS Roma are discussed. This section concludes step one of the 

valuation, namely “Knowing the Business”. 

5.1 Group Structure 

The AS Roma group is composed of AS Roma, Soccer Societa’ in Accomandita Semplice di Brand 

Management S.r.L. (referred to as “Soccer SAS”), and ASR Media and Sponsorship S.r.L. (henceforth 

“MediaCo”). Soccer SAS was formed from AS Roma’s 2007 divestment of the merchandising, marketing, and 

sports-related sponsorships activities. As of June 2016, 99,98% of the equity is controlled by AS Roma. 

MediaCo was formed in relation to AS Roma’s 2015 refinancing and restructuring of its brand and media- 

related activities. The latter excludes media activities strictly related to the core business of AS Roma (e.g. 

match-day media rights), but focuses on licensing, sponsorships, “direct media rights” of its own TV-channel 

“Roma TV” and radio channel “Roma Radio”, along with managing AS Roma’s official presence on social 

media. As of June 2016, MediaCo was held for 88,66% by Soccer SAS and 11,34% by AS Roma (AS Roma, 

2016). 

5.2 Company Activities 

The company is primarily engaged in the operations and management of the football team AS Roma. Its main 

activities encompass sale of tickets and season passes, sale of broadcasting and radio rights, and sale of 

advertising space. The club plays its home games at the Olympic Stadium of Rome, (AS Roma, 2016) which 

it shares with SS Lazio, and has plans of opening a new stadium in 2021 (Baldissoni, 2017). 

5.3 Board of Directors and Management 

The current board of directors was nominated in 2014 and is set to run for three years, until the 30th of June 

2017. It is composed of 12 members, including the president James Joseph Pallotta and the current CEO, 

Umberto Gandini. Mister Pallotta also serves as a member of the executive board of the Boston Celtics, an 

NBA team. While experienced in sports management, his academic and professional background is in finance 

and investments. He holds an MBA degree and a B.B.A. degree in finance, in addition to having held key 

positions in several US-based investment companies (AS Roma, 2017a). 

Umberto Gandini replaced Mauro Baldissoni as CEO in October 2016. He has extensive experience within the 

industry thanks to the management positions held both AC Milan between 1998 and 2016, and among Lega 

Series A, UEFA, and FIFA. In addition, he has an academic background within law and in his earlier career 

he moved in the direction of sports broadcasting rights (AS Roma, 2017a). 
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The other members include profiles with professional experience mostly within three main areas; finance and 

investments, law, and sports management. The specific profiles of other board members can be read in 

Appendix 21. Overall, it is fair to say that the board of directors of AS Roma has diverse, yet complementary 

experience both inside and outside the industry. It is also important to underline the connection with the US 

and its sports leagues, where sports management is arguably more business oriented than in Europe.  

5.4 Ownership of AS Roma 

As of the 30th of June 2016 397.589.888 stocks were outstanding at a nominal value of EUR 0,15 each. The 

only majority shareholders holding a stake of 2% or more of total equity were NEEP Roma Holding S.P.A. 

with 79,004% and AS Roma SPV LLC with 2,945%. At the same time, NEEP Roma Holding (“Neep”) is 

100% controlled by AS Roma SVP LLC. In other words, the holding company controlled 81,9% of AS Roma’s 

outstanding equity, while the remaining 18,1% was floating free in the market. AS Roma is traded on the Milan 

Stock Exchange with ticker “ASR.MI”. As of April the 26th 2017 the closing price per share was EUR 0,43. 

Table 5.1 Share price AS Roma S.p.A. Source: Reuters, 2017 

 

6 Industry Analysis 

The industry analysis comprises step “2a” of the valuation, and answers the first three sub-questions to the 

overall research question. It aims to analyse the external environment of AS Roma, and how this may influence 

the company’s future performance and as such its valuation. The industry analysis consists of three main parts: 

a PESTEL analysis, a Porter’s Five Forces analysis and a quantitative industry analysis.  

6.1 PESTEL  

This section applies the PESTEL framework to answer the first sub-question, “Which macro-level factors are 

shaping the industry, and potentially AS Roma?”. The PESTEL framework consists of six macro-level factors, 

namely political, economic, social, technological, environmental and legal factors. Each of these factors will 
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now be discussed, starting with political and legal factors. These are analysed in combination given their 

interrelated nature; governments and policy-makers use regulations to enact their policies.  

6.1.1 Political & Legal Factors 

There are several sources of political interference to the professional football industry, both nationally and 

internationally. To start off, UEFA’s Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play Regulations are a key example 

of how the policy-maker is continuously shaping the European professional football industry. In fact, the 

respective statute outlines the minimum affiliation requirements to enter the UEFA’s club competitions 

(UEFA, 2015a), for both associations and clubs. The licensing measures have the objective of promoting and 

improving the standard of all aspects within the European industry, while ensuring safety and allowing for 

benchmarking (financial, and non-financial). More specifically, the licensing criteria encompass four main 

areas. Firstly, youth development programmes must be approved by the licensor. This sporting criteria is 

targeting youth teams to ensure that clubs and associations promote development of talents in a fair and 

transparent way. Secondly, an infrastructure criteria targets stadia and training facilities to ensure availability 

and other minimum requirements. Thirdly, there are personnel and administrative criteria to ensure a qualified 

staff is in place to run the daily business. Lastly, legal criteria are in place to ensure compliance with UEFA’s 

and FIFA’s standards. 

On the other hand, financial criteria aim at improving the economic conditions of clubs while protecting the 

related stakeholders, from creditors to employees, including tax authorities and other clubs. Ultimately, the 

scope of the governing body is to achieve and protect long-term sustainability of the industry. It is important 

to underline that the statute denies the possibility of overdue payables in respect to other clubs, employees, 

and authorities (Articles 49, 50, 50bis). To ensure the financial sustainability, the requirements also include a 

break-even clause where accepted deviations are stated (Articles 58-64). If this clause is breached, projected 

break-even information is required and the club’s financial performance will be monitored in the 

short/medium-term (Article 64). Failure to comply with any of the criteria will result in financial and/or non-

financial consequences, with the extreme of being excluded from UEFA competitions. A recent example of 

such consequences, is the two-seasons’ ban from Europe League and Champions League imposed to 

Galatasaray in March 2016 (The Guardian, 2016). 

A different political influence can be exercised by local governmental bodies, in the case of construction of 

stadia or by the sovereign government, imposing new regulations on the industry. A representative case is AS 

Roma’s plan to construct a new stadium for the club. While the company has been committed to this project 

for several years, the local municipality has not yet expressed itself on the viability of the project, currently 

under approval by the institutions (ESPN, 2016). 

An additional example of the political influence exercised by local institutions is the creation of physical 

barriers in two sections of the Olympic Stadium of Rome to prevent and better control acts of violence. The 
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police’s decision has created wide-spread protests among AS Roma and SS Lazio fans (with whom AS Roma 

shares the stadium). Many fans have boycotted going to the stadium for over a season (Gill, 2016). 

Finally, when looking at national political influence it is noteworthy to underline the different safety 

regulations that countries and associations have adopted. For instance, following the 1989 Hillsborough 

tragedy (BBC, 2016), rail seats (standing spots) at the stadium have been banned in the UK and Italy 

(TheStadiumBusiness.com, 2017). This highlights yet again how political decisions have influenced the 

industry, and how they continue to do so. 

6.1.2  Economic Factors 

As presented in section 5.2, the industry’s revenue sources are mainly three; match-day (tickets, season pass, 

and ancillary revenues from the stadium), broadcasting rights, and commercial (sponsorships and 

merchandising). Macro-economic aspects can impact all these sources to different extents. The first source, 

match-day revenue, is arguably the easiest to analyse from a macro-economic perspective due to a relatively 

well-defined customer group, the spectators. Fans need to be able and willing to pay for accessing live games 

at the stadium. Unfortunately, household’s expenditure on football events is not directly collected by the 

respective offices for national statistics. Nonetheless, a general comparison of household disposable income 

and recreation spending can provide insights on the income sensitivity of customers. 

Here, the market analysed is the UK as it houses the largest and most popular football league in Europe, the 

Premier League. The latest data (2015) provided by the World Bank presents a GDP of USD 2.858bn for the 

UK, a value that still has not exceeded the pre-crisis GDP of 2007 (World Bank, 2017). 

Figure 6.1 Gross Domestic Profit of the “Big Five” countries.  

Source: Author’s Own Creation based on World Bank 2017. 

 

This measure, however, does not provide any indication of the purchasing power of households. For this 

reason, disposable income, and more specifically real household disposable income (RHDI), is considered. 

The RHDI is obtained from the Gross Domestic Income (GDI), and accounts for taxes, rental expenses, social 
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contributions and other current transfers (e.g. charitable donations) (Office for National Statistics, 2015). 

Following, the GDI is “discounted” by the household implied deflator which captures the price movements 

(inflation/deflation) and closer reflects the “real” purchasing power of households. The formula below 

summarizes the calculation of the RHDI. 

!"#$ = &#$ ∗ "()*+ℎ(-.*	$01-2+.	#+3-45(6 ∗ 100 

UK Data on RHDI is collected by the Office for National Statistics (ONS), and figure 6.2 below represents the 

data for the latest 10 years. In addition, the chart also includes data on household’s expenditure on sports 

admission between 2010 and 2015. The comparison is to determine the income elasticity of UK households to 

sports admissions (National UK archives, 2017). 

Figure 6.2 RHDI and Sports Admission expenditure (1997 - 2015).  

Source: Author’s own creation based on Office for National Statistics 2015 and National UK Archives 2017. 

 

The data suggests a relatively stable trend in RHDI in the 10-year period under analysis, with values ranging 

between GPB 16.850 and GBP 17.500 (ONS, 2015). On the other hand, household expenditure on sports 

admissions increased by over 30% over the last six years. The correlation coefficient between RHDI and yearly 

spending on sports admissions is – 0,11, suggesting a low negative income elasticity. These results are in line 

with the assumption that football is a passional for fans, and they might not act rationally when making 

spending decisions. Alternatively, the weak negative correlation could also be translated into the importance 

that football plays in the overall consumption of individuals. When times are less favourable, households do 

not necessarily cut their expenditure on attending live sport events.  

This analysis indicates that spending of football does not decrease as economic conditions worsen. 

Nevertheless, there are several limitations worth mentioning. First, data on household expenditure is only 

available from 2010, which does not allow for a comprehensive time-series analysis. Secondly, the category 

“Sports Admissions” includes also other sports than football. This means that the direct relation with football 
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is not observable resulting in potential biased. Finally, while the analysis might provide interesting insights for 

the UK, those cannot be automatically extended to other football countries. Nonetheless, the national statistics 

for Italy provide comforting signs in that they suggest that sports attendance has not decreased in the period 

2007-2016 (Istat, 2017), a time during which the average household disposable income in Italy has seen a 

decrease of approximately 10% (Istat, 2016). For this reason, the assumption of little, if any, price elasticity 

on sports admissions is assumed to be valid in the Italian context as well.  

6.1.3  Social Factors 

Professional football is one of the most popular sports in Europe, gathering fans of different social classes and 

age (Brown, 2014). Being a sport, most fans are not acting in a rational way in choosing their favourite team, 

or even which sports to follow. The passion aspect to sports adds to the complexity of the phenomenon and its 

drivers. 

In this respect, a research report on “Football Passions” commissioned by Canon in 2008 aids in better 

understanding the social aspects to this sport (Social Issues Research Centre, 2008). The study, covering 

research conducted in 18 European countries, reveals the strong emotional experiences that often see this sport 

as a way of releasing the frustrations of everyday life. As a result, fans are not mere spectators but take an 

emotionally participative role in the act. In addition, football proves an important means for creating 

friendships and over half of all fans feel that being a fan of the team is like having a long-term relationship. 

Interestingly, family traditions often result in fandom being passed on across generations creating a sense of 

belonging. This unifying aspect is extended on a larger scale when the national team plays in competitions. In 

this regard, the report finds that football has a larger unifying effect than creating violence, an aspect which is 

often associated with this sport (Social Issues Research Centre, 2008). 

When looking at the demographics it is interesting to note that despite a recent increase of female fans, the 

large majority are still male. A study conducted by the UK Office of Communications observed that two fifths 

of men are fans of the Premier League, compared to just over a tenth of women (Ofcom, 2005). 

Furthermore, European football has historically experienced a strong international appeal, also evidenced by 

the significant broadcasting fees, but only recently the Chinese market has begun to explore this sport with 

great interest. This interest is reflected in an increase in broadcasting rights, in acquisitions of European clubs, 

or ultimately in the attempt to establish a competitive Chinese football league through transfers of top players 

from European clubs (Deloitte, 2016). 

6.1.4  Technological Factors 

There are different ways in which the industry has been affected by recent technological advancements. In this 

section, two main aspects related to technology are discussed; developments in streaming and broadcasting 

services, and the technology applied to the game. 
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The former aspect largely influences how fans “consume” football. In the 1990’s satellite technology provided 

broadcasters like Sky with the opportunity of reaching customers where cable was not available (Nice & 

Harris, 2017). While today this technology is still widely in use, the internet is increasingly taking a leading 

role in the distribution of sports content. Traditional broadcasters, as well as streaming-only providers, have 

adopted the internet to offer football content to different platforms. Viewers can now watch games on their 

smartphones over wireless connectivity, using apps like Sky Go (Sky, 2017f). Furthermore, more recent 

technological developments have allowed for on-demand services as well as the possibility of recording live 

games and watching them on-the-go. Overall, the greater flexibility inevitably provides customers, and 

potential customers, with more opportunities to follow live content, and ultimately shapes the way football is 

“consumed”. 

Social Factors 

On the other hand, technology also provides opportunities for aiding referees in their decisions, thereby 

limiting human error. The best example is the “Goal Line” technology firstly adopted by FIFA in official 

tournaments in 2012 (FIFA, 2017). The technology has the aim of accurately determining and communicating 

to the referee whether the ball has passed the goal line or not. Currently two types of Goal-line technologies 

exist; camera-based (i.e. Hawk-Eye) and magnetic fields (i.e. GoalRef) (FIFA, 2017). A second example of 

applied technologies to the game is represented by the vanishing spray utilized by referees during free-kicks. 

The spray has the objective of marking the minimum distance from the ball thereby preventing the defensive 

wall to win some inches when the referee is looking elsewhere. The foam evaporates after 40 seconds leaving 

no marks on the pitch (Expo-Line, 2016). While these examples evidence the first steps of technological 

adoption, human errors are still widely present due to the relevant role of referees. 

6.1.5  Environmental Factors 

The environmental aspect is arguably a secondary force impacting this industry and therefore it will not be 

discussed in detail. Nevertheless, it is relevant to underline that environmental regulations and policies can 

play a significant role in the construction of new stadia. For instance, AS Roma’s stadium project has 

experience extensive delays and changes, and is still waiting for institutional approval by the local government 

largely due to environmental issues (Football Italia, 2017).  

6.1.6 Conclusion to PESTEL Analysis 

The PESTEL analysis has aimed to answer the first sub-question to the overall research question, namely 

“Which macro-level factors are shaping the industry, and potentially AS Roma?”. Overall, the analysis shows 

that macro-level factors have played and can play a significant role in the football industry. As presented, the 

political and legal aspect shapes a fairly regulated industry where minimum criteria are laid out to participate 

in the major competitions. Failure to comply with regulations may significantly impact the operations of a 
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football club. On the other hand, economic trends have had less of an impact on the “consumers of live sports” 

as outlined by the low income elasticity. This aspect could indicate that the emotional links to football, make 

the “product” resistant in times of recession.  Next, the social studies confirm the importance of football for 

its supporters, thereby supporting the previous findings on the income elasticity. Finally, technological 

developments have increased the reach of content to a larger user-base, thanks to a global network and higher 

flexibility. This is an aspect which is expected to continue to positively affect the industry by increasing the 

revenue potential. 

Figure 6.3 Summary of PESTEL Analysis. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

6.2 Porter’s Five Forces 

Porter’s Five Forces is used to assess the industry attractiveness and profitability, which will answer the second 

sub-question: “How attractive is the industry?”. In this project, the model is applied to Serie A, the top Italian 

professional football league in which AS Roma operates. However, the industry definition can also be extended 

to the big five leagues (where Serie A is one of them) and the European professional football using a broader 

scope. At times, the analysis will be extended to include relevant players from the overall European industry 

due to AS Roma’s presence in UEFA’s international competitions. In other words, AS Roma is competing on 

different levels for match-day, broadcasting, and commercial revenues. 

6.2.1 Threat of New Entrants  

As outlined by Porter, new entrants tend to increase competition within the industry by putting pressure on 

prices, costs, and investments needed to compete (Porter, 2008). While this generally applies to most 

industries, in the context of professional football, the impact of new entrants is different. The current structure 

of Serie A allows the participation of no more than 20 clubs, with three relegations and three promotions 

to/from Serie B each year (LNP Serie A, 2017). In other words, there are three new entrants to Serie A each 
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season ensuring mobility and “meritocracy” between top/bottom performers of the two leagues. While this 

does indeed increase competition within the top league, it can hardly represent a threat for Serie A’s title 

contenders due to a considerable gap in sports and economic performances. In other words, if we accept Serie 

A as the definition of industry, new entrants to this league are arguably a low force.  

However, if we consider acquisitions of clubs by new investors as new entrants, the picture looks different. 

Although this is not Porter’s definition of a new entrant, it is an interesting point to consider how new investors 

can turn around a club and create a threat for other players. In the past six years, three main Italian clubs have 

been acquired by resourceful foreign investors with plans of investing in the club’s future; AS Roma (Segreti, 

2011), F.C. Inter (F.C. Internazionale, 2016), and lately A.C. Milan (Sanderson, 2017). The “threat” posed by 

new investors is significantly higher than the threat coming from promoted clubs, at least in the short/medium- 

term.  

When looking at the overall European professional football, new entrants to the professional football industry 

such as the Chinese Super League might represent a threat to the big five in the long-run. This is because 

significant investments and the increasing popularity of the sport in China might attract talented footballers 

and sponsors, thereby reducing the revenues and appeal of the big five. Nonetheless, this last threat is 

speculative as it resides on long-term developments of which we have only witnessed the first signs (Deloitte, 

2016). To conclude, the threat of new entrants is regarded as low. 

6.2.2 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

The bargaining power of suppliers is a function of concentration, differentiation, switching costs and the 

importance of quality and costs (Porter, 2008). Suppliers to Serie A, and more in general European football, 

comprise of different categories. Firstly, football players are arguably the single most important resource to 

the industry; without players, there would be no club and ultimately no football. Here, the differentiation is 

mostly defined by the role and the quality of the player. Since each club requires a team of players from each 

role, the real differentiation is to be found in the performance and quality of players. Top players elevate the 

performance of the team, making the club competitive both in sports and economic terms. This is especially 

true since top players not only contribute with their performances on the pitch but they also attract sponsors, 

and increase merchandising sales. The relatively high differentiation in quality shows the commercial 

importance of attracting and retaining talents.  

On the other hand, the concentration of talent is limited only to a certain extent. Talented and top performing 

professionals are numerous in the market, but compared to the overall number of players they represent a 

minority. In other words, the concentration of players is not necessarily high but they still represent a scarce 

resource. 
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When it comes to switching costs these are regarded as moderately low. On one side, footballers are bound to 

a club through a contract usually covering multiple seasons. However, while this “switching cost” is aimed at 

preventing transfers without the consent of their current club, it is not rare that interested clubs pay the escape-

clause. In addition, following the 1995 Bosman ruling, at the end of the contracted term, players become free 

agents and are free to change club (Brand, 2015).  

Finally, the importance of quality and cost is also a major factor. As presented earlier, the differentiation 

between top players and average players is believed to be the determinant variable between industry leaders 

and followers, both in terms of sports and economics performances. As presented in figure 4.4 in the industry 

introduction, the average wages/revenue ratio across the Big Five leagues is high, which displays the 

importance of retaining players. For season 2014/15 all the five leagues recorded an average wages/revenue 

ratio in excess of 50%. The ratio highlights a dramatic aspect of Serie A, where on average teams spend over 

70% of their revenue on wages. In addition, signing new players is never a guarantee of the expected 

performance, hence there is always a risk in trading players. This risk translates into high switching costs from 

the clubs’ perspective and it contributes to explaining why clubs attempt to retain their best players through 

high wages. Overall, the importance of talented players along with a moderately low switching cost for the 

footballers evidences a strong bargaining power of players.  

The second category of suppliers comprises of national and international football associations. These supply 

clubs with the license to “operate” within the given competitions, an underlying requirement for the 

existence/survival of clubs. They can alternatively be seen as the regulators as they set out the requirements 

for clubs, and monitor their compliance. As these suppliers are already discussed at length in the PESTEL, 

these suppliers will not be further analysed. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to conclude that the power exercised 

by national and international associations is high as there are no other alternative “license supplier”, nor 

comparable suppliers to choose from. If a club wants to compete in the European elite football there is no 

alternative to taking part in UEFA’s competitions.  

Overall, the bargaining power of suppliers in considered to be high in an industry which is dependent on 

talented players and required to be part of, and comply with, national and international football associations. 

6.2.3 Bargaining Power of Buyers 

As with the other forces, the power of customers can affect the profitability and attractiveness of an industry. 

Strong bargaining power of customers can push the prices down, thereby reducing the profit margins for the 

industry. One determining aspect of the power of buyers is the concentration of buyers. Just like with suppliers, 

if companies are supplying the product to a wide number of customers, buyers have a lower bargaining power. 

Secondly, differentiation plays again an important role in determining the bargaining power. Standardized 

products enable customers to choose among comparable alternatives, thereby driving down prices. 
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Furthermore, switching costs and price sensitivity are key determinants of customer power, completed by the 

threat of backward integration (Porter, 2008). 

In the football industry, there are three main types of customers; fans, broadcasters, and sponsors. Fans are the 

ultimate customer for any club, and can include football viewers, match attendants, and buyers of 

merchandising. Without fans, there would be no spectators/viewers to games, little (if any) merchandising, 

and no interest from broadcasters and sponsors. This high dependence places fans in a position of strength. 

However, looking at the low concentration of the fans, one could argue that the power of the single supporter 

is extremely small. A prominent club like Manchester United recorded 659 million followers in 2013 alone 

(Prior, 2013). Note, that followers and fans might not necessarily be the same depending on the definition. 

Nevertheless, this shows the significant amount of consumers and potential consumers to football.  

Secondly, the amount to which the offering of the different clubs is standardized is arguable. They all play by 

the same rules but the quality of performances, and the experience from viewing live games at the respective 

stadia is subjective. This differentiation largely explains the higher appeal that some clubs have over others. 

On the other hand, switching costs are arguably high, especially for fans of a specific club. Supporters are 

linked to a club by passion rather than rationality, and substituting one club for another is hardly an easy 

decision (Social Issues Research Centre, 2008).  

When it comes to price sensitivity, it is difficult to measure because while the price of attending a match is 

readily observable, the quality of the experience changes subjectively. On the other side, assumptions about 

price sensitivity could be made following the weak income elasticity analysed in the PESTEL. Arguably, price 

sensitivity can be assumed to be moderate/low if we assume that even a decrease in disposable income does 

not impact spending in sports events.  This argument cannot be extended to merchandising and broadcasting, 

as the previous analysis was only comparing disposable income with spending on live sports events (match-

day revenue).  

Finally, backward integration is not a relevant threat for football clubs. Supporters are not expected to create 

or replace the same teams they are following. Overall, the power of fans is considered low at the individual 

level but high as a category as fans are the essence of professional football and enable the industry.  

A second group of customers to professional football is represented by broadcasters. Broadcasters purchase 

the right to distribute live (and non-live) football matches. The number of broadcasters is considerably smaller 

than fans and sponsors, especially when considering domestic broadcasters. In the UK, live Premier League 

rights are shared between Sky Sports (Sky, 2017e) and BT Sports (BT, 2017); Italy presents a similar situation 

where Serie A is shared between Sky Sports (Sky, 2017c) and Mediaset Premium (Mediaset, 2017). In other 

words, the number of broadcasters is significantly low and concentrated. While this might indicate a high 

power of broadcasters, the reality is different. The importance of “quality” and differentiation mean that 

broadcasters are not willing to distribute one league instead of another. This is especially true in domestic 
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markets where broadcasters heavily rely on subscribers from sports and in particular football. To substantiate 

this view, the graph below present the price per game paid by UK broadcasters (mainly Sky and BT) to obtain 

licensing rights for the Premier League. 

Figure 6.4 Premier League price per game under licensing agreement.  

Source: Author’s own creation based on Rumsby, 2015. 

 

The dramatic increase experienced in the auction for license agreements for the Premier League in the UK 

evidences the broadcasters’ dependence on such content. In economic terms, broadcasters’ price sensitivity is 

low. Moreover, their switching costs are expected to be high as many subscribers are likely to change 

subscription or even provider if the football league they follow is no longer available from their broadcaster. 

This further explains the high price that pay-tv providers are willing to pay per game. To summarize, while 

significantly contributing to the revenues of the industry, broadcasters are equally dependant on football 

leagues to attract and retain their subscribers. For this reason, the bargaining power of broadcasters is 

considered as low. 

The third main customer to this industry are sponsors. Sponsors invest in the clubs’ appeal and visibility to 

attract customers to their businesses. Sponsor concentration is low as potentially any company could be 

sponsoring a club. The number and size of sponsors are rather determined by the marketing appeal of clubs. 

In other words, the number of potential sponsors is arguably high. Finally, another aspect shaping the power 

of sponsors is switching costs. These are dependent on the length of the contracts stipulated with clubs, but 

generally represent a moderate/high switching cost in the medium term. Overall, sponsors are considered as 

having low to moderate power as top international clubs attract many sponsors thanks to their branding. 
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However, the power of sponsors is arguably higher in smaller clubs that need funding and do not benefit from 

a strong international brand. 

6.2.4 Threat of Substitutes 

A substitute is a product or service that serves the same or similar need to the industry of reference. A large 

threat of substitutes effectively puts a cap on the prices that an industry can set, since consumers are likely to 

shift to substitutes if the current industry’s prices are perceived as higher. Substitutes to football can be other 

sports, or more in general, other forms of entertainment (e.g. movies, theatre, video games). The main factors 

affecting the threat of substitutes are; cheaper alternatives, beneficial alternatives, and switching costs (Porter, 

2008). 

Depending on how football is “consumed”, cheaper alternatives are available to different extents. Watching 

football games on TV rather than purchasing a season pass already represents a cheaper alternative. However, 

if comparing watching football on TV to other live sports events or other forms of entertainment, the price 

difference is significantly reduced. When assessing beneficial alternatives, it is a more subjective measure. 

The benefits from “consuming” football varies from individual to individual, based on loyalty to a club, interest 

and emotional involvement in the sport, among other aspects. The same applies to other forms of entertainment 

given that the emotional value that these create highly depends on personal preferences. Also, from an 

economic perspective, switching costs depend on possible contractual agreements (e.g. season pass, Pay-tv 

subscriptions, etc.) in place. However, with the exclusion of purchased season pass, individuals are usually not 

bound for longer than one month. In the case of pay-tv subscriptions, Sky, the largest pay-tv provider in 

Europe, has a 31-day notification policy to cancel any subscription (Sky, 2017d). Nonetheless, there might be 

significant relational switching costs, with devoted supporters feeling an emotional link, preventing them from 

switching to substitutes of football. 

Finally, when looking at the industry with a narrower focus, a football league could act as a substitute of 

another league. This applies especially in regards to the international panorama or among any individual 

passionate about football, regardless of the country. A clear example of this is the decline experienced by the 

Italian Serie A since the new millennium (McMahon, 2014). Many football enthusiast have switched to 

watching Premier League as it has grown to become the most entertaining football league. To conclude, the 

threat of substitutes is regarded as low when comparing football to other forms of entertainment. However, the 

threat is moderate when considering the different leagues as substitutes to each other. 

6.2.5 Rivalry among Competitors 

Given the nature of the sport, football clubs compete against each other to win leagues and tournaments both 

nationally and internationally. In other words, the sporting competition is fierce. However, from a business 

perspective, winning titles does not necessarily translate into sustainable corporate value-creation. This is 
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because a team can invest an unreasonable amount of resources into building a competitive club without 

necessarily winning enough to recover the investment. In addition, whether creating shareholders’ value is the 

ultimate goal of all clubs is arguable, but given the financial criteria outlined in UEFA’s regulations (section 

6.1.1) it will be assumed to be apply. For this reason, the definition of competition is two-folded between 

sports titles and financial results. 

The sporting competition is very strong both at national and international championships, tournaments and 

cups. There is only one winner at the end of each competition. On the business side, however, the outlook is 

fairly different. First it is necessary to define the basis of competition among clubs. Clubs compete for fans 

and viewers, as these buy tickets for games, season-passes, merchandising, pay-tv subscriptions to watch 

games, and ultimately attract the interest of sponsors. It is important to underline that broadcasting revenues 

are assigned differently to clubs depending on the league. In the Premier League the distribution mechanism 

assigns 50% of the domestic broadcast revenue equally between the 20 clubs, 25% paid per place in the league 

table, and 25% paid each time a club’s matches are broadcasted in the UK. As for international rights, the 

Premier League assigns equally all broadcast and central commercial revenue to the 20 clubs (Premier League, 

2016). Due to the different mechanisms for distribution of broadcasting revenue to clubs among the different 

leagues, these are not further discussed in this section as a basis for rivalry. 

Local fans are potential spectators for live games, contributing to the match-day revenue of clubs. The degree 

of competition for local fans is dependent on two factors; amount of other competing clubs in the area, and 

secondly, the stadia occupancy rate for the respective clubs. For instance, the 2015/16 league recorded an 

average occupancy rate of 56,9% for F.C. Internazionale and 47,2% for A.C. Milan, the two rival teams from 

Milan (appendix 2). Here attracting fans and spectators to games is a strong factor of competition between the 

two clubs, given their idle capacity and the proximity. On the other hand, Bayern Munich, with its 100 % 

average occupancy rate and no direct contender in the area, experiences a lower degree of competition when 

attracting local supporters and spectators (appendix 2). Referring to Porter’s generic strategies (Porter, 1985), 

clubs can adopt two main tactics to prevail in their goal of attracting spectators to the stadium; differentiating 

by building a modern stadium or by effective branding, or through price reductions driven by either cost 

leadership, as Porter outlines, or by lower margins. The second strategy is sub-optimal but it might still be 

reasonable assuming a relationship between fan-presence at the stadium, and the players’ performance on the 

pitch. In other words, clubs might be willing to lower prices to attract spectators at the expenses of margins if 

they believe in other non-financial benefits from high occupancy. Lastly, winning local fans is important for 

the loyalty that customers express for clubs (Social Issues Research Centre, 2008), ensuring value in the 

medium-long term. 

Secondly, domestic fans and viewers represent another factor of competition for clubs. While some might even 

travel to watch live games, their contribution is mostly reflected on merchandising and sponsorships. This is 
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because the majority of domestic fans likely opts for watching games on TV rather than attending live games. 

Here the number of competitors is larger, in that domestic football fans have a higher “product offering” to 

choose from and clubs compete on a national basis for fans and viewers.   

Finally, a third category of customers for which clubs compete is represented by international fans. These 

contribute mostly through merchandising, and sponsorships. However, significant number of international fans 

are mostly restricted to clubs with strong brands. This is because international appeal is often a result of 

sporting achievements and marketing effort combined. To put it in perspective, according to the study 

conducted by Kantar media, Manchester United had 325 million followers in the Asia Pacific region, followed 

by 173 million in Middle East and Africa, 90 million in Europe, and 71 million in the Americas (Manchester 

United, 2013). While financial data per region is not available, it is reasonable to assume that international 

fans significantly contributed to the GBP 97,3m and GBP 160,1m revenues from merchandising and 

sponsorships respectively, for season 2015/16 (Manchester United, 2016).  

Overall, the fairly large amount of competitors, especially on a national and international scale contributes to 

a strong degree of rivalry among clubs. On the other hand, this force is partially mitigated by the high loyalty 

that fans display for their clubs (Social Issues Research Centre, 2008). Nevertheless, when combining the 

business rivalry with the sporting competition, it is evident that competition plays a major role in shaping the 

industry. Clubs compete for sporting achievements, along with attracting fans to build a sustainable and 

successful business model.  

6.2.6 Conclusion to Porter’s Five Forces 

The previous analysis portrays an industry defined by strong supplier power and intense rivalry, both in sports 

and business terms. The high dependence on football players, along with low supplier switching cost, puts 

clubs in a position where supplying competitive wages is essential to retain a competitive team. The high 

wages are particularly alarming in Italy, where on average clubs spend over 70% of their revenues on wages. 

This is arguably one of the main reasons for Serie A’s aggregated loss recorded in the past five years (figure 

4.5). Secondly, clubs compete not only for sports titles but also on attracting high revenues. This is especially 

true given the vicious cycle of football, where financial means attract and retain talent, which determines sports 

performances, which in turn attracts fans, match-day revenues and then sponsors. Overall, these strong forces 

portray an unattractive industry where, as presented in the next section, only few players make a profit or even 

break-even.  
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Figure 6.5 Summary of Porter's Five Forces. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

6.3 Quantitative Industry Analysis 

To gain a better understanding of the industry’s long-run profitability, a quantitative industry analysis is 

performed. This analysis is the last part of the industry analysis, and answers the third sub-question: “What 

are the long-run levels of profitability within the industry, and how persistent is the competitive advantage on 

average?” 

Scoping the analysis to the professional football industry, fade diagrams are presented, which will show the 

average 5-year trend in key financial data for a sampled group of football clubs. Fade diagrams have been 

shown to present the long run levels for the key value drivers, and their persistence. In addition to fade 

diagrams, an auto regression analysis of mean persistence and reversion for key financial data is performed. 

This analysis is based on historic data from AS Roma and the four most comparable peers. The outcome of 

this analysis will be compared to the fade diagrams, and will provide the long-term levels to be used in the 

valuation. The fade diagrams and autoregression focus on the key drivers of Return on Net Operating Assets 

(RNOA); Profit Margin (PM), Asset Turnover (ATO), and sales growth. The section will first describe the 

methods applied to create the fade diagrams and the autoregression, after which it will discuss the results. 

6.3.1 Procedure 

Fade Diagrams 

Following Nissim & Penman (2001), and adapting the methodology to reflect recent updates in WRDS, fade 

diagrams were constructed to represent the average development of the industry. The data sample extracted 
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from Compustat Global refers to 16 companies tracked on the STOXX Europe Football Index and operating 

under the standard industry classification (SIC) code 7941 Professional Sports Clubs and Promoters. However, 

once filtered for accounting standard and fiscal period duration, only 14 companies were comparable. A 

complete list of the companies in the sample can be found in appendix 10. While the sample is not extensive, 

it is still believed to be relevant considering as it includes the majority of football clubs listed on stock 

exchanges. According to an article published by KPMG (2017), 22 clubs were listed on the stock exchange as 

of February 2017.  

The first step to construct the fade diagrams is to obtain the relevant line items to analysis. This is conducted 

following the process outlined by the Nissim & Penman (2001), with minor changes to reflect recent updates 

in WRDS. Once the financials were reformulated to compute the key drivers, fade diagrams were constructed 

to allow for a time-series analysis. Each fade diagram contains 5 portfolios, formed in the base year (t=1) and 

tracked for the following 4 years (up to t=5). Portfolios were formed in each year from 2007 to 2011, thus 

covering the period 2007-2015. Due to limited data prior to 2007, a longer time-horizon was not possible. 

Fade diagrams plot the median of each portfolio for the five-year period. While using the median finds its 

reason in the exclusion of outliers, due to limited data availability, some portfolios consisted of 2 companies 

effectively turning the median into an average. However, the limited sample did not allow for a more extensive 

analysis. Finally, an average of the medians of the different portfolios at each time period (t=1, t=2, etc.) was 

plotted to represent the average development of the industry, and this is illustrated in the fade diagrams 

presented below. 

Persistence and Mean Reversion 

The procedure for the autoregression analysis is based Christensen (2016). While fade diagrams provide an 

understanding of the average development of an industry, AS Roma is not believed to equal the average 

company in the sample. For this reason, a first-order auto regression was performed to compute the long-run 

levels for the value drivers and how fast these values reverse to the long-run level (persistence):  

9: − < = 	= ∗ 9:>? − < + A: 

where 9B is the driver at time t, a the long-run level, =	 ∈ (−1, 1) is the persistence of the deviation from the 

long-run level, and AB are independent and identically normally distributed innovations with a mean of zero 

and variance GH. The expected level of the driver at future date I (9B), given the value of the driver at date t 

(9:) is calculated by: 

J 9B 9: = < + =B>:(9: − <) 

Using historical data from a selected peer group of 4 companies (see Appendix 12), longitudinal data was 

estimated. Residuals were calculated for each firm’s respective driver at each period: 
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KLB <, = = 9LB − < − =(9L,B>? − <) 

Finally, mean reversion and persistence were calculated by minimizing the sum of squared residuals: 

MM! <, = = (
:

BN:>O

P

LN?

KLB <, = )H 

6.3.2 Findings 

Asset Turnover 

Figure 6.6 Fade Diagram and Mean Persistence for ATO. Source: Author’s Own Creation. 

 

The fade diagram presents a fairly stable ATO for the different portfolios, eventually achieving a value 

between 0,9 and 4,1. The bottom portfolio in t=1 is an outlier driven by the -141,93 recorded in 2007 by Aarhus 

Elite A/S. The value is regarded as biased as also proven by the return to “normal” levels from period t=2 

onwards. The average of the five portfolios in t=5 equals 2,1, which is significantly higher than AS Roma’s 

1,11 recorded in 2016 (appendix 9). Nonetheless, it is important to underline that the Italian club has been 

experiencing an increase of 39,5% in ATO over the past 5 years and revenue increases from the new stadium 

will further improve the ratio. Finally, the first order auto-regression estimated a long-run level of 1,55 which 

is approximately half-way between the current value and the average long-term value for the industry 

(appendix 11), which seems reasonable. 

Core Profit Margin 

Figure 6.7 Fade Diagram and Mean Persistence for Core Profit Margin. Source: Author’s Own Creation. 

 

The picture provided for the core PM is significantly more unstable and varied. Only one portfolio presents a 

positive PM at period t=5, with a low 1,7%. Overall, the average portfolio at period t=5 is losing money, as 
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suggested by the PM of -23% However, while this apparently substantiates the idea that football is not an 

industry where investors can make money, the data only represents the companies listed on the stock exchange. 

However, only 2 clubs from the sample play in the big five leagues. In an industry where broadcasting and 

sponsorships dominate the revenue sources of clubs, the fact that the average company in the sample is 

unprofitable could potentially be linked to a lack of international appeal. On the other hand, the auto-regression 

indicates a long-run PM of 0%, which is the same as saying that the company would only be able to cover its 

costs and thereby reach break-even. This value is rejected as with the new stadium AS Roma, the company is 

expected to have a positive PM in the long-run, which will be discussed later on. The long-run PM is therefore 

obtained by dividing the long-run RNOA (discussed below) by the long-run ATO of 1,55 presented above, 

resulting in a value of 3,07% as presented in figure 6.7 above. 

Return on Net Operating Assets 

Figure 6.8 Fade Diagram and Mean Persistence for Return on Net Operating Assets. Source: Author’s Own Creation. 

 

The return on net operating assets, obtained using Compustat data as the product of core PM and ATO, 

unsurprisingly presents the picture of an unprofitable industry. Following the results presented by the previous 

fade diagram, only one of the five portfolios records a positive RNOA at period t=5. The average RNOA at 

period t=5 equals -25%. In addition, at period t=1, the top performing portfolio presents an RNOA 322%, due 

to an unrealistically low asset base. Once again, it is important to recognize that the sample might not provide 

a representative picture of the big five clubs. In fact, when computing the long-run level through an auto-

regression from close peers, the RNOA equalled to 4,77%. This result might seem in contradiction with the 

previous findings (i.e. PM of 0%). However, the fact that RNOA is larger than zero is explained by the higher 

weight of most recent observations. Therefore, the RNOA of 4,77% is accepted and a PM of 3,07% is derived 

from the long-run levels of RNOA and ATO. 
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Sales Growth  

Figure 6.9 Fade Diagram and Mean Persistence for Sales Growth. Source: Author’s Own Creation. 

 

Sales growth is fairly consistent among the different portfolios. Negative sales growth is only experienced 

three times in the 25 data points. In addition, the average sales growth among the portfolios at t=5 of 10,13% 

evidences the strong growth experienced by the industry. This is in line with the findings from Deloitte (2016). 

A similar value is obtained through the auto-regression, were an 8% sales growth is estimated from the peer 

group. While this value is considered valid in the medium term, 8% is regarded as an unrealistically high value 

for the terminal period.  

Two more conservative estimates are applied for growth, depending on a high- or low-growth scenario. In the 

high-growth scenario, the terminal growth rate applied equals the 3,74% nominal GDP growth forecast 

(OECD, 2017). This is because, when looking into “infinity” we do not expect AS Roma to grow at a faster 

pace than the economy due to a lack of sustainable competitive advantage.  On the other hand, the low growth 

forecast applies a 2% growth in line with the target inflation rate by the European Central Bank (2017). This 

is based on the argument that no mature company can grow faster than the risk-free rate in the long-term 

(Damodaran, n.d.c) 

6.4 Conclusion to the Industry Analysis 

This section covered step ‘2a’ in the fundamental analysis, and answered the first three sub-questions to the 

overall research question. Firstly, “Which macro-level factors are shaping the industry, and potentially AS 

Roma?” has been answered using a PESTEL analysis. This showed that the industry is fairly regulated, that 

economic trends have a relatively low impact due to the low income elasticity and that technological advances 

are increasing the reach to a larger user-base. Secondly, “How attractive is the industry?” has been 

investigated through Porter’s Five Forces. Here, it was concluded that the industry is generally unattractive, 

mainly due to strong supplier power and intense rivalry. Thirdly, “What are the long-run levels of profitability 

within the industry, and how persistent is the competitive advantage on average?” was answered by creating 

fade diagrams and performing an auto-regression analysis. This gave insights into the industry’s long run 

levels, which will be used for the forecast later on. 
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7 Reformulation of Financial Statements 

Reformulating the financial statements is the first step taken by analysts to uncover the profitability of 

operations, and the first part in step ‘2b’ of fundamental analysis: firm analysis. More specifically, the aim of 

reformulation is to isolate operating items from financial items, as only the former ones are regarded as value-

generating (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The following sections focus on the reformulation of the Equity 

Statement, Balance Sheet and Income Statement, using the classification presented by Penman (2013). The 

cash flow statement is disregarded from this analysis as the chosen valuation model focuses on accounting 

income. In addition, cash flows are usually not forecasted but obtained from reformulated income and balance 

sheet statements (Penman, 2013). An explanation of all line items from the reformulated balance sheet and 

income statement is available in Appendix 22. 

7.1 Equity Statement 

The first step in the reformulation of financial statements is recasting the equity statement (Appendix 4). This 

is a summary statement, connecting all the transactions that affect shareholder’s equity. The need for 

reformulating the equity statement finds its reason in that, for the purpose of valuation, the definition of 

profitability is on a comprehensive basis (Penman, 2013). This often requires adjustments from the equity 

statement to the profit and loss statement. For this reason, the reformulation of equity focuses on distinguishing 

between common equity transactions with shareholders, and additions (reduction) of equity that arises from 

operations. The latter is also referred to as dirty-surplus and it is to be included in the reformulated income 

statement. The following equation summarizes the equity statement: 

\+]2^^2^]	_((`	a4-)+	(3	b(00(^	+c)25d

+ ^+5	+33+b5	(3	564^*4b52(^*	e25ℎ	b(00(^	*ℎ46+ℎ(-.+6*

+ +33+b5	(3	(1+6452(^*	4^.	^(^+c)25d	32^4^b2^]

= b-(*2^]	_((`	a4-)+	(3	b(00(^	+c)25d 

In this regard, it is important to note that the focus is on common equity, effectively making preferred equity 

an obligation from the eye of the common shareholder. For AS Roma, there was no preferred equity to be 

reclassified. However, two dirty-surplus items affected equity the statements over the years; fees related to 

capital increase and adjustments to the TFR (Statutory Termination Indemnity) fund due to actuarial 

movements. The table below presents the reformulated equity statement for AS Roma. 

One aspect to highlight is related to the absence of dividends between 2012-2016. Rather than distributing 

equity to the shareholders, the company has been forced to reduce its net equity, in addition to using 

shareholders’ capital increases, to cover for losses. Overall, the negative results have determined a decrease in 

the book value of equity despite a significant capital increase in 2015 (appendix 4).  
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7.2 Balance Sheet 

Balance sheets traditionally distinguish assets in tangible and intangible, in addition to separating current from 

non-current items. On the other side, liabilities are enlisted following their respective maturity, distinguishing 

between current and non-current items. While this classification is useful for credit analysis, profitability 

analysis requires a distinction to be made between operational and financing activities. The reformulated 

balance sheet focuses on Net Operating Assets (NOA) and Net Financial Obligations (NFO) defined as 

(Penman, 2013): 

STU = TU − Tf = SgT + Jc)25d	 

and 

SgT = gT − gU 

Where OA represents operating assets, OL operating liabilities, FO financial obligations, and FA financial 

assets. The reformulated balance sheet is found in appendix 5. 

 For AS Roma, the largest operating assets include contracts for players’ performances, investments in joint 

ventures and associates, and accounts receivables. On the other hand, obligations towards related companies 

is one of the most significant examples of financial obligations for the company. 

Cash is more challenging to classify. In theory, operating cash used to pay bills should be regarded as 

operating, yet, due to limited disclosure between excess cash and working cash, the line item is regarded as 

financial. As for the TFR fund, the item is adjusted to market value by the entry actuarial movements as 

presented in the equity statement. Nonetheless, there is no indication about the company earning a fair return, 

and thereby the item is classified as part of non-core operations. If follows that actuarial movements will be 

categorized accordingly in the comprehensive income, where the dirty-surplus item will be included in non-

core operating activities.  

7.3 Income Statement 

The reformulation of the income statement follows similar principles to the balance sheet, as the aim is to 

distinguish between operating and financial activities. Furthermore, the reformulated income statement is on 

a comprehensive basis, including the dirty-surplus items initially recognized within the equity statement. The 

reformulated income statement can be found in appendix 6. By analysing AS Roma’s equity statement, it can 

be seen that actuarial movements and fees related to capital increase represent two examples of dirty-surplus 

items to be recognized in the comprehensive income statement. The former one is categorized as part of 

operations, for the sake of congruency with the balance sheet classification. On the other hand, fees related to 

capital increase are related to financing, and therefore classified as a financial expense.   
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Next, core operating activities are separated from non-core activities. Isolating transitory items from recurring 

items is relevant both for the sake of profitability analysis as well as forecasting. In the case of AS Roma, the 

sale and purchase of players’ rights is regarded as a non-core activity, since the club’s main activity is to 

compete in sports competitions rather than trading players. Moreover, net transfers vary considerably from 

period to period; in 2016 net transfer amounted to a gain of EUR 64,1m contra the EUR 9m of 2012. Even if 

the analyst would consider this activity as part of core-operations, forecasting future net transfers is highly 

speculative. 

8 Financial Statement Analysis 

This section focuses on the analysis of the main items within the balance sheet and income statement, and will 

answer the fourth sub-question: “How profitable are AS Roma’s core operations?”. More specifically, a 

common-size and trend analyses are performed (appendix 7 & 8) to facilitate the interpretation of the numbers 

over the five-years period. While important to gain insights into the company’s past performance, the analysis 

will also serve as the basis for the profitability analysis and forecasting, discussed later in this thesis. 

8.1 Balance Sheet 

Following the reformation of the balance sheet, the main element of this statement is the Net Operating Assets 

(NOA). In 2016, NOA amounted to EUR 198,5m, a total increase of 62% in just four years (figure 8.1). The 

increase in NOA highlights higher capital investments in the company, but it carries no indication of how this 

increase was financed. For that purpose, we need to move to the right side of the balance sheet, and analyse 

the financial leverage (gfJh = 	 ijklimk	nop
ijklimk	qrsL:t

).  

Net Financial Obligations (NFO) increased at a faster pace than NOA, in turn increasing the financial leverage 

over the years. In 2016, the FLEV amounted to 15,8 contra 0,8 in 2012 (appendix 9), resulting in the company 

being almost entirely debt-financed. It is important to underline that, since the value of equity is obtained from 

the balance sheet, the financial leverage is in terms of book values. The development of these line items, and 

the related FLEV, are visible in the charts below. 
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Figure 8.1 Trend Analysis of AS Roma’s Balance Sheet 2012 – 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

Figure 8.2 Capital Structure of AS Roma 2012 – 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

The increase in NOA is largely explained by a 132% growth in contracts for players’ performances and a 

500% increase in other operating assets (appendix 7). The first increase reflects a higher book value for the 

football players in the team compared to 2012. In other words, the club has been investing more in purchasing 

players from other clubs. This is a sign of the company’s intention to maintain and increase the competitiveness 

of the team, both nationally and internationally. To put it in perspective, contracts for players’ performances 

amounted to 44% of total operating assets in 2016 contra 29% in 2012 (appendix 7).  

The second main element which explains the growth in NOA is other operating assets. Here, the reason behind 

the large increase is to be found in credits towards related parties. More specifically, the item relates to credit 

owed by the subsidiary ASR Media and Sponsorship SRL. The associate was created in 2014 to be in charge 

of “Roma TV” and “Roma Radio”, along with managing the clubs’ social media activities (AS Roma, 2016). 

Therefore, the increase in the line item is explained by the recognition of ancillary revenues through the 

subsidiary, following its creation in 2014. 

Other main elements of NOA are investments in joint ventures and associates, and accounts receivable. In 

2016, the former line item accounted for 30% of the total operating assets, the second largest operating assets 

after contracts for players performances. Looking at the trend-analysis, investments in joint ventures and 

associates only increased by 7% over the past five years. Here, 93,5% of the line item is attributable to the 
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investment in Soccer SAS Brand Management Srl, a company controlled by 99,98% by AS Roma. The 

subsidiary, formed in 2007 (AS Roma, 2016), is responsible for marketing and merchandising activities. The 

remaining 6,5% of investment in joint ventures and associates is related to the company’s stake in ASR Media 

and Sponsporship Srl (AS Roma, 2016). Finally, accounts receivables amounted to 15% of total operating 

assets in 2016, with an overall increase of 69% from 2012. Here, 67,5% of the receivables are related to past 

transfers and are attributable to other football clubs. While this could reflect longer payment terms provided 

to debtors, it is mostly reflecting an increase in the value of players sold, as visible from the analysis of the 

income statement, which will be discussed later on. 

On the other hand, operating liabilities amounted to EUR 241,8m in 2016; recording an overall increase of 

52% since 2012. Here, the largest line items are accounts payables and commercial debts – trade payables. 

Both include payables to other clubs due to past transfers, and whereas the first one is a current liability, the 

second one is non-current.  

Moving on to AS Roma’s short-term liquidity, the current ratio ( usllkv:	iwwk:w
usllkv:	xLiyLxL:Lkw

) presents clear signs of 

constrained short-term liquidity. This is especially true given that the 2016 ratio of 0,59 is the second highest 

result of the past five years (appendix 9).  

To conclude, operating assets increased by 56% since 2012, outpacing the 52% growth in operating liabilities 

recorded during the same period. More specifically, contracts for players largely contributed to the growth in 

NOA which resulted in a record high EUR 200,5m in 2016, up from EUR123m in 2012. This increase reflects 

a higher capital invested in the club to raise the competitiveness of the team. However, the dramatic increase 

in financial leverage underlines how the additional investment came at the expenses of shareholders. This 

development is better understood with the profitability analysis below, which highlights the fact that recurring 

losses were covered using retained earnings and additional debt. 

8.2 Income Statement 

Overall, the past five years have seen a positive trend for AS Roma, both in terms of revenue and income 

(loss). The company doubled its revenues, from EUR 97m in 2012 to EUR 194m 2016, mainly due to 

broadcasting revenues and participation revenues and bonuses from UEFA´s Champions League (appendix 

6.1). The broadcasting revenues are attributable to two main factors; increase in broadcasting rights deal, and 

better performances granting larger share of rights, especially in UEFA’s competitions (AS Roma, 2016). 

While the increase in broadcasting deal is outside the control of the company, future fees are unlikely to 

decrease given past trends in Serie A and other major leagues (Westcott, 2014). Performance, on the other 

hand, is within control of the company and recent sports results are assumed to be the new standard for the 

company in the foreseeable future. 
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Figure 8.3 Revenue Break-down of AS Roma. Source: Deloitte, 2017 

 

However, although revenue has increased over the past years, so have operating costs. This is visible by 

analysing the core-operating income after tax and dirty surplus, which has not seen major improvements over 

the years (appendix 6). What has had the biggest impact on comprehensive income, is the contribution from 

net transfers, which is considered an unusual item. As the table below presents, income from net transfers 

peaked in 2016 with a gain of EUR 64m. Interestingly, parallel to recording strong net transfer gains, the 

company has seen a similar increase in the book value of contracts for players suggesting the club has invested 

in improving the team through purchasing increasingly “valuable” players from other clubs. This might seem 

in contradiction with the positive net transfer income experienced over the year, but it is not. As described in 

section 3, players are purchased at market value and then recorded on the balance sheet at historic cost. With 

time, the book value will be amortized, thereby decreasing the intangible assets. However, after a few years 

the market value of players is often significantly higher than the remaining book value, and if sold, they could 

positively impact net transfers.  
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Figure 8.4 Key Financials of AS Roma 2012 - 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

	

Furthermore, at the same time, the book value of players’ contracts (grey line in the chart above) has seen a 

consistent increase in line with the revenue. The strong association is further analysed below, where the book 

value of contracts and revenues are plotted between 2012 and 2016. 

Figure 8.5 Association between Contracts and Revenue. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

	

The Pearson coefficient computed between contracts for players’ performances and revenues, amounts to 

0,97).The high correlation supports the picture presented earlier, and more in general the assumption that 

revenues of a club are strongly linked to the “value” of the team.  

The common size analysis of the income statement provides a better look of the main component of the 

operating costs and how these have developed in time (appendix 8). In 2016, staff/personnel costs amounted 
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to 78% of revenues, by far the largest expense incurred by the club. The line item has seen an increase of 49% 

over the past 5 years, which reflects higher total wages for “more valuable” players (following the higher book 

value of the team). However, the lower growth in wages compared to revenues largely contributed to an 

improvement in profitability (as discussed in the next session). In addition, the club has also improved the ratio  
zklw{vvkx	k|}kvwkw	

~{{�	jixsk	{Ä	u{v:liu:w
 , displaying lower average salaries and better cost control as the ratio went from 1,22 in 

2012 to 0,78 in 2016 (appendix 9.1). Here, it is important to remember that players promoted from the youth 

team would not be recorded on the balance sheet but would still receive a salary. In other words, the ratio could 

be influenced by years in which more players joined the first team from the youth team. However, this is 

considered as only a minor bias. In conclusion, management has exercised better cost control in recent years, 

confirming their focus on creating a financially sustainable company.  

8.3 Profitability Analysis 

The profitability analysis focuses on the return on common shareholders’ equity (ROCE) and its drivers. The 

purpose of this analysis is to provide an understanding of AS Roma’ financial performances and to serve as 

the basis for forecasting profitability.  

First, the Return on Common shareholders’ Equity is defined as !TÅJ = Ç{É}lkÑkvwLjk	Lvu{Ék
Öjklimk	ÇÜq

 . Looking at 

2016, the ROCE amounted to -97,1%, up from -150,9% in 2015 (appendix 9). The negative result raises a red 

flag and, given the negative ROCE was a constant in the past 5 years, it raises a question as to the profitability 

of the business. However, to better understand the drivers of the ROCE, we restate the formula as:  

!TÅJ = !STU + gfJh ∗ !STU − S\Å 	 

gfJh = nop
ÇÜq

  and   S\Å = nk:	oLvivuLix	q|}kvwkw
Öjklimk	nop

 

Now it is clear that the effect of financial leverage (FLEV) “levers” the ROCE up or down depending on the 

spread between RNOA and Net Borrowing Cost (NBC). For AS Roma, the spread has always resulted negative 

ranging from -45,5% in 2012 to -5,9% in 2016 thereby presenting an unfavourable financial leverage (appendix 

9). However, the trend saw a significant improvement which is an encouraging sign should the spread turn 

positive in the short-term. This is especially true given the increased financial leverage over the years. Should 

this happen in the short-medium term, the ROCE would be favourably affected by the high FLEV. 

Secondly, the drivers of operating profitability are analysed. More specifically, following the DuPont model 

RNOA can be expressed as: 

!STU = Q6(325	R46]2^ ∗ U**+5	V)6^(a+6 

QR =
S+5	T1+6452^]	Q6(325	(435+6	549)

!+a+^)+
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UVT =
!+a+^)+

4a+64]+	STU
 

where Profit Margin (PM) is a profitability measure and asset turnover (ATO) is an efficiency measure 

(Penman, 2013). For AS Roma, the RNOA has improved from -47,3% in 2012, to -1,2% in 2016 (appendix 

9). When analysing the drivers, PM has seen the most significant improvement, from -59,6% in 2012 to -1,1% 

in 2016. The improvement in operating margins is visible in the chart below.  

Figure 8.6 Profit Margins of AS Roma 2012 - 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

The graph suggests that over the past five years, the company has increased the profitability of its operations 

to almost break even (orange line). However, decomposing the PM into core and non-core activities provides 

a better insight into the company’s profitability. In 2016, AS Roma’s core PM amounted to -34,2% (red line 

above), up from -69% of 2012 (appendix 9). Despite the improvement recorded in the 5-year period, the 

profitability of its core operations is still largely negative. What explains the difference between core-PM and 

overall PM is the income from net transfers. This aspect highlights how management has constantly focused 

on maximizing the net transfer gain to limit operating loss. Whether the company can continue to sell its 

players to cover possible operating losses in the upcoming periods remains to be seen. More specifically, the 

value of the team could be negatively impacted by selling valuable footballers, unless new talents are 

discovered at the same pace. In this case, new talents are to be intended as players from the youth team or 

undervalued players that can be purchased/loaned at a low transfer fee. Only then the club could continue to 

achieve significant net transfer gains and maintain the same competitiveness on the pitch (and thereby similar 

revenues). 

On the other hand, the company has also experienced an increase in ATO; in 2016 it amounted to 1,0 contra 

the 0,8 in 2012 (appendix 9). The chart below presents the development in ATO over the past five years. 
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Figure 8.7 AS Roma’ ATO, 2012 – 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation 

 

The improved asset utilization can be interpreted as the result of stronger recent sporting results. In fact, the 

improvement is recorded over the last two periods, the only years from the sample where the company 

participated in Champions League (AS Roma, 2016). It is important to underline that by calculating the ATO 

as ákjkvsk
ykmLvvLvm	npÖ

 the increase is even higher; in this case, the 2016 ATO amounts to 1,1. 

 

8.4 Conclusion to the Financial Statement Analysis 

This section concludes step ‘2b’ in fundamental analysis, namely the firm analysis, and has answered sub-

question four: “How profitable are AS Roma’s core operations?” The analysis shows that the profitability of 

the company is still negative despite the significant improvements in profit margin and asset turnover. In other 

words, the current business model is not financially sustainable as evidenced by the results presented above. 

This analysis does not come as a surprise as it confirms the picture of a generally unprofitable industry (section 

6.3), especially true in the Italian panorama (Deloitte, 2016).  

Given that the company is not currently creating value, the observed share price is reflecting expectations of a 

turnaround in the company’s future. The next section moves on to forecasting sales and other key drivers of 

profitability, building on the inputs provided by previous sections as well additional data.    

9 Forecast 

This section covers step 3 of fundamental analysis, namely developing forecasts. The section starts with 

forecasting sales for AS Roma, for which the fifth sub-question is assessed: “How will the new stadium benefit 

the company?”. First, it is important to make assumptions as to the performance and competitiveness of the 

club, both nationally and internationally. This is because, as already touched upon, there is a strong link 

between sports performances and revenues. Secondly, the analysis moves on to identify the main sources of 

revenues before analysing their development over the years. Thirdly, through the information provided in the 
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financial statements and industry insights, future levels of revenues are forecasted. Once revenues are 

forecasted, this section moves on to operating cost and asset turnover to complete the information necessary 

to forecast future RNOA, thereby answering sub-question six: “What is the company’s future profitability 

potential?”.  

9.1 Sports Performance 

AS Roma is the fourth most titled club in Serie A (Das, 2015). Over the years, the club has collected 3 league 

titles, 9 Italian cups and 2 UEFA finals. When analysing recent results, the club has participated to 5 UEFA 

Champions Leagues, and three UEFA Europe Leagues during the past 10 seasons. The table below presents 

an overview of AS Roma’s positioning in Serie A since 1981 (AS Roma, 2017b). 

Figure 9.1 Serie A Positioning of AS Roma. Source: AS Roma, 2017 

 

While the sports performances of the club have seen a considerable variance among the top half of the table, 

since winning the title in 2001, the club has a 2nd position achieved 8 times (UEFA, 2017). More specifically, 

since the appointment of Pallotta as President of the club in August 2012 (AS Roma, 2017b), the club has seen 

a stable positioning in the top 3 for the last three seasons. As of March 2017, the team occupied the 2nd position 

in the league making it the longest consecutive presence in the top of the league in the past 35 years. The 

American ownership has made clear that it intends to create and maintain a club capable of competing with 

the European elite in the UEFA Champions League (Gandini, 2016a). In other words, the club is expected to 

continue to be placed in the top 3 of Serie A while playing the round of 16 in UEFA Champions League, as 

has happened in season 2015/16. In addition, the club is expected to reach the semi-final stage in Coppa Italia. 

Variations are likely to occur, nonetheless these are expected to be incorporated in the average positioning 

described above. 
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9.2 Forecast of Revenues 

As evidenced by industry reports, the main revenues for clubs in the Big Five leagues are; broadcasting, 

commercial, and match-day (Deloitte, 2017). The table below presents the aggregated revenue composition of 

the top 20 clubs.  

Figure 9.2 Aggregated Revenue Composition of the Top 20 Football Clubs in Europe and AS Roma (2015/16).  

Source: Deloitte, 2017 

  

When comparing the aggregated composition to AS Roma’s revenue structure some differences become 

evident; 71% broadcasting, 16% commercial, and 13% match-day (Deloitte, 2017).  

First, the largest aggregated revenue share for the 20 largest clubs (in terms of sales) comes from commercial 

revenues with 43%. The contrast with AS Roma’s 16% evidences a significant gap in attracting main sponsors 

to the Italian club. However, when looking at the single clubs, there is large variance between the first and the 

second half of the ranking in terms of commercial revenues. The average club in the top half earned EUR 

238m in commercial revenue during season 2015/16 contra the average EUR 78m of the bottom half. 

Interestingly AS Roma was the club with lowest commercial revenue in percentage terms, while in absolute 

terms only Leicester recorded lower commercial revenues (EUR 30,1m versus EUR 35,8m; Deloitte, 2017). 

The difference is also evident when comparing clubs with a stadium of ownership with those that do not own 

the stadium. The charts below evidence how owning the stadium attracts more and/or larger sponsors (42% 

versus 32% commercial share). 
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Figure 9.3 Average Revenue Composition of Football Clubs Depending on Stadium Ownership (2015/16). Source: 

Deloitte, 2017 

 

Secondly, with an aggregated share of 39% (figure 9.2), peers confirm the importance of broadcasting for the 

industry. This is even more so for clubs that, just like AS Roma, do not own their stadium (figure 9.3). 

However, compared to AS Roma, peers are significantly less dependent on Pay-Tv rights as there is more of 

a balance with commercial revenues. While it is arguable whether main sponsors will continue to invest in 

clubs which are underperforming in the long-run, it is logical to assume that highly relying on broadcasting 

rights is even riskier for a club. For instance, AS Roma did not qualify for the round of 16 in Champions 

League in the 2016/17 season (Homewood, 2016) and the broadcasting rights from UEFA will reflect that at 

the end of the fiscal year. In other words, broadcasting rights will largely reflect the results of national and 

international competitions and a bad year for a club is going to show its impact in the same year. On the other 

hand, main sponsors sign multi-annual contracts securing a more stable revenue stream.  

Thirdly, in 2016 match-day revenues for AS Roma amounted to a slightly lower share compared to the 

aggregated composition. Nevertheless, the result was in line with the 14% average revenue composition of 

clubs that do not own a stadium. In this regards it is important to evidence the difference in average revenue 

shares between clubs with stadium ownerships and those without ownership. A potential explanation is that 

clubs that own a stadium do benefit from more modern “theatres” that offer a better experience to spectators 

thereby attracting more people and allowing for higher ticket prices. Furthermore, additional services such as 

museum and hospitality services available at new stadia also contribute to higher match-day revenues. For 

Manchester United, hospitality services contributed 32,2% to match-day revenue with an overall sale of EUR 

44,3m (Manchester United, 2016). To put it in perspective, it is 160% of the total match-day revenue for AS 

Roma.  

Now that the overall revenue composition of top football clubs has been presented, the following paragraphs 

further analyse each revenue source to estimate future sales for AS Roma. This will be done by first analysing 

differences between clubs, and thereby understanding the underlying drivers of each revenue source. Next, the 

revenue will be forecasted based on these drivers. 
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9.2.1 Match-Day Revenue  

Match-day revenues comprise of the revenue earned on the day of the event, mainly from box-office (ticket 

sales and season passes) and hospitality services. To better understand the match-day revenue it is necessary 

to analyse the average revenue per ticket (only including match-day revenues), and the average number of 

tickets sold per game. Before proceeding with the analysis, it is important to mention that the data is based on 

the top 20 clubs in terms of revenue ranked by Deloitte (Deloitte, 2017). The complete data set is presented in 

appendix 2.  In addition, of the 20 clubs in the sample, only 5 did not own their stadium (AS Roma included). 

Figure 9.4 Match-Day Revenue of Top 20 European Football Clubs (2015/16). Source: AS Roma, 2017. 

 

The first observation is related to the difference between the clubs occupying the top and the bottom of the 

table. Manchester United, with its EUR 137,5m in match-day revenue, amounted to over 13x those of FC Zenit 

Saint Petersburg (EUR 10,3m in 2016). This significance gap can be explained by a combination of factors, 

such as for example the size of the stadium and the number of seats occupied on average. Therefore, a key 

measure to understand the significant difference in match-day revenues is the average revenue per available 

seat (REVPAS) per game. This measure captures the clubs’ ability to generate revenue per available seat, 

regardless of the capacity. The chart below ranks the clubs in the sample according to their REVPAS. 
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Figure 9.5 Average Revenue Per Available Seat per Game of Top 20 European Football Clubs (2015/16). Source: 

Deloitte, 2017 

 

Once again there is a significance variance between the clubs at the extremes of the spectrum. Chelsea’s 

REVPAS shows an outstanding asset utilization with a recorded EUR 89,5 per available seat per game. 

Another aspect evidenced by the table above is that of the four Italian clubs in the ranking, AS Roma, AC 

Milan and FC Internazionale occupy the bottom of the list while Juventus ranks as 10th. At the same time, it is 

important to underline that out of the four, Juventus is the only one with a stadium of ownership 

(Stadiumguide.com, 2017).  

To better understand the difference in REVPAS we examine its two main drivers, occupancy rates and revenue 

per ticket. 

!JhQUM	1+6	]40+	 = average	M54.2)0	Tbb)14^bd	!45+	9	Ua+64]+	6+a+^)+	1+6	52b`+5 

Clubs can have high ticket prices and earn a significant revenue per ticket but at the same time they might not 

sell as many tickets due to the high pricing, thereby returning a poor REVPAS. The table below presents the 

average stadium occupancy during league games for season 2015/16.  

Figure 9.6 Stadium Occupancy (League) of Top 20 European Football Clubs 2015/16. Source: Deloitte, 2017 

 

The first element that stands out is the fact that the top 10 clubs recorded an occupancy rate in excess of 96% 

(appendix 2). Interestingly, the bottom 4 clubs in terms of stadium utilization did not own the stadium in which 
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they played. Manchester City represented the only outlier from the clubs not owning a stadium with its solid 

98%. This clear distinction could be related to the fact that, when the club does not own its stadium, it is likely 

renting an older facility which provides worse experience in terms of comfort and viewing experience. This is 

likely the case for the Olympic Stadium in Rome, which was opened in 1953, and is currently shared by AS 

Roma and SS Lazio. Moreover, it is also worth mentioning that both the Olympic Stadium and the San Siro, 

the latter being the stadium where FC Internazionale and AC Milan play, have a capacity in excess of 70.000, 

possibly oversized for those clubs (Stadiumguide.com, 2017).  

The second main driver of REVPAS, is the average revenue per ticket sold. The table below presents the 

ranking for this measure.  

Figure 9.7 Average Revenue per Ticket Sold for Top 20 European Football Clubs (2015/16). Source: Deloitte, 2017 

 

Chelsea dominates this list, with an average revenue per ticket of EUR 89,8. This result, in combination with 

a 99,7% of occupancy, explains the EUR 89,5 in REVPAS. At the same time, AS Roma is charging a higher 

average ticket price than AC Milan and International, but not as high as Juventus. While the higher price could 

be interpreted as the reason for the low occupancy, it is important to remember that in June 2015 security 

barriers where installed at the Olympic Stadium of Rome. This caused significant protests by many fans 

leading them to boycott going to the stadium (Daily Mail, 2016). This phenomenon can be observed in the 

chart below displaying AS Roma’s match-day revenue from Serie A and the number of tickets sold over the 

past 5 years. 
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Figure 9.8 Match-Day Revenue from Serie A of AS Roma 2012-2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

  

The chart above displays a clear increasing trend in match-day revenue between 2012 and 2015, with a 

moderate drop in 2016. Here, the tickets sold and season passes decreased by 28% and 14% respectively. Now 

that the drivers of match-day revenue have been presented, the analysis proceeds with estimating the future 

levels with a clear distinction before and after the construction of the new stadium. 

Match-day revenue 2017 

2017 is an outlier in the forecast of future match-day revenue. As for the league revenues, the security barriers 

causing protests among fans were installed for most of the season, thereby determining a lower occupancy. As 

the barriers were removed throughout the season, and AS Roma’s performance in the league is similar to 

previous years, the match-day revenue is estimated as the average of the past three seasons (Ansa, 2017). In 

addition, while AS Roma did access the semi-finals in Coppa Italia as predicted, the club did not qualify for 

Champions League (Daley, 2017). It follows that match-day revenue from international competitions is 

obtained from the 2017 interim financial statement, as it already included all the revenues for the full year (AS 

Roma, 2017c). 

Match-day revenue 2018-2020 

To estimate the match-day revenue one must estimate the number of home-games played in a season, and the 

REVPAS per game. As presented earlier, the forecast assumes that AS Roma is expected to continue to 

compete for the Serie A title, to reach the round of 16 in Champions League, and to reach the semi-finals in 

Coppa Italia. The number of home leagues games per season is fixed at 19, given the 20 participants to Serie 

A (Sky, 2016). Next, the forecasted number of home Champions League games is four, given by three games 

needed to pass the group stage and one home game in the round of sixteen (UEFA, 2017). Thirdly, the number 

of home games to achieve the semi-final round in Coppa Italia is two (SKY, 2017a). This translates into a total 

of 25 home games per season. 
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Secondly, the estimated REVPAS per game is a factor of the average occupancy rate and the average revenue 

per ticket sold. Here, the occupancy rate is calculated as: 

Tbb)14^bd	645+ =
( #	(3	52b`+5*	*(-.	1+6	*+4*(^#	(3	ℎ(0+	]40+*	1+6	*+4*(^ + *+4*(^	14**+*)

M54.2)0	b414b25d
	 

Combining the information from figure 9.8 with the stadium occupancy of 72.700 (TheStadiumGuide.com, 

2017), we obtain the following occupancy rates: 

Figure 9.9 Average occupancy rates AS Roma 2012-2016. Source: AS Roma, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 

 

Interestingly, 2016 recorded the lowest stadium attendance despite strong results on the pitch. To put it in 

perspective, in 2012 AS Roma finished its season in the 7th place and still performed better in terms of 

occupancy than 2016, where the club ended in the 3rd place (AS Roma, 2017, b).  As discussed, the security 

barriers played a major role in keeping fans away from attending games at the stadium (Gandini, 2016b). 

However, these barriers were removed in April 2017 (Ansa, 2017). For this reason, starting from season 

2017/18 league attendance is believed to return to 60%, as observed in 2015.  

As for the average revenue per ticket, it is expected to remain stable at EUR 33,5, as observed in 2016 (figure 

9.7). In other words, the company is expected to maintain the same pricing at least until the opening of the 

new stadium. The average revenue per ticket of EUR 33,5, combined with a 60% occupancy rate, translates 

into a REVPAS per game of EUR 20,1, starting from 2018. Consequently, by multiplying the REVPAS per 

game by the estimated 25 home games per season, the 2018 match-day revenue amounts to EUR 36,5m, 

excluding friendly games. The estimated revenue from friendly games is based on the 2016 value, adjusted for 

nominal GDP growth (OECD, 2017). The reason for not applying the estimated REVPAS to friendly games 

is to do with the lower appeal (e.g. likely lower ticket prices) and a potentially different fan base. 

Match-day revenue from 2021  

From season 2020-21 the forecasted match-day revenues will increase assuming the timely opening of the new 

stadium (Whaling, 2016). In order to estimate the impact of the new stadium we follow a similar analysis as 

conducted earlier. The first aspect to consider is the capacity of the stadium. The project under approval 

presents a stadium with a capacity of 52.500 seats, with the option of expanding it to 60.000 (Daley, 2016).  

Secondly, we calculate the occupancy rate as it plays a major role in determining the REVPAS. The value is 

estimated using the mean of the average occupancy rate among the 20 top clubs owning a stadium (figure 9.6), 

which results in 92,3% (appendix 2). The occupancy rate is then multiplied by the 52.500 seat capacity to 
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obtain an average occupancy of 48.467 spectators per game. This is an increase of 38% in average attendance 

compared to 2016, and an 11% increase over 2015 (figure 9.9). 

Thirdly, the average revenue per ticket is estimated. Here two scenarios are considered and incorporated into 

the valuation to present a high and low growth prospect. The low growth scenario assumes the same average 

revenue per ticket as in 2016 (i.e. EUR 33,5). This is arguably a very conservative scenario as the club will 

likely be able to increase the ticket prices due to a more entertaining and modern stadium. In addition, the 

creation of hospitality services (e.g. museum, restaurants, hotel, etc.) is likely to boost the average revenue per 

seat. It is important to recall that clubs like Manchester United earn over 30% of their match-day revenue from 

hospitality services (Manchester United, 2016). For this reason, we also consider a high growth scenario where 

AS Roma will earn the same average revenue per ticket as Juventus did in 2016. The choice of Juventus lays 

on the fact that it is the only Italian club in the ranking to own the stadium (Deloitte, 2017). In addition, in 

terms of competitiveness, Juventus currently represents AS Roma’s benchmark both nationally and 

internationally. Selecting the average revenue per ticket from a club operating in another league would 

disregard potential differences in real disposable income of households, price sensitivity. In other words, we 

cannot assume that the average AS Roma supporter is able and willing to spend as much as Chelsea’s fans. 

This translates in an average revenue per ticket of EUR 45,2, up from EUR 33,5 (appendix 2). When factoring 

the estimated occupancy rate of 92,3%, it follows that the low REVPAS per game amounts to EUR 30,9 contra 

the high estimate of EUR 41,7. Compared to current peer levels (figure 9.5), AS Roma would rank as the 11th 

or 13th club respectively, one or two spots below Juventus. Finally, multiplying the respective REVPAS per 

game by the forecasted 25 home games per season, the 2021 match-day revenue amounts to EUR 54,8m and 

EUR 40,6m respectively, excluding friendly games. This match-day revenue is then adjusted for the same 

nominal GDP growth forecast used in all the other line items over time (OECD, 2017). Appendix 13.1 

summarizes the calculations to estimate the match-day revenue. 

To conclude, currently AS Roma’s match-day revenues are in the bottom end of the ranking presented by 

Deloitte (2017). This is a combination of different factors, from lower attendance to lower average revenue 

per ticket. While the 2016 attendance was highly impacted by the instalment of security barriers at the stadium, 

these have been removed in April 2017, and attendance is expected to return to 60% from 2018. To put it in 

perspective, this result is considerably lower than the average among the top 10 of 98,9%. Nonetheless, a 

significant difference is observed difference between clubs owning the stadium and those who do not (like AS 

Roma today). Following statistics from peers, the 2021 opening of a stadium of ownership is expected to boost 

the average game attendance, and potentially the average revenue per ticket.  

9.2.2 Commercial Revenue 

While broadcasting and match-day revenues are readily available from the financial statements of AS Roma, 

commercial revenues are only visible at the group level, which is beyond the focus of the paper. However, 
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before presenting the forecast, it is important to understand the current levels and how this revenue is 

recognized. 

AS Roma spun off its commercial sponsorship, merchandising and marketing business to Soccer SAS, a 

subsidiary formed in 2007. Today AS Roma has a stake of 97,39% over the income from the subsidiary, 

currently operating at a loss of EUR 13m (AS Roma, 2016). For this reason, only potential income would 

appear in the income statement as results from joint ventures and associates, not revenue. More specifically, 

Soccer SAS had a Revenue of EUR 34,3m and operating costs of EUR 49,8m in 2016 (AS Roma, 2016). The 

operating costs are largely driven by transfer prices with the related company MediaCo for the use of the brand 

AS Roma; in fact, EUR 22,7m (45% of operating costs) were driven by the intercompany fee. Since this 

mechanism is effectively recognizing revenue in one subsidiary and the related cost in another one, these 

transactions are disregarded from the analysis. In 2016, while Soccer SAS recognized a loss of EUR 13m, 

MediaCo booked a profit of EUR 12,5m, approximately netting off the results from joint ventures and 

associates. For the sake of forecasting, we assume that the operating costs related to commercial operations 

are EUR 35m in fixed costs (as observed in 2016) and any incremental commercial revenue will convey in 

results from joint ventures and associates of AS Roma’s books. Now that we understand how commercial 

revenue are recorded in the books, we move on to analyse AS Roma’s commercial revenue compared to the 

competition.  

As presented in the revenue structure, commercial revenue represents 43% of the total aggregated sales of the 

top 20 clubs. More specifically, when filtering out the clubs owning a stadium, commercial revenues 

contributed by 32% to total revenues of clubs. This is significantly higher than AS Roma’s 16% (at the group 

level), especially considering that AS Roma is one of the five clubs that contributed to calculating the average. 

This failure to attract large sponsors is arguably a combination of several factors, but one is readily observable. 

The chart below suggests a relation between commercial and match-day revenues among the 20 largest clubs. 
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Figure 9.10 Relation between Commercial and Match-Day Revenue for Top 20 European Football Clubs.  

Source: Deloitte, 2017. 

 

The Pearson correlation coefficient of 0,79 suggests a moderately strong correlation between match-day and 

commercial revenues (appendix 2). This could be interpreted as sponsors invest in clubs that attract more 

people to the stadium, in turns having higher match-day revenues. For an objective point of view, higher 

spectators increase the advertising reach of sponsors. At the same time, higher match-day revenues are usually 

found in clubs that perform very well on the pitch thereby attracting broadcasters as well. This will also 

contribute to increase the commercial revenues of clubs. When distinguishing between clubs owning a stadium 

and those who do not (marked in red and presenting a name label), one main aspect is readily observable. 

Interestingly, the clubs without ownership of stadia reside in the lower end of the chart, with the exception of 

Manchester City. This suggests that clubs that do not own a stadium face difficulties in growing their revenues 

to the same extent as those that have a stadium of ownership.  

Secondly, when looking at the ratio Ç{ÉÉkluLix	lkjkvsk
éi:uÑ>èit	lkjkvsk

, the average for clubs owning a stadium is 2,15 

(excluding FC Zenit as it is a clear outlier with its 14,16) (appendix 3). 

This ratio is then applied to forecast future commercial revenues from 2020-21 with the opening of the new 

stadium. It is important to underline that until 2020-21, AS Roma is expected to continue at past levels where 

the activity operated by the associates did not exceed the break-even point. This is because there is no 

indication as to higher appeal to sponsors until the opening of the new stadium. From 2021, commercial 

revenues are estimated to take five years before achieving their full potential (i.e. 2,15 times match-day 

revenues). Here it is important to remember that the result which will be impacting AS Roma books will be 

equal to 97,39% of the income from commercial revenues; where costs are assumed to be fixed at EUR 35m. 
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To conclude, commercial revenues contribute dramatically to the sales of top clubs, especially those that own 

a stadium. AS Roma has been severely underperforming in this aspect and the opening of the new stadium is 

expected to bring the club to the average level of the industry. This is because evidence displays a strong link 

between match-day revenue and the ability to attract sponsors. 

9.2.3 Broadcasting 

Broadcasting is an essential source of revenue for top clubs. This is even more true for AS Roma, looking at 

recent financial results. In 2016 broadcasting contributed to 71% of total revenue; after Leicester City, it was 

most dependant club on broadcasting in the ranking. However, forecasting future broadcasting revenues 

requires estimating future performances as well as future licensing fees. While the first aspect has already been 

discussed, forecasting future license fees is highly speculative and not in the hands of a single club. These are 

based on action prices agreed between the respective football association, and the Pay-tv providers bidding for 

the content. Due to the speculative nature of this estimation, the forecast is based on 2016 license fees. 

Furthermore, during season 2015/16 AS Roma achieved the round of 16 in UEFA Champions League which 

matches future sporting expectations. 

9.2.4 Conclusion to sales forecast 

Forecasting sales is encompasses estimating the sources of revenues and their drivers. 2017 is expected to be 

a negative year for the company due to the exclusion from Champions League. More specifically, sales are 

expected to fall by 26% largely due to a significantly lower broadcasting revenue. Nonetheless, from the 

company is expected to benefit from a return to a 60% home game attendance, largely due to the removal of 

security barriers. In addition, the expected participation in Champions League will bring back the broadcasting 

revenue on 2016 levels. Sales are then expected to grow constantly at the forecasted nominal GDP growth 

until 2021. The opening of a new stadium will mark an increase in match-day revenue already in 2021. This 

is due to an expected higher attendance, and possibly a higher average revenue per ticket (i.e. high forecast). 

Secondly, the new stadium is expected to incrementally attract sponsors to align the commercial potential of 

the company with its peers. This transition will take five years before achieving the full benefit from the 

construction of the new stadium. The following graphs represent the high and low forecasts based on the 

analysis above. 
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Figure 9.11 Sales forecast 

 

9.3 Operating Costs 

Forecasting operating costs necessitates the understanding of the cost behaviour of the various line items and 

their respective cost drivers. As outlined in the financial statement analysis, AS Roma’s operating costs are 

largely driven by staff/personnel costs; in 2016 this line item amounted to 78% of revenues (appendix 8). In 

turn, this cost is driven by the value of the players in the team; more valuable players demand higher salaries. 

Given the assumption that the value of players’ contracts will be based on the 2016 level, adjusted by nominal 

GDP growth, we can estimate the staff/personnel salaries. The company is expected to maintain the ratio 
wixilLkw	k|}kvwkw
}xitklwêu{v:liu:w	

	at the 2016 level of 0,78 (appendix 9.1). This is because, the management has focused on 

cost management since its inception in 2012 and, given the expected operating loss, they are unlikely to 

increase their largest expense (appendix 8).  

Secondly, amortizations and depreciations are a factor of net operating assets. In order to forecast the expense, 

the average proportion of  ÖÉ{l:Lëi:L{v	ivè	èk}lkuLi:L{v
~kmLvvLvm	npÖ

 is computed for past 5 years. The result, 24,7% was 

then multiplied by the forecasted NOA to obtain the expense estimate (appendix 9.1). The third largest 

operating cost, service related expenses, is believed to behave as a fixed cost. When looking at the notes to the 

financial statements, the line item includes expenses related to organizing pre-season events, travel and 

accommodation for players and staff, and consulting fees, among others. These are not expected to vary 

depending on the revenues nor on the value of the team. To further substantiate this view is the little variance 

in the past periods.  For this reason, the average over the past 3 years is taken as the basis for future estimates, 

adjusted for nominal GDP growth. Similarly, general administration and rental/lease expenses are regarded 

as fixed costs and the average of the past three seasons is computed as a basis for the forecast. These values 

are also adjusted for nominal GDP growth in future periods. Finally, consumables are regarded as a variable 

cost driven by NOA. Looking at the past 5 periods, the average u{vwsÉiyxkw
ykmLvvLvm	npÖ

 amounted to 1,5% with little 

variance. For this reason, past average is applied to forecasted NOA to estimate consumables.  
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To conclude, some operating costs are regarded as variable and they will follow the change in their driver 

whereas other are considered fixed. For the fixed costs, the basis is taken from past levels and adjusted for 

GDP growth in future periods. Ultimately, the difference between operating revenues and operating costs will 

result in core operating income before tax. Taxes will then be calculated using the 27,9% (PWC, 2017) 

marginal tax rate to arrive at the core-operating income after tax, and Profit Margin (PM). The overview on 

forecasted profitability is presented in the conclusion to the forecast.  

9.4 Asset Turnover  

As evidenced in the financial statement analysis, the asset turnover experienced a significant improvement in 

the past 5 years. In 2016, the ATO amounted to 1,11, an increase of 40% from 0,79 of 2012. Season 2016/17’s 

revenues are estimated as significantly lower than the previous result due to the exclusion from Champions 

League. Combined with the assumption that NOA will not decrease for the year, the 2017 ATO equals 0,72. 

Here it is important to recall that net transfers are not forecasted as regarded as non-core operations. In other 

words, the forecast assumes that the valuable team players will not be sold to limit the operational losses 

expected in 2017.  

From 2017 onwards, the club is expected to improve its ATO as it returns to what is assumed as the standard 

performance on the pitch. This improvement marks the transition from the low 0,72 ATO of 2017 to the long-

run level of 1,55 in 2025. Season 2024-25 will be the fifth season since the opening of the new stadium, and 

the first year where AS Roma is expected to experience the full benefit of commercial revenues.  

To conclude, AS Roma experience a significant improvement in ATO over the past five years. This 

improvement will continue until the company will achieve the full commercial potential from the new stadium 

in 2025, despite a decrease in 2017.  

9.5 Conclusion to the Forecast 

This section has covered step 3 of fundamental analysis, and answered sub-questions five and six. As to the 

former, the forecasting has evidenced the importance of the construction of the new stadium for AS Roma. In 

fact, until 2021 the operations of the company are expected to remain unprofitable. However, starting from 

2021 the match-day revenue will increase to reflect a higher attendance, more aligned with its peers. In 

addition, depending on whether the average revenue per ticket sold will remain constant at current levels or it 

will match Juventus 2016 values, two forecasts have been developed.  

Aside from additional benefits brought by the new stadium, AS Roma’s overall profitability potential has been 

assessed, which answers sub-question six. The commercial revenue is forecasted to increase significantly with 

the new stadium. This is based on statistical evidence displaying a relation between match-day and commercial 

revenue. Compounding the additional match-day and commercial revenue, the new stadium market marks a 
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significant improvement for AS Roma’s operations. The charts below display the development of RNOA and 

its drivers for the respective forecasts. 

Figure 9.12 RNOA forecast 

 

 

As visible in the graphs, AS Roma is expected to record a RNOA of 24,1% and 12,9%, respectively. 

Nonetheless, the competitive advantage from a new stadium is not expected beyond 10 years from its opening. 

This is also in line with the findings from the fade diagrams where a low persistence is evidenced across the 

different drivers (figures 7-9). Therefore, from 2031 a fading period of five years will smooth the key drivers 

towards their estimated long-run levels calculated through the auto-regression (appendix 13). Finally, while 

the long-run RNOA of 4,8% displays a company with a positive return on operations, the profitability forecast 

is not sufficient to determine whether the company is generating value for its shareholders. For this reason, the 

paper moves on to estimating the cost of capital 

10 Cost of Capital 

Now that the forecasts are in place, the thesis moves on to step four in fundamental analysis: converting 

forecasts to a valuation. To do this, it is first necessary to answer sub-question seven: “What is the company’s 

cost of capital?” This section focuses on the estimation of the discount rate to be applied in the valuation 

model. The previous forecast estimated the future level of profitability expressed as core-operating income (or 

RNOA times NOA). However, generating a profit from operations is not enough to determine whether a 

company is creating value for its shareholders. To create value a company needs its return on net operating 

assets to exceed its cost of capital, defined as a weighted average of required return on equity (!k) and debt 

(!è). Here below the equation for the after-tax weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is presented: 

íUÅÅ = 		
Rhq
RhÄ

∗ 	!k + 	
SgT
RhÄ

	∗ 	!è ∗ 	 (1 − 046]2^4-	549	645+) 

where éìî
éìÄ

 and nop
éìÄ

	 represent the weights of equity and debt respectively, expressed in market values. NFO is 

taken as a proxy for market value of debt, as in the reformulation only items expressed at fair value are defined 

as NFO. In addition, the WACC accounts for the tax advantage of holding debt, as Net Financial Expenses 
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reduce taxable earnings (EBT or Earnings before taxes). The following sections will first focus on each 

component of the WACC and then present the final discount factor used in the valuation. 

10.1 Estimating Weights for the WACC 

The valuation will assume constant weights for debt and equity in the WACC. Whether this is realistic is 

arguable, especially since the company does not present a target debt/equity ratio in their annual report. 

However, estimating a time varying financial leverage is even more speculative and for this reason past levels 

are used to set the weights. The table below summarizes the financial leverage of the past 5 years. 

Figure 10.1 Market Value of Debt, Equity and Firm for AS Roma, 2012 - 2016. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

While the market value of the firm has increased by a factor of 3,2, with a peak in 2014, the financial leverage 

has remained relatively stable in the long term. For this reason, the weights are set using the average of the 

past five years, matching the time since a new president and new owners joined AS Roma. This translates in a 
nop
éìÄ

 and éìî
éìÄ

 of 48,6% and 51,4%, respectively. It is important to mention that by using market values it is 

effectively assumed that the share was trading at the correct price, while we use these estimates to determine 

a possible mispricing. There is a clear issue of circularity, and this is one of the elements of “smoke and 

mirrors” in the estimation of the discount rate, as described by Penman (2013). Now that the weights of equity 

and debt have been estimated, the analysis moves on to estimating the cost of equity, and debt. 

10.2 Estimating the Cost of Equity 

The cost of equity equals the investors’ required return as a compensation for the risk of investing their capital 

in the company. The most prominent model to estimate the required return on equity is the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model (CAPM). As outlined by Penman (2013), the CAPM assumes that unsystematic risk can be 

diversified away and investors should only be rewarded for systematic risk (or non-diversifiable risk; Penman, 

2013). This systematic risk is translated into a risk premium, which is then added to the risk-free return. The 

premium is dependent on the investment’s sensitivity to the systematic risk of the investment portfolio. The 

formula below summarizes the CAPM: 

!k = !Ä + 	ï ∗ !É − !Ä + Å!Q  

Historical D/MV ratio
2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

NFO 195                    160                    134                    90                     57                     
MV equity 155                    207                    296                    60                     53                     
MV firm 349                    367                    430                    150                   109                   

NFO/MV 55,7% 43,7% 31,2% 60,2% 51,9%

Average NFO/MV 48,6%
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where !Ä is the risk-free rate, !Éis the expected return on the market, ï represents the sensitivity to the market 

risk premium, and CRP is the country risk premium. I will now describe the estimation of each input to the 

CAPM model, starting with the risk-free rate. 

10.2.1 Risk-free Rate 

In theory, the risk-free rate represents the interest rate at which investors can earn “risk-less” returns. In 

practice, government bonds with the highest rating (e.g. Moody’s Aaa) are used as proxies for risk-free rate 

(Brealey et al, 2014). In this project, the average yield on an Aaa Eurobond with 25 years to maturity is used 

as a risk-free rate. The long time to maturity reflects the extensive forecasting period, while the use of a 

Eurobond ensures a match with the currency in which revenues are recognized. The latest estimates provided 

by the European Central Bank present an interest rate of 1,659% (ECB, 2017a). 

10.2.2 Beta Estimation 

The beta is estimated from the following regression model (Christensen & Feltham, 2009): 

!J: − !: = 	<:q + 	ï:q(!R: − !:) + 	A: 

where !J:is the excess return of AS Roma and !R:is the return of the market. As possible proxies for the 

market, the indices MSCI World, MSCI All World (which includes emerging markets), MSCI EUR, and FTSE 

MIB have been used. The total returns were obtained through DataStream and two different risk-free rates 

were used to compute excess returns; 3 month US treasury bills for MSCI World and MSCI All World, and 

three months EURIBOR for MSCI EUR and FTSE MIB. This was done to ensure that the risk-free rate was 

denoted in the same currency as the market index. The beta was investigated for both a 5- and 10-year horizon, 

with daily, weekly, and monthly data; i.e. 24 regression models were run. Weekly observations refer to 

Wednesday data, and monthly observations are taken from the 15th of each month. The following table 

summarizes the different beta estimates: 

Figure 10.2 Beta Estimates using Different Market Indices and Data Frequency. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

 

When testing for the validity of the CAPM, it is important that the a in the regression model returns as 0 or 

statistically insignificant (p-value higher than 0.05; Christensen & Feltham 2009). Seven estimates did not 

Overview of beta values (value in red where alpha is not equal to zero)
MSCI_W MSCI_AW MSCI_EUR FTSE MIB N

Daily 5y 0,502		 	 0,540							 	 0,480												 	 0,369				 	 1.319    
Daily 10y 0,750		 	 0,761							 	 0,693												 	 0,646				 	 2.625    
Weekly 5y 0,506		 	 0,524							 	 0,432												 	 0,465				 	 263       
Weekly 10y 0,830		 	 0,824							 	 0,696												 	 0,641				 	 524       
Monthly 5y 1,195		 	 1,361							 	 1,350												 	 1,531				 	 60         
Monthly 10y 1,335		 	 1,346							 	 1,174												 	 1,061				 	 120       
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fulfil this condition, as marked in the table above. Interestingly, all the beta estimates from 10-year daily returns 

are invalid. As for the monthly 5-year returns, only three out of four estimates resulted invalid. However, the 

FTSE MIB is also disregarded from future analysis due to the limited number of observations compared to the 

other estimates. Next, the remaining beta estimates are tested for auto correlation in residuals performing a 

Durbin-Watson test in SPSS. The tables below present the result of the test. 

Figure 10.3 Durbin-Watson statistics from SPSS. Author’s Own Creation 

  

Using a Durbin Watson table with a 95% confidence interval (table on the left), the betas based on weekly 5-

year and monthly 10-year data are found to exceed the critical values, and we therefore reject the null 

hypothesis of zero autocorrelation (table on the right). These estimates are excluded from further consideration, 

as zero auto correlation is an underlying assumption of linear regression (Keller, 2012). 

Finally, since the CAPM assumes the beta to be stable, we look at the 2-year rolling beta and its variance for 

the remaining estimates (daily 5 years, and weekly 10 years). The table below presents the variance for each 

rolling beta. 

Figure 10.4 Variances of the 2-year Rolling Beta for Different Market Indices and Data Frequency.  

Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

The data outlines how betas are not constant, yet the FTSE MIB and the MSCI EUR are more the most stable 

estimates, as also visible in appendix14. While the FTSE MIB and MSCI EUR both share a low variance, the 

data suggests that the former is a better estimate. However, since the FTSE MIB’s daily 5-year estimate would 

return the single lowest beta from the 24 regressions, the valuation will proceed with the MSCI EUR’s raw 

beta of 0,48. The chart below displays the 2-year rolling betas based on the different indices from the daily 5-

year data. 

  

Durbin-Watson critical values (from Durbin-Watson table)
0 Reject DL Inconclusive DU Accept 4-DU Inconclusive 4-DL Reject 4

Daily 5y 1,76 1,78 2,22 2,24
Weekly 5y 1,76 1,78 2,22 2,24
Weekly 10y 1,76 1,78 2,22 2,24

too	few	observations Monthly 5y 1,55 1,62 2,38 2,45
Monthly 10y 1,68 1,72 2,28 2,32

Overview of Durbin-Watson values (from SPSS)
MSCI_W MSCI_AW MSCI_EUR FTSE MIB

Daily 5y 2,034 2,033 2,032 2,038
Weekly 5y 1,345 1,346 1,330 1,334
Weekly 10y 1,853 1,854 1,857 1,856
Monthly 10y 2,380 2,379 2,362 2,330

Variances from rolling beta
MSCI_W MSCI_AW MSCI_EUR FTSE MIB

Daily 5y 2,8% 2,6% 0,7% 0,5%
Weekly 10y 14,3% 13,0% 4,7% 3,0%
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Figure 10.4 Rolling 2-year Beta for Different Market Indices, using 5-year Daily Data. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

Secondly, the beta is adjusted following Bloomberg’s assumption of the value converging to 1 in the long term 

(Damodaran, 2002). The formula for adjusting the beta is presented here below: 

U.ñ)*5+.	ï = 64e	ï ∗ 	0,67 + (1 ∗ 	0,33) 

This effectively transforms the raw beta of 0,48 to an adjusted beta of 0,65. This adjusted beta is the estimate 

which will be used in the valuation. 

10.2.3 Risk Premium  

The risk premium accounts for both market risk and country risk. The first element captures the expected 

excess return of the market over the risk-free rate. There are usually two ways of estimating the market risk 

premium. The standard approach sets the expected !É at the historical risk premium, defined as annual returns 

on stocks versus bonds over a 50-100 years’ horizon. However, this approach has limitations. Past returns do 

not necessarily translate into future returns as there is no causal connection. In addition, when analysing 

emerging countries, the data is limited and volatile (Damodaran, 2016). Alternatively, the market risk premium 

can be estimated by asking investors and managers about their expectations regarding future returns. For 

instance, Fernandez (2016) publishes the results from its yearly survey in which he investigates market risk 

premiums and risk-free rates adopted by practitioners in different countries.  

In this paper, Damodaran’s (2016) definition of total equity risk premium is adopted. In other words, the US 

market risk premium of 5,69% is used as the basis to determine the market risk premium of other countries. 

Moreover, the US equity risk premium is adjusted by adding the country risk-premium. 

The country risk premium is a factor which accounts for the default spread of government bonds and it is 

generally based on the credit rating by Moody’s or the equivalent rating by S&P (Damodaran, 2017). As 

outlined by Damodaran, incorporating the country risk premium (CRP) in the risk premium assumes that the 
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company’s exposure to country risk is similar to its exposure to other market risk. It is important to underline 

that the CRP should reflect the countries in which the company operates, rather than where it is incorporated. 

In the case of AS Roma, its operations are based in Italy where the country earns the majority of its revenues. 

Nevertheless, the broadcasting and participation revenues related to Champions League are not necessarily 

linked to the Italian default risk, but rather to those countries in which UEFA operates. While applying a weight 

for different CRPs can be theoretically appealing, estimating which countries will be the source of future 

participation bonuses in Champions League is beyond the scope of this project, and a highly speculative 

process. For this reason, the model assumes that AS Roma is only exposed to the CRP of Italy. 

The latest report by Damodaran present a CRP of 2,71% for Italy, contributing to a total equity risk premium 

of 8,40% (Damodaran, 2017). This input, combined with the 1,66% risk-free rate and an adjusted beta of 0,65 

determine a required return on equity of 7,13%: 

!k = !Ä + 4.ñ)*5+.	ï ∗ !É − !Ä + Å!Q  

7,13% = 1,66% + 0,65 ∗ (5,69% + 2,71%) 

10.3 Estimating the Cost of Debt 

The traditional way of estimating the cost of debt is by using the yield on a long-term bond outstanding. The 

yield is the discount rate that sets the market value of the bond to the present value of future cash flows. 

However, since the company has no traded bonds outstanding and it is not rated by one of the public rating 

agencies, the alternative approach to estimating the cost of debt is through a synthetic credit rating. This 

method replicates the credit rating by i.e. Moody’s or Standard and Poor, and obtains the default spread from 

the median within the specific rating (Damodaran, n.d.a). 

However, this second approach also presents some challenges. The recent poor operational results, combined 

with relatively high interest expenses, result in a C2/c rating, in 2016. This effectively translates into a cost of 

debt of 12,75%, which is unrealistically high compared to the effective interest rate, and when taking into 

account the forecasted profitability improvement. Therefore, the current effective interest rate on loans 

outstanding, defined as the weighted average between short-term and long-term rates, is used as a proxy for 

the cost of debt. The table below presents the calculation for the effective interest rate using the information 

available in the notes to the 2016 annual report of AS Roma (2016). 
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Figure 10.5 Debt Overview and Effective Interest Rate Calculation for AS Roma. Source: Author's Own Creation. 

 

As can be seen in figure 10.5, the pre-tax required return on debt is 6,34%. The corporate tax rate in Italy is 

27,9% (PWC, 2017), and when taking the tax benefit from financial leverage into account, the after-tax cost 

of debt amounts to 4,57%: 

!è =
fV	-(4^
SgT

∗ 2^5+6+*5	(^	fV	-(4^ +
MV	-(4^
SgT

∗ 	2^5+6+*5	(^	fV	-(4^ ∗ 	 1 − 0462]^4-	549	645+ 	 

4,57% = 90,6% ∗ 7% + 9,4% ∗ 0,05% ∗ (1 − 27,9%) 

10.4 Conclusion on the Cost of Capital 

In this section, all the inputs for the cost of capital have been estimated, which answers sub-question seven: 

“What is the company’s cost of capital?”. The table below summarises these inputs, as well as the sources and 

assumptions used to estimate them. 

Figure 10.6 Overview of Inputs to the Cost of Capital. Source: Author's Own creation. 

 

By applying the respective weights to the cost of equity and cost of debt, we arrive at a 5,89% after-tax WACC: 

íUÅÅ = 		
Rhq
RhÄ

∗ 	!k + 	
SgT
RhÄ

	∗ 	!è	435+6	549 

5,89% = 51,4% ∗ 7,13% + 48,6% ∗ 4,57% 	 

2016 Weights
Long term debt outstanding 172.587           90,6%
Interest rate 7,00%

Euribor 3m 0,75%
Fixed Spread 6,25%

Short term debt outstanding 17.964             9,4%
interest rate 0,05%

core NFO 190.551           100%
Effective interest rate 6,34%

Value Source
Market risk premium 5,69% Damodaran
Raw beta 0,48                 MSCI Europe daily 5 yrs
Adjusted beta 0,65                 (0,67 * raw beta) + (0,33* 1)
Estimated cost of debt 6,34% Weighted average of LT and ST rates
D/MV 48,55% avg past 5 years
E/MV 51,45% avg past 5 years
Marginal tax rate 27,90%
Risk-free rate 1,66% Yield on AAA 25 yrs Eurobond
Country risk premium 2,71% Damodaran

Adjusted Re R(d) R(d) after-tax After-tax WACC
7,13% 6,34% 4,57% 5,89%
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 This value is considered as the constant cost of capital for AS Roma, and will be used as the discount rate in 

the valuation.  

11 Valuation 

This section aims at answering the main research question of this thesis: “What is the fair value of AS Roma 

S.p.A.’s shares as of the 26/04/2017?”. This will be done by first performing two valuations using different 

inputs in the residual operating income model. To verify these valuations, a sensitivity and multiples analysis 

will be done. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis will give insight into the implied market expectations, and to 

what extent AS Roma’s investors can be considered rational, answering the final sub-question. 

11.1 Valuation using Residual Operating Income 

The residual operating income, also known as Economic Value Added, defines the value of common equity as 

the sum of the current book value of common equity and the present value (PV) of expected residual operating 

income. In the case of AS Roma, the Gordon growth variant is used to reflect the assumption that sales will 

grow infinitely (Penman, 2013). This relationship is captured by the formula below: 

hõq = ÅMJõ +	
!+T$?
Qo
? +

!+T$H
Qo
H +

!+T$ú
Qo
õú + ⋯+

!+T$O
Qo
O +

!+T$Oû?
Qo
O − 1 − ]
Qo
O  

and 

!+T$: = !STU: − íUÅÅ ∗ 	STU:>? 

where hõq  is the current market value of common equity, ÅMJõ is the current book value of equity, ReOI is the 

residual operating income, and Qo is the discount rate (Qo = WACC +1) (Penman, 2013). At this point of the 

analysis, input from previous sections converge to determine the market value of common equity. First, the 

CSE is extracted from the reformulated equity statement for 2016 (appendix 4). Secondly, the ReOI focuses 

on quantifying the remaining operating profit after the required return on capital has been paid out. More 

specifically, as long as the RNOA is greater than the WACC the company is generating value. AS Roma’s 

future RNOA is obtained from the forecast and, as discussed earlier, it varies with time due to changes in both 

PM and ATO. As for the WACC, the previous section presented the after-tax WACC of 5,89% which is 

assumed constant. Finally, the input for the NOA is also obtained from the forecast through the estimated sales 

and ATO. Once the ReOI have been calculated, the discount rate is applied to account for time value of money 

(Penman, 2013). 

Before presenting the final valuation, it is important to recall that two sales forecast were conducted depending 

on the effect of the stadium on commercial and match-day revenue (section 9.2). It follows that two different 

valuations are presented (high & low), based on the difference in the forecasting period as well as the long-
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run sales growth. More specifically, the high growth valuation uses the long-term nominal GDP growth 

forecast for Italy of 3,74% (OECD, 2017); whereas the low growth scenario uses the expected long-term 

inflation of 2% (ECB, 2017b) to reflect no real growth in the future. 

The two valuations of AS Roma’s common equity are presented below with the overview of how the different 

periods contribute to generate (destroy) shareholder value, and the long-run levels. 

11.1.1 ReOI Valuation based on High Growth 

Figure 11.1 ReOI valuation - High 

 

The high growth scenario estimates a fair value of EUR -0,21 per share. The negative share price reflects the 

fact that over time the company destroys more value than it creates. Analysing the composition of the MV of 

CSE helps in understanding the source of value destruction.  

The present value between 2017 and 2020, the seasons prior to the opening of the stadium, is negative by EUR 

245,1m. More specifically, the negative result reflects the elimination from Champions League in 2017, alone 

determining a PV of EUR -87,9m. The following years, 2018 to 2020, are still expected to destroy value for 

the company as the operations do not break even (appendix 18). The next period, covering 2021 to 2031, is 

defined by the expected benefits from the new stadium. More specifically, match-day and commercial revenues 

are estimated to increase significantly, to the extent of making operations. This period is expected to generate 

a PV of EUR 222,2m reflecting solid operational performances. Nevertheless, due to time value of money, 

this value creation is not large enough to offset the value lost in earlier years. Following the explicit forecast 

is the fade period which in five years, 2032 to 2036 brings the profitability and growth of AS Roma to the 

long-run levels. The fade period contributes EUR 7,6m to the PV, driven by the year 2032 in which the RNOA 

still exceeds the after-tax WACC. Finally, the terminal value marks the destruction of EUR 74,6m in today’s 

terms due to the cost of capital being higher than the after-tax return on operations (i.e. 5,89% > 4,77%). 

11.1.2 ReOI Valuation based on Low Growth 

The second valuation carries a share price of EUR -0,64. The negative result in no surprise since it reflects a 

lower sales forecast than presented earlier. This is also visible by the PV of EUR 19,3m between 2021 and 

CSE at t0 5.734      
PV 2017-2020 -245.136 
PV 2021-2031 222.157  
PV fade period 7.590      a w
PV terminal value -74.614   Sales growth 3,74% 0,10        
MV of CSE -84.268   ATO 1,55        0,45        
Check -           PM 3,07% 0,53        
# shares outstanding in thousands 397.570  
Estimated share price -0,21       
Current share price 0,43         

High growth valuation

Long-run level & mean peristance
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2031, a period in which the high valuation created significantly higher value. The composition of the market 

value of equity of EUR -253,7m can be find in the table below. 

Figure 11.2 ReOI valuation - low 

 

The following section presents a sensitivity analysis to assess the robustness of the valuation to key inputs. 

11.2  Sensitivity Analysis 

The sensitivity analysis was conducted for both the high and low valuation, however in this section the data 

will only relate to the high valuation; for the sensitivity analysis on the low valuation refer to appendix 20.  

The inputs which will be analysed are some of the key drivers of ReOI. By testing the sensitivity of the 

valuation to different parameters, current market expectations will be uncovered and discussed. The first table 

investigates the long-run levels of core-PM and ATO. 

Figure 11.3 Valuation's sensitivity to ATO and PM 

 

As presented earlier, the long-run estimate for core PM is 3,1% and 1,55 for ATO (both marked in bold). 

Combining the two, while keeping all the other variables of the valuation model unchanged, returns the same 

share price of -0,21. The lowest ATO displayed in the sensitivity table is close to the expected 2017 level of 

0,72, while the highest value, 2,4 investigates the opposite difference from the estimated long-run level. The 

grey cells in the table above highlight where the value is closer to the 26/04/2017 market quote of EUR 0,43 

per share.  

Assuming the market agrees on the cost of capital, investors have higher expectations in regards to core PM 

and possibly, higher ATO as well. More specifically, an increase to 4% in PM along with an ATO of 2,4 

returns a value of EUR 0,43 per share. Nonetheless, there is no indication from past results from the company, 

nor from peers, that an ATO beyond 1,55 is realistic. Therefore, maintaining the ATO at 1,55 or lower, the 

CSE at t0 5.734           
PV 2017-2020 -245.025      
PV 2021-2031 19.348         
PV fade period -1.157          a w
PV terminal value -32.621        Sales growth 2,00% 0,10         
MV of CSE -253.720      ATO 1,55         0,45         
Check 0                   PM 3,07% 0,53         
# shares outstanding in thousands397.570       
Estimated share price -0,64            
Current share price 0,43              

Low growth valuation

Long-run level & mean peristance

st.dev. 0,70       
-0,21      0,70 0,98 1,27 1,55 1,83 2,12 2,40

2% -1,83      -1,15      -0,77      -0,52      -0,36      -0,23      -0,14      
3,1% -1,53      -0,84      -0,46      -0,21      -0,05      0,07       0,17       

4% -1,26      -0,58      -0,20      0,05       0,21       0,34       0,43       
5% -0,98      -0,29      0,09       0,33       0,50       0,62       0,72       
6% -0,69      -0,01      0,37       0,62       0,78       0,91       1,00       
7% -0,41      0,28       0,66       0,90       1,07       1,19       1,29       

ATO

C
or

e 
PM
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sensitivity analysis shows that a PM in the range of 5% to 7% could justify the observed market price. While 

AS Roma is expected to exceed those margins with the new stadium, the quantitative industry analysis has 

shown how those levels are not sustainable in the industry. In other words, the market expectations regarding 

core PM are considered too optimistic. 

The second table moves on to a key component to the WACC, the cost of debt and its weight. 

Figure 11.4 Valuation's sensitivity to financial leverage and cost of debt 

 

Again, the estimated cost of debt for AS Roma matches the current effective interest rate of 6,34% on 

outstanding loans. Similarly, the financial leverage (i.e. üky:
éil�k:	jixsk	{Ä	ÄLlÉ

) is set at 49%, reflecting the 

average of past levels. Maintaining all other variable constant, the share price observed in the market can be 

obtained by a combination of lower cost of debt and higher financial leverage. More specifically, the cost of 

debt should decrease to 2% while expecting a üky:
éil�k:	jixsk	{Ä	ÄLlÉ

 ratio slightly lower than the estimated 0,49; 

alternatively, at a cost of debt of 5% the üky:
éil�k:	jixsk	{Ä	ÄLlÉ

 ratio should increase to a value between 0,7 and 

0,8.  

Both estimates are considered speculative for different reasons. A cost of debt in the range of 2% to 3% would 

usually require a rating of Aa2/AA or even Aaa/AAA; the highest ratings a company could obtain (Damodaran, 

n.d.b). It is important to recall, that using 2016 values, the synthetic rating determined a C2/C rating for AS 

Roma, the second lowest with an implied cost of debt of 12,75% (section 10.3). On the other hand, forecasting 

a higher üky:
éil�k:	jixsk	{Ä	ÄLlÉ

 ratio is also speculative as the company has not announced a target ratio, nor is 

there past evidence that suggest a value in excess of 0,6. 

Finally, a third table is presented to analyse the valuation’s sensitivity to the beta and the market risk premium 

(i.e. expected return on the market minus the risk-free return). The market risk premium was included in the 

sensitivity as “no one knows what the equity risk is” (Penman, 2013), and it is thus very reasonable that the 

market assumes a different risk premium. 

  

st.dev. 8,89        
-0,21       20% 30% 40% 49% 60% 70% 80%

2% -0,24       -0,11       0,09        0,52        -20,55    -1,19       0,03        
3% -0,26       -0,17       -0,03       0,17        1,01        -6,34       -1,20       
4% -0,28       -0,21       -0,12       -0,00       0,28        0,99        -48,87    
5% -0,30       -0,25       -0,18       -0,11       0,02        0,21        0,61        

6,34% -0,33       -0,29       -0,25       -0,21       -0,16       -0,09       -0,01       C
os

t o
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t

D/MVF ratio
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Figure 11.5 Valuation's sensitivity to beta and market risk premium 

 

The first observation is related to the beta. By using the raw beta of 0,479, the share price would have amounted 

to EUR -0,03. However, the whole column is red because, assuming all else is constant, a beta of 0,479 would 

return a cost of equity lower than the cost of debt, which is not logical. Investors’ common equity is subordinate 

to debt, and therefore investors demand a higher return for the additional risk they bear. Once that beta is 

disregarded, it is noticeable other combinations of beta and market risk-premium do not manage to turn the 

valuation positive. This suggests that the different market expectations relate to the operations and/or cost of 

debt rather than the cost of equity. 

11.3 Multiple Analysis 

Multiple analysis is used to present a valuation alternative and to test whether this method justifies the observed 

share price. The method of comparables assumes that the market is efficient when pricing peers. This 

assumption is arguably risky since, as seen with AS Roma, market prices might not find their ground in 

fundamental analysis. In addition, finding comparable companies that share the same operating characteristics 

is challenging (Penman, 2013). For the sake of congruence, multiples are computed using the same peer group 

as in the long-term forecast. In addition, relevant market values of common equity are extracted from 

DataStream to complement the reformulated financials.  

The table below presents the qv:kl}lLwk	ìixsk
nk:	p}kli:Lvm	Öwwk:w

 multiple for the peer group during the years 2011-2015, as 

financials from 2016 where not available for all companies. 

Figure 11.6 Multiple EV/NOA – peers overview 

 

Interestingly, the 2015 multiple EV/NOA was lower than the 2011 value for all companies. This is also 

evidenced by the 2015 contra the 5-y average and median presented on the right. By applying the 2015 

st.dev. 0,13        
-0,21       0,48        0,65        0,70 0,80
4,5% 0,09        -0,13       -0,17       -0,24       
5,0% 0,04        -0,17       -0,21       -0,28       

5,69% -0,03       -0,21       -0,25       -0,31       
6,0% -0,06       -0,24       -0,27       -0,33       
6,5% 0,07        -0,26       -0,30       -0,35       
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Beta

Average of EV/NOA Period
Company 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
AFC	AJAX	NV 3,7					 3,0			 3,5			 4,2			 3,0			
BORUSSIA	DORTMUND	GMBH	&	CO 1,6					 1,3			 1,3			 1,8			 1,1			
JUVENTUS	FOOTBALL	CLUB	SPA 2,6					 1,6			 1,7			 1,7			 2,0			
PARKEN	SPORT	&	ENTERTAINMENT 1,1					 0,9			 0,9			 0,9			 0,8			

5-y 2015
Average 1,9			 1,7			
Median 1,7			 1,5			
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median of 1,5 to AS Roma latest NOA of 198,6m the share price of AS Roma is estimated at EUR 0,278. 

The table below presents the calculation. 

Figure 11.7 Multiple EV/NOA valuation 

 

The second multiple used to value AS Roma’s equities refers to the  qv:kl}lLwk	ìixsk
ákjkvsk

. Once again, the data from 

its peers is presented below. 

Figure 11.8 Multiple EV/Revenue – peers overview 

 

While this multiple also decreased over time, the table on the right evidences how the change has been 

weaker. Applying the 2015 median of 1,2 to AS Roma’s sales from the latest annual report presents a share 

price of EUR 0,109. 

Figure 11.9 Multiple EV/Revenue valuation 

 

Additional multiples based on earnings are not relevant in this case, nor applicable, since AS Roma as well as 

other peers presented negative earnings. To conclude, both the multiples used in this analysis present a 

considerably lower valuation than the traded price. The average valuation using the two multiples amounts to 

EUR 0,19, which is considerably lower than the EUR 0,43 closing price of 26/04/2017. This is in line with the 

findings from the fundamental valuation and sensitivity analysis, where market expectations are presented as 

speculative and overly optimistic. 

AS Roma (in millions)
NOA	 198.563			
EV 303.520			
NFO 192.830			
MVE 110.690			
#	share	outstanding	(in	mil) 397.570			

Share	Price 0,278						 	

Average of EV/Revenue Period
Company 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
AFC	AJAX	NV 1,2					 1,1			 0,9			 1,0			 0,8			
BORUSSIA	DORTMUND	GMBH	&	CO 1,5					 1,0			 0,8			 1,3			 1,0			
JUVENTUS	FOOTBALL	CLUB	SPA 1,8					 1,6			 1,3			 1,5			 1,4			
PARKEN	SPORT	&	ENTERTAINMENT 1,7					 1,6			 1,4			 1,6			 1,6			

5-y	average
5-y 2015

Average 1,3			 1,2			
Median 1,3			 1,2			

AS Roma (in millions)
Revenue 194.226			
EV 235.996			
NFO 192.830			
MVE 43.165					
#	share	outstanding	(in	mil) 397.570			

Share	Price 0,109						 	
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11.4 Conclusion to the Valuation 

This section concludes step four of fundamental analysis, converting forecasts to a valuation. It has also 

answered the main research question of this thesis, “What is the fair value of AS Roma S.p.A.’s shares as of 

the 26/04/2017?”, by performing a valuation using the residual operating income model, and verifying this 

model by performing a sensitivity analysis and a secondary valuation using multiples. 

Both the high and low valuation display how the company destroys more value than it generates. This aspect 

is particularly relevant for the period 2017-2020 where the company’s core operations are not expected to 

break even. Having said that, it is relevant to underline that the new stadium is expected to improve the RNOA 

to a level well beyond the cost of capital (especially true for the high valuation). Nonetheless, 10 years after 

the opening of the new stadium, the competitive advantage of the company is assumed to erode, and both the 

RNOA and sales growth will converge towards long-run levels. The long-run levels are effectively stating that 

AS Roma will destroy value in the long-run. Overall, the estimated fair value of AS Roma’s shares as of 

26/04/2017 is EUR –0,21 per share. The valuation reflects the high sales forecast, since it is most reasonable 

to assume that the new stadium will increase the average revenue per ticket to match Juventus’. This is because 

the new stadium will offer several services to visitors beyond football matches alone, such as a museum, 

hospitality services and improved offering to corporate customers. 

The valuation of EUR-0,21 per share is significantly lower than the observed share price in the market of EUR 

0,43 per share. This opens the final sub-question, “How rational are AS Roma’s investors?”. The sensitivity 

analysis indicates that the investors expect a higher profit margin and/or asset turnover than estimated in this 

thesis. This may be because they either expect net gains from transfers to offset short-term losses, or expect a 

higher long-run profitability. However, as discussed, both assumptions are regarded as highly speculative. 

While one might argue that the company has been trading players to mitigate its operational losses in the past, 

it remains to be seen if this strategy will, and can, continue. Moreover, even if analysts would consider this 

activity as part of core operations, two main issues arise. Firstly: What is the level of net transfer gain that the 

company can achieve without hurting its sports performance? Secondly: Can we assume that the company can 

generate and discover talents at a constant rate? These issues clearly present an element of speculation if 

transfers were to be forecasted in the valuation. It, therefore, appears that AS Roma’s investors are not 

completely rational, or in other words, they do not appear to base their valuation on fundamental analysis, 

which separates speculation from intrinsic value. This insight is further reinforced by the multiple analysis, 

which return an average valuation of EUR 0,19 per share, which is still significantly lower than the observed 

market price. 
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12 Discussion 

The paper arrives at a valuation by applying the residual operating income model, where key inputs are 

evaluated in the sensitivity analysis. The valuation model contains its own assumptions and limitations, in 

addition to the estimates used as inputs for the valuation. This section will discuss the most important 

limitations of this thesis. Moreover, it will discuss the practical and academic implications of its findings. 

12.1 Limitations 

To start off, the cost of capital was calculated using the CAPM. The model has three main components, the 

cost of equity, the cost of debt, and the relative weights. The cost of equity assumes a constant beta, and is 

based on the risk-free rate and market risk-premium. Although the estimation of the beta shows that it is not 

constant, therefore not fulfilling CAPM’s requirement, it was attempted to estimate the beta in the most reliable 

way. In addition, the market risk premium varies, and according to studies “no one really knows what it is” 

(Penman, 2013). Research shows how practitioners have changed their assumptions in regards to market 

premium over time, and therefore the market premium used in this thesis may vary from the ‘actual’ market 

premium. Moreover, the cost of debt was calculated using the effective interest rate on outstanding loans. 

While not the preferred method, it is regarded as the current best alternative for AS Roma. This input is 

considered constant even though it is not unimaginable that it will vary in the future. Furthermore, the valuation 

also assumes the financial leverage to be constant. Historically the ratio has experienced variation, questioning 

whether this assumption is reasonable. 

Also in relation to forecasting there are several limitations to be underlined. As presented earlier in the analysis, 

revenues are mainly driven by the sport performances of football players, which are challenging to forecast. 

This is especially true when considering the limited “useful life” of players and the fact that future substitutes 

are not guaranteed to give the same “output” (e.g. performance on the pitch). In addition, one of the main 

sources of revenue, broadcasting, is not only dependent on the club’s sports performances, but also on the 

licensing deals between pay-tv providers and football associations. Here, competitive forces play a significant 

role in the auction, and future licensing deals are unpredictable.  

Another aspect which is disregarded from forecasting is net transfers. As discussed in the reformulation, 

transfers are regarded as a non-core activity and, due to the large variance in the past seasons, these are not 

forecasted in future periods. While this approach follows the guidelines outlined in fundamental valuation, it 

is undeniable that the company has been using transfers to mitigate past operating losses and is likely to 

continue to do so. 

Finally, the explicit forecast is followed by a fading period where the drivers of profitability and growth transit 

towards long-term values. The long-term values are estimated based on a first-order auto-regression of selected 

peers. It is important to note that the sample among which peers are selected is restricted to 14 companies. 
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While this restricts the selection of close peers, the limited number of football clubs traded in the stock market 

did not allow for a more comprehensive analysis. In addition, the reclassification of financial statements using 

the data from Compustat Global presents some limitations. Due to limited data availability, an accurate split 

between core and non-core activities was not always possible leading to potential bias in the results. Moreover, 

the concept of using an auto-regression based on selected peers assumes that AS Roma’s competitive 

advantage will erode over time, and that the company will no longer be able to outperform its close peers. 

However, the definition of close peers can be ambiguous and the limited data sample might have presented 

bias in the results. 

Overall, it has been necessary to make assumptions throughout this thesis, which is reflected in the limitations 

discussed above. It is important to keep these limitations in mind when using this thesis’ findings. 

Nevertheless, the paper has attempted to rely on conservative estimates, make reasonable assumptions where 

possible and rely on objective reasoning.   

12.2 Practical Implications 

This paper combines the topic of valuation with an industry that is not thoroughly studied from a business 

perspective. The analysis provides insights on the attractiveness of the professional football industry, as well 

as an understanding of its value drivers. These insights can be highly relevant for managers, analysts and 

investors alike.  

12.3 Academic Implications 

This thesis has not attempted to establish a new academic theory or test existing ones, and therefore the 

academic implications are limited. Nevertheless, this thesis provides a clear example of how valuation models 

and theory can be applied to a football club, an industry that is not commonly considered in academic theory. 

Therefore, it still holds academic value. 

13 Conclusion 

A.S. Roma S.p.A., trades at a far higher stock price than its financial performance seems to justify. Initially, 

one may argue that this is because to the owners of football clubs, and more in general sports clubs, 

entertainment ranks above profit. Nevertheless, once a club is publicly traded on the stock exchange, one would 

assume that investors act rationally and with a business purpose. AS Roma is such a company, listed on the 

Italian stock exchange, and managing one of the largest football clubs in Europe in terms of revenue. This 

thesis aimed to estimate the fair value of AS Roma’s shares as of 26th April 2017.  

First, a PESTEL analysis described an industry where customers, or fans, act out of passion rather than logic. 

This is reflected not only in their choice of which club to support but also in the low income elasticity. In 
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addition, the political and legislative power exercised by football associations like UEFA define a fairly 

regulated industry, where technology has broadened the reach of football both nationally and internationally. 

Next, Porter’s Five Forces evidenced how the high power of suppliers pushes the salaries to an unbearable 

level for many clubs, especially in Italy. In addition, the high rivalry among competitors, both in sporting 

competition and from a business perspective, define an unattractive industry in terms of profitability. The 

quantitative industry analysis further proves the point of an industry with slim margins and where the average 

players do not break even. Nonetheless, AS Roma is no average player, as evidenced by the 15th highest 

revenue in the industry.  

The financial statements analysis focuses on uncovering the profitability of operations from past results. While 

in the past 5 years the club has experienced better cost management and higher asset utilization, the club is 

struggling to break even. Net transfers were used to mitigate past operative losses, and the 2017 exclusion to 

the Champions League will result in significant losses. On the other hand, looking at the medium/long-term, 

the new stadium is expected to boost match-day and commercial revenues to levels more in line with its peers. 

The new stadium is also expected to be a valuable and much needed source of profitability for a company that 

under current terms cannot break even from its core operations. While this is going to change with the new 

stadium, the competitive advantage will eventually erode. In fact, after 10 years after the opening of the new 

stadium, the company is expected to fade into long-run levels akin to its peers.  

In the terminal period, while presenting a positive RNOA, the cost of capital exceeds the return on net operating 

assets. The final valuations of EUR -0,21 and EUR -0,64 per share both support the previous analysis of a 

company that is destroying more value than it creates. Here, the fair value of EUR -0,21 per share is regarded 

as more realistic given the expected increase in average revenue per ticket from the new stadium. Comparing 

this valuation to the observed quote of EUR 0,43 per share, it is clear that investors have higher expectations 

than what this analysis suggests. The market expectations are also questioned through the result of multiples. 

According to the average valuation obtained through multiples, AS Roma is trading at a significantly higher 

price than its peers.  To conclude, AS Roma’s investors do not seem to anchor their expectations in 

fundamental value and might not be acting rationally when valuing the company’s equity. The market value 

of EUR 0,43 per share does not seem justified, and following this thesis’ valuation of EUR -0,21, a clear ‘sell’ 

recommendation can be made.  
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15 Appendix 

Appendix 1 – Correlation between RHDI and Expenditure on Sports 

Admission 

Source: ONS, (2015) 

 

 

Year RHDI GBP
Sports 
admission
s - 9.4.1

1997 13.411    
1998 13.730    
1999 14.156    
2000 15.012    
2001 15.716    
2002 16.033    
2003 16.347    
2004 16.504    
2005 16.711    
2006 16.922    
2007 17.318    
2008 17.040    
2009 17.381    
2010 17.311    275,6   
2011 16.847    348,4   
2012 17.194    301,6   
2013 17.010    286,0   
2014 17.020    358,8   
2015 17.465    358,8   

Correlation coefficient 0,106 -  
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Appendix 2 – Revenue and other key statistics for top 20 clubs (Deloitte, 2017)  
Please note that information on number of home games was obtain from http://www.worldfootball.net 

 

Source: Deloitte Football Money League 2017. Season 15-16 ok ok OK no - extending avg league occupancy to all games

Rank #

Club Total RevenueMatch day Broadcast Commercial
Avg league 
match 
attendance

Stadium 
capacity

Stadium 
occupancy 
(league)

Match-day 
REVPAS 
(per 
season)

Match-day 
REVPAS 
(per game)

Avg REV per 
ticket sold (per 
season)

Home 
games

Ownershi
p of 
stadium

1 Manchester United 689 137,5 187,7 363,8 75.327         75.643       99,6% 1.818     63          63               29      yes
2 FC Barcelona 620,2 121,4 202,7 296,1 78.736         99.354       79,2% 1.222     41          51               30      yes
3 Real Madrid 620,1 129 227,7 263,4 71.280         85.454       83,4% 1.510     58          70               26      yes
4 Bayern Munchen 592 101,8 147,6 342,6 75.000         75.000       100,0% 1.357     52          52               26      yes
5 Manchester City 524,9 70,2 215,8 238,9 54.013         55.097       98,0% 1.274     47          48               27      no
6 Paris Saint-Germain 520,9 92,5 123,1 305,3 46.160         47.929       96,3% 1.930     64          67               30      yes
7 Arsenal 468,5 133,6 192 142,9 59.980         60.432       99,3% 2.211     82          82               27      yes
8 Chelsea 447,4 93,2 191,1 163,1 41.500         41.631       99,7% 2.239     90          90               25      yes
9 Liverpool 403,8 75,9 168,1 159,8 44.108         54.074       81,6% 1.404     45          56               31      yes

10 Juventus 341,1 43,7 195,7 101,7 38.662         41.475       93,2% 1.054     42          45               25      yes
11 Borussia Dortmund 283,9 61,1 82,6 140,2 80.760         81.360       99,3% 751        29          29               26      yes
12 Tottenham Hotspur 279,7 54,6 147,6 77,5 35.839         36.285       98,8% 1.505     58          59               26      yes
13 Atlético Madrid 228,6 36 139,4 53,2 43.087         54.960       78,4% 655        23          30               28      yes
14 Shalke 04 224,5 51,2 75 98,3 61.076         61.673       99,0% 830        38          38               22      yes
15 AS Roma 218,2 28,4 154 35,8 35.321         72.700       48,6% 391        16          34               24      no
16 AC Milan 214,7 25,9 88 100,8 37.777         80.018       47,2% 324        14          30               23      no
17 FC Zenit Saint Petersburg196,5 10,3 40,4 145,8 16.813         21.570       77,9% 478        23          29               21      yes
18 West Ham United 192,3 36 115,9 40,4 34.873         57.000       61,2% 632        25          41               25      no
19 Internazionale 179,2 25,7 98,6 54,9 45.538         80.018       56,9% 321        15          27               21      no
20 Leicester City 172,1 15,4 126,6 30,1 32.021         32.312       99,1% 477        23          23               21      yes
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Appendix 3 – Relation between commercial and match-day revenue 

Source Deloitte (2017) 

Club
Commercial 
Rev Match day Rev

Commercial/Mat
ch day

AC Milan 100,8 25,9 3,89             
Arsenal 142,9 133,6 1,07             
AS Roma 35,8 28,4 1,26             
Atlético Madrid 53,2 36 1,48             
Borussia Dortmund 140,2 61,1 2,29             
Chelsea 163,1 93,2 1,75             
FC Barcelona 296,1 121,4 2,44             
FC Zenit Saint Petersburg145,8 10,3 14,16            
Internazionale 54,9 25,7 2,14             
Juventus 101,7 43,7 2,33             
Leicester City 30,1 15,4 1,95             
Liverpool 159,8 75,9 2,11             
Manchester City 238,9 70,2 3,40             
Manchester United 363,8 137,5 2,65             
Paris Saint-Germain 305,3 92,5 3,30             
Real Madrid 263,4 129 2,04             
Shalke 04 98,3 51,2 1,92             
Tottenham Hotspur 77,5 54,6 1,42             
West Ham United 40,4 36 1,12             
Bayern Munchen 342,6 101,8 3,37             

Avg if (incl. zenit) 2,93             
Avg if (excl. zenit) 2,15             
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Appendix 4 – Original and Reformulated equity statement 

Data	in	thousands	of	EUROs

Shareholders'	capital Legal	Reserve Paid-in	capital

Retained	
earnings	
(accumulated	
losses)

Capital	
contribution	
reserve

First	Time	
Adoption	
(FTA)	Reserve

Actuarial	
gain	(loss)	
reserve

Shareholders'	
reserve	for	
future	capital	
increase

Result	for	the	
period

Net	equity

	Balance	at	30/06/2011 19.878																				 1.987									 37.034								 5.102													 123.101								 85.933	-							 -															 3.973													 30.589	-							 74.553													
Funds	to	cover	the	loss	 																													-							 																	-							 -								25.487					 -												5.102					 																				-							 																		-							 														-							 																				-							 										30.589					 																						-							
Shareholders'	deposit	for	future	capital	increase 																													-							 																	-							 																		-							 																				-							 																				-							 																		-							 														-							 												50.000					 																		-							 														50.000					
Result	at	30/06/2012 																													-							 																	-							 																		-							 																				-							 																				-							 																		-							 														-							 																				-							 -								58.268					 -												58.268					
	Balance	at	30/06/2012 19.878																				 1.987									 11.547								 -																					 123.101								 85.933	-							 -															 53.973										 58.268	-							 66.285													
Investors'	funds	to	cover	the	loss	 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 -										58.268					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 																						-					 										58.268					 -																						
Shareholders'	deposit	for	future	capital	increase 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 																						-					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 												26.550					 																				-					 26.550												
Result	at	30/06/2013 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 																						-					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 																						-					 -								43.009					 43.009	-											
	Balance	at	30/06/2013 19.878																				 1.987									 11.547								 58.268	-									 123.101								 85.933	-							 -															 80.523										 43.009	-							 49.826													
Investors'	funds	to	cover	the	loss	 																															-					 																		-					 -								11.547					 -										27.489					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 -												3.973					 										43.009					 -																						
Actuarial	movements	IAS	19 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 																						-					 																						-					 																				-					 -										142					 																						-					 																				-					 142	-																
Shareholders'	deposit	for	future	capital	increase 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 																						-					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 												23.450					 																				-					 23.450												
Result	at	30/06/2014 																															-					 																		-					 																				-					 																						-					 																						-					 																				-					 																-					 																						-					 -								38.123					 38.123	-											
	Balance	at	30/06/2014 19.878																				 1.987									 -																			 85.757	-									 123.101								 85.933	-							 142	-								 100.000								 38.123	-							 35.011													
Investors'	funds	to	cover	the	loss	 -																													 -																	 -																			 38.123	-									 38.123								 -																							
Net	increase	of	shareholders'	equity 39.757																			 -																	 60.166								 -																					 -																					 -																			 -															 79.486	-									 -																			 20.437													
Fees	related	to	increase	of	shareholders'	equity -																													 -																	 6	-																	 -																					 -																					 -															 -																					 -																			 6	-																					
Adjustment	to	TFR	fund	due	to	actuarial	gain	(loss) -																													 -																	 -																			 -																					 -																					 -																			 127	-								 -																					 -																			 127	-																	
Result	at	30/06/2015 -																													 -																	 -																			 -																					 -																					 -																			 -															 -																					 38.770	-							 38.770	-												
Balance	at	30/06/2015 59.635																				 1.987									 60.160								 123.880	-							 123.101								 85.933	-							 269	-								 20.514										 38.770	-							 16.545													
Investors'	funds	to	cover	the	loss	 -																													 -																	 -																			 38.770	-									 38.770								 -																							
Adjustment	to	TFR	fund	due	to	actuarial	gain	(loss) -																													 -																	 -																			 -																					 -																					 -																			 378	-								 -																					 -																			 378	-																	
Result	at	30/06/2016 -																													 -																	 -																			 -																					 -																					 -																			 -															 -																					 10.433	-							 10.433	-												
Balance	at	30/06/2016 59.635																				 1.987									 60.160								 162.650	-							 123.101								 85.933	-							 647	-								 20.514										 10.433	-							 5.734															
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+

 Balance at 30/06/2011 74.553        
+ Net Transactions with common shareholders 50.000        

+Funds to cover the loss -                     
+Shareholders' deposit for future capital increase50.000               

+ Comprehensive income 58.268 -       
+Result at 30/06/2012 58.268 -              

 Balance at 30/06/2012 66.285        
+ Net Transactions with common shareholders 26.550        

+Investors' funds to cover the loss -                         
+Shareholders' deposit for future capital increase26.550               

+ Comprehensive income 43.009 -       
+Result at 30/06/2013 43.009 -              

 Balance at 30/06/2013 49.826        
+ Net Transactions with common shareholders 23.450        

+Investors' funds to cover the loss -                         
+Shareholders' deposit for future capital increase23.450               

+ Comprehensive income 38.265 -       
+Actuarial movements IAS 19 142 -                   
+Result at 30/06/2014 38.123 -              

 Balance at 30/06/2014 35.011        
+ Net Transactions with common shareholders 20.437        

+Investors' funds to cover the loss -                         
+Net increase of shareholders' equity 20.437               

+ Comprehensive income 38.903 -       
+Fees related to increase of shareholders' equity 6 -                       

142	-								 + Adjustment to TFR fund due to actuarial gain (loss)127 -                   
+ Result at 30/06/2015 38.770 -              

Balance at 30/06/2015 16.545        
+ Net Transactions with common shareholders 0

+Investors' funds to cover the loss -                         

+ Comprehensive income 10.811 -       
+Adjustment to TFR fund due to actuarial gain (loss)378 -                   
+Result at 30/06/2016 10.433 -              

Balance at 30/06/2016 5.734          

Reformulation
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Appendix 5 – Reformulated balance sheet 

 

 

 

30/06/2016 30/06/2015 30/06/2014 30/06/2013 30/06/2012
Net Operating Assets

Operating assets
Contracts for players' performances 192.592     134.709     89.156       78.748       82.934       
Other non-tangible assets 909            780            17.797       17.749       17.791       
Intangible assets under" construction" 1.585         -              -              -              -              
PPE 1.318         640            389            418            492            
Investments in joint ventures and associates 131.983     131.983     123.422     123.422     123.422     
Commercial credits (medium/long-term receivables) 2.500         8.988         11.449       14.667       8.036         
Other non-current assets 2.865         2.862         2.897         326            391            
Accounts Receivable 66.839       61.272       55.586       37.507       39.573       
Transfers receivables -              16.747       4.250         2.251         2.200         
Other operating assets 41.629       17.260       23.079       6.762         6.934         
Accrued interest (prepayment) -              -              -              5                169            
Tax receivables 37              174            260            524            678            

Total operating assets 442.257     375.414     328.286     282.379     282.620     

Operating Liabilities
Commercial debts - trade payables 46.284    20.726    23.223    20.000    19.554    
VAT & pension liabilities -          -          -          17           69           
Current and deferred tax liabilities 745         1.438      1.218      1.368      1.368      
Provisions 5.211      5.731      9.131      14.895    14.895    
Other non-current liabilities 4.970      -          9.443      9.531      9.870      
Accounts Payable 123.721  127.527  75.570    65.032    69.604    

Tax payable 16.757    6.100      6.882      591         6.768      
Payables to pension institutions 689         1.446      1.363      841         861         
Other current payables 43.391    35.585    32.187    29.956    36.544    

TFR (Statutory Termination Indemnity) Fund 1.926      1.304      1.058      823         691         
Total operating liabilities 243.694     199.857     160.075     143.054     160.224     

Net operating assets (NOA) 198.563     175.556     168.211     139.325     122.396     

NET FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS (NFO)
Financial Assets
Restricted cash 52              52              -              -              -              
Cash 322            7.512         3.733         7.652         21.150       
Current financial assets -              -              -              -              -              

IRPEF,	IRAP,	IVA Loan issued to controlled and related companies -              -              -              -              -              
Loan issued to related companies -              -              -              -              -              

Total Financial assets 374            7.564         3.733         7.652         21.150       

Financial liabilities
Towards credit institutions 17.964       82              -              36.201       31.232       
Towards other lenders 3.144         2.097         53.665       -              -              
Towards related companies 172.096     164.397     83.269       60.951       46.032       
Total financial obligations 193.204     166.576     136.934     97.152       77.264       

Net financial obligations (NFO) 192.830     159.012     133.201     89.500       56.114       
Equity 5.732         16.545       35.010       49.825       66.282       

Reformulation

Intangible	
assets
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Appendix 6 – Reformulated income statement 

 

Income Statement 30/06/2016 30/06/2015 30/06/2014 30/06/2013 30/06/2012
Operating income
Match-day revenue 52.138           43.619           23.384           21.240           14.803           
Sponsorships -                   3.578              6.822              6.000              5.500              
TV rights 126.386         100.790         68.694           66.014           64.407           
other revenue 15.702           18.319           17.911           14.425           12.376           

Core operating revenue 194.226         166.306         116.811         107.679         97.086           

Consumables 3.070 -             2.566 -             1.545 -             1.840 -             1.937 -             
Service related expenses 32.934 -          34.716 -          27.645 -          25.442 -          19.092 -          
Rental/lease 7.530 -             7.549 -             6.761 -             7.180 -             7.206 -             
Staff/personnel 150.660 -        133.179 -        105.246 -        91.999 -          101.319 -        
General administrative costs 4.754 -             12.251 -          12.746 -          4.201 -             3.411 -             
Amortization and depreciation 53.041 -          39.394 -          28.569 -          31.252 -          29.394 -          

Core operating costs 251.989 -        229.656 -        182.512 -        161.913 -        162.359 -        
Core operating income (before dirty surplus and taxes) 57.763 -          63.350 -          65.701 -          54.234 -          65.273 -          

Tax as reported 4.894 -             3.326 -             3.005 -             2.464 -             2.050 -             
Tax shield 3.287 -             299                 46                   754                 385                 

Taxes on operations 8.181 -             3.027 -             2.959 -             1.710 -             1.665 -             
Core operating income (after dirty surplus and taxes) 65.944 -          66.376 -          68.660 -          55.944 -          66.938 -          

Actuarial movements 378 -                127 -                142 -                -                      -                      
Write-downs (risk-related) 160 -                820 -                300 -                -                   1.385 -             
Purchase of players' rights 13.333 -          10.848 -          25.281 -          18.800 -          9.339 -             
Sales of players' rights 77.500           38.500           56.000           29.786           18.400           

Total operating income (after tax and dirty surplus) 2.315 -             39.671 -          38.383 -          44.958 -          59.262 -          

Financial expenses
Net financial income (expense) 11.783 -          1.073              164                 2.703              1.380              
Fees related to increase of shareholders' equity -                   6 -                    -                   -                   -                   
Tax shield 3.287              299 -                46 -                  754 -                385 -                

Financial income (after dirty surplus items) 8.496 -             768                 118                 1.949              995                 
Comprehensive income 10.811 -          38.904 -          38.265 -          43.009 -          58.267 -          

Reformulation
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Appendix 6.1 – Note on revenues specification 

 

 	

REVENUE	SPECIFICATION 30/06/2016 30/06/2015 30/06/2014 30/06/2013 30/06/2012
Season-pass	revenue 9.659										 	 9.800										 	 7.600									 	 8.300						 	 6.200						 	
Box	Office	(Serie	A	home	games) 9.531										 	 10.600								 	 11.900							 	 9.600						 	 7.200						 	
Tim	Cup	match-day 125													 	 - 														 	 2.800									 	 2.000						 	 400									 	
Revenue	from	UEFA	Champion's	League 77.000								 	 49.300								 	 - 													 	
Participation	bonus 12.000							 	 8.600									 	 - 													 	
Performance	bonus 8.500									 	 2.000									 	 - 													 	
Match-day	(home	game	tickets) 8.500									 	 7.100									 	 - 													 	
TV	rights 48.000							 	 31.500							 	 - 													 	
Revenue	from	Europe	League 2.900									 	 - 													 	 700									 	
Sponsorships - 												 	 3.600									 	 6.800									 	 6.000						 	 5.500						 	
Direct	media	rights - 												 	 - 												 	 5.100									 	
Deferred	revenue	from	UEFA	TV	rights 4.000										 	 - 														 	 - 													 	 - 									 	
Serie	A	and	Tim	Cup	TV	rights 73.000								 	 65.300								 	 63.600							 	 66.000				 	 64.400				 	
Commercial	access	to	broadcast	home	games 1.500										 	 1.600										 	 - 													 	
Friendly	games 3.800										 	 2.500										 	 1.100									 	 1.300						 	 300									 	
LNP	Serie	A	other	commercial	rights	(non-broadcast)2.000										 	 3.800										 	 3.700									 	 2.400						 	 1.900						 	
Insurance	on	injuries 3.700										 	 2.300										 	 1.500									 	 4.200						 	 1.900						 	
Reversal	of	provision	related	to	legal	disputes 500													 	 4.900										 	 6.900									 	 2.700						 	 2.300						 	
Fee	paid	by	UEFA	related	to	participation	of	players	to	European	Championship1.500										 	 - 														 	
Repayment	of	loan	issued	to	Soccer	SAS 3.600										 	 4.500										 	 3.900									 	 3.800						 	 3.400						 	
Other	revenues 4.600										 	 2.900										 	 1.900									 	 1.300						 	 2.400						 	
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Appendix 7 – Common-size and trend analysis of balance sheet 

 

 

 

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Operating	assets
Contracts	for	players'	performances 44% 36% 27% 28% 29%
Other	non-tangible	assets 0% 0% 5% 6% 6%
Intangible	assets	under"	construction" 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
PPE 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Investments	in	joint	ventures	and	associates 30% 35% 38% 44% 44%
Commercial	credits	(medium/long-term	receivables) 1% 2% 3% 5% 3%
Other	non-current	assets 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%
Accounts	Receivable 15% 16% 17% 13% 14%
Transfers	receivables 0% 4% 1% 1% 1%
Other	operating	assets 9% 5% 7% 2% 2%
Accrued	interest	(prepayment) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Tax	receivables 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total	operating	assets 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Operating	Liabilities
Commercial	debts	-	trade	payables 19% 10% 15% 14% 12%
VAT	&	pension	liabilities 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Current	and	deferred	tax	liabilities 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Provisions 2% 3% 6% 10% 9%
Other	non-current	liabilities 2% 0% 6% 7% 6%
Accounts	Payable 51% 64% 47% 45% 43%
Tax	payable 7% 3% 4% 0% 4%
Payables	to	pension	institutions 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%
Other	current	payables 18% 18% 20% 21% 23%
Total	operating	liabilities 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Net	operating	assets	(NOA) 81% 88% 105% 97% 76%

NET	FINANCIAL	OBLIGATIONS	(NFO)
Financial	Assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Restricted	cash 14% 1% 0% 0% 0%
Cash	 86% 99% 100% 100% 100%
Current	financial	assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Loan	issued	to	controlled	and	related	companies 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Loan	issued	to	related	companies 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
TFR	(Statutory	Termination	Indemnity)	Fund 1% 1% 1% 1% 0%
Total	Financial	assets 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Financial	liabilities 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Towards	credit	institutions	 9% 0% 0% 37% 40%
Towards	other	lenders 2% 1% 39% 0% 0%
Towards	related	companies 89% 99% 61% 63% 60%
Total	financial	obligations 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Reformulated	Balance	sheet	-	Common	Size	Analysis
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2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Operating	assets
Contracts	for	players'	performances 232% 162% 108% 95% 100%
Other	non-tangible	assets 5% 4% 100% 100% 100%
Intangible	assets	under"	construction" n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
PPE 268% 130% 79% 85% 100%
Investments	in	joint	ventures	and	associates 107% 107% 100% 100% 100%
Commercial	credits	(medium/long-term	receivables) 31% 112% 142% 183% 100%
Other	non-current	assets 733% 732% 741% 83% 100%
Accounts	Receivable 169% 155% 140% 95% 100%
Transfers	receivables 0% 761% 193% 102% 100%
Other	operating	assets 600% 249% 333% 98% 100%
Accrued	interest	(prepayment) 0% 0% 0% 3% 100%
Tax	receivables 6% 26% 38% 77% 100%
Total	operating	assets 156% 133% 116% 100% 100%

Operating	Liabilities
Commercial	debts	-	trade	payables 237% 106% 119% 102% 100%
VAT	&	pension	liabilities 0% 0% 0% 25% 100%
Current	and	deferred	tax	liabilities 54% 105% 89% 100% 100%
Provisions 35% 38% 61% 100% 100%
Other	non-current	liabilities 50% 0% 96% 97% 100%
Accounts	Payable 178% 183% 109% 93% 100%
Tax	payable 248% 90% 102% 9% 100%
Payables	to	pension	institutions 80% 168% 158% 98% 100%
Other	current	payables 119% 97% 88% 82% 100%
Total	operating	liabilities 152% 125% 100% 89% 100%

NET	OPERATING	ASSETS	(NOA) 162% 143% 137% 114% 100%

NET	FINANCIAL	OBLIGATIONS	(NFO)
Financial	Assets
Restricted	cash n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Cash	 2% 36% 18% 36% 100%
Current	financial	assets n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Loan	issued	to	controlled	and	related	companies n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Loan	issued	to	related	companies n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Total	Financial	assets 2% 36% 18% 36% 100%

Financial	liabilities
Towards	credit	institutions	 58% 0% 0% 116% 100%
Towards	other	lenders n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Towards	related	companies 374% 357% 181% 132% 100%
TFR	(Statutory	Termination	Indemnity)	Fund 279% 189% 153% 119% 100%
Total	financial	obligations 250% 216% 177% 126% 100%

Net	Financial	Obligations 344% 283% 237% 159% 100%
Common	Shareholders'	equity 9% 25% 53% 75% 100%

Reformulated	Balance	sheet	-	Trend	Analysis
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Appendix 8 – Common-size and trend analysis of income statement 

 

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Revenue 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Match-day	revenue 27% 26% 20% 20% 15%
Sponsorships 0% 2% 6% 6% 6%
TV	Rights 65% 61% 59% 61% 66%
other	revenue 8% 11% 15% 13% 13%

Core	operating	costs -130% -138% -156% -150% -167%
Consumables -2% -2% -1% -2% -2%
Service	related	expenses -17% -21% -24% -24% -20%
Rental/lease -4% -5% -6% -7% -7%
Staff/personnel -78% -80% -90% -85% -104%
General	administrative	costs -2% -7% -11% -4% -4%

Amortization	and	depreciation -27% -24% -24% -29% -30%
write-downs	(risk-related) 0% 0% 0% 0% -1%
Core	operating	income	(before	dirty	surplus	and	taxes) -30% -38% -56% -50% -67%

Tax	as	reported -3% -2% -3% -2% -2%
Core	operating	income	(after	dirty	surplus	and	taxes) -34% -40% -59% -52% -69%

Actuarial	movements 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Purchase	of	players'	rights -7% -7% -22% -17% -10%
Sales	of	players'	rights 40% 23% 48% 28% 19%
Total	operating	income	(after	tax	and	dirty	surplus) -1% -24% -33% -42% -61%

Net	financial	income	(expense) -6% 1% 0% 3% 1%
Fees	related	to	increase	of	shareholders'	equity n/a 0% n/a n/a n/a
Financial	income	(after	dirty	surplus	items) -4% 0% 0% 2% 1%

Comprehensive	income -6% -23% -33% -40% -60%

Reformulated	Income	Statement	-	Common	Size	Analysis
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2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Revenue 200% 171% 120% 111% 100%
Match-day	revenue 352% 295% 158% 143% 100%
Sponsorships 0% 65% 124% 109% 100%
TV	Rights 196% 156% 107% 102% 100%
other	revenue 127% 148% 145% 117% 100%

Core	operating	costs 155% 141% 112% 100% 100%
Consumables 158% 133% 80% 95% 100%
Service	related	expenses 173% 182% 145% 133% 100%
Rental/lease 104% 105% 94% 100% 100%
Staff/personnel 149% 131% 104% 91% 100%
General	administrative	costs 139% 359% 374% 123% 100%

Amortization	and	depreciation 180% 134% 97% 106% 100%
write-downs	(risk-related) 12% 59% 22% 0% 100%
Core	operating	income	(before	dirty	surplus	and	taxes) 88% 97% 101% 83% 100%

Tax	as	reported 239% 162% 147% 120% 100%
Core	operating	income	(before	surplus	and	after	taxes) 99% 99% 103% 84% 100%

Actuarial	movements n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Purchase	of	players'	rights 143% 116% 271% 201% 100%
Sales	of	players'	rights 421% 209% 304% 162% 100%
Total	operating	income	(after	tax	and	dirty	surplus) 4% 67% 65% 76% 100%

Net	financial	income	(expense) -854% 78% 12% 196% 100%
Fees	related	to	increase	of	shareholders'	equity n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Financial	income	(after	dirty	surplus	items) -854% 77% 12% 196% 100%

Comprehensive	income 19% 67% 66% 74% 100%

Reformulated	Income	Statement	-	Trend	Analysis
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Appendix 9 – Profitability analysis AS Roma 2012-2016 

Source AS Roma (2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016) 

 

 

Analysis of profitability, AS Roma year-ended June 2016

Summary measure ROCE RNOA
-97,06% -1,15%

First-level breakdown RNOA+[FLEV*(RNOA-NBC)]
-95,62%

Second-level breakdown RNOA = PM*ATO
-1,15%

PM = OI / Sales ATO = Sales / NOA
-1,11% 1,04

Third-level breakdown
Individual revenue and expense ratios - seen from common size analysis

AS Roma summary information from balance sheets and income statements

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Average NOA 187.059,55   171.883,82   153.768,06   130.860,38   122.396,00   
Average NFO 175.921,04   146.106,50   111.350,61   72.807,00     56.114,00     
Average CSE 11.138,50     25.777,32     42.417,45     58.053,38     70.419,00     

Sales growth 17% 42% 8% 11% -27%
Sales 194.226            166.306            116.811            107.679            97.086              
Core operating income (after tax) (66.322)             (66.503)             (68.802)             (55.944)             (66.938)             
Unusual items 64.167              27.652              30.719              10.986              9.061                
Total operating income (2.155)               (38.851)             (38.083)             (44.958)             (57.877)             
Comprehensive income (10.811)             (38.904)             (38.265)             (43.009)             (58.267)             
Financial expenses (12.509)             (8.748)               (6.221)               (5.220)               (4.255)               
Net financial income (expense) (8.496)               768                   118                   1.949                995                   
ROCE -97,06% -150,92% -90,21% -74,09% -82,74%
RNOA (on avg NOA) -1,15% -22,60% -24,77% -34,36% -47,29%
Core RNOA (on avg NOA) -35,46% -38,69% -44,74% -42,75% -54,69%
Core RNOA (on bgn NOA) -37,78% -39,54% -49,38% -45,71% -54,69%
NBC 4,83% -0,53% -0,11% -2,68% -1,77%
Core-NBC -7,51% -6,39% -6,40% -6,76% -5,51%
PM -1,11% -23,36% -32,60% -41,75% -59,61%
Core sales PM -34,15% -39,99% -58,90% -51,95% -68,95%
ATO (on avg NOA) 1,04                  0,97                  0,76                  0,82                  0,79                  
ATO (on bgn NOA) 1,11                  0,99                  0,84                  0,88                  0,79                  
FLEV 15,79                5,67                  2,63                  1,25                  0,80                  
SPREAD -5,98% -22,08% -24,66% -31,68% -45,51%
Current ratio 0,59              0,56              0,72              0,49              0,44              
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Appendix 9.1 – Other key ratios 

 

  

Analysis of change in RNOA

Level 1:  Distinguish core and unusual components of RNOA

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

RNOA = -1,15% -22,60% -24,77% -34,36% -47,29%
Core OI/NOA -35,46% -38,69% -44,74% -42,75% -54,69%
+ UI/NOA 34,30% 16,09% 19,98% 8,40% 7,40%

Check 0 0 0 0 0

Level 2:   Drivers of RNOA
2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

Change in RNOA = 21,5% 2,2% 9,6% 12,9%
Δ Core sale PM at previous ATO 5,7% 14,4% -5,7% 13,5%
+ Δ ATO -2,4% -8,3% 3,7% -1,5%
+ Δ Other core income 0 0 0 0
+ Δ UI 18,2% -3,9% 11,6% 1,0%

Check                    -                          -                          -                          -       

Ratios 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Contracts/ total assets 44% 35% 27% 27% 27%
Net Transfers/contracts (bgn period) 48% 31% 39% 13% n/a
Operating costs (salaries)/contracts 0,78    0,99    1,18    1,17    1,22  
Effective ax rate 88,4% 9,4% 8,6% 6,1% 3,6%
Amortization and depreciation/ bgn NOA 30,2% 23,4% 20,5% 25,5% 24,0%
Consumables/bgn NOA 1,7% 1,5% 1,1% 1,5% 1,6%
Service related expenses/bgn NOA 18,8% 20,6% 19,8% 20,8% 15,6%
Contracts/NOA 97,0% 76,7% 53,0% 56,5% 67,8%
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Appendix 10 – Fade diagrams 

In framing the sample it was important that the reported financials reflected the same accounting standards as 

well as the same period duration (i.e. 12 months). Companies that did not comply with the IFRS or the period 

duration criteria were not included. 

Peers included in the 2007-2011 fade diagram: 

• AARHUS ELITE A S 

• BRONDBYERNES IF FODBOLD AS 

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

• FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO 

• JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB SPA 

• SPORTING CLUBE DE PORTUGAL 

• PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

• AIK FC STOCKHOLM 

• AFC AJAX NV 

 

 

 

Median ATO
Portfolio #companies 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

1 2 93,07 -      7,64 -        5,09         6,80         6,85         
2 2 0,35         0,70         0,62         0,69         2,67         
3 2 0,63         0,71         0,73         0,65         0,89         
4 2 1,30         1,69         1,22         1,26         2,19         
5 1 5,87         2,08         2,74         3,18         1,95         

Median PM
Portfolio #companies 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

1 2 -13,8% 2,5% -1,6% -25,4% -8,7%
2 2 -5,7% -5,2% -19,1% -15,0% -53,7%
3 2 2,3% 8,6% -2,8% 1,6% 3,1%
4 2 11,1% -9,4% -5,5% -7,2% 6,3%
5 1 50,0% 1,7% -40,9% -90,8% -140,3%

Median RNOA
Portfolio #companies 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

1 2 -271,7% -28,4% -26,5% -80,4% 60,3%
2 2 1,2% -2,0% -1,6% -4,9% -1,5%
3 2 0,0% -4,3% 6,6% -7,5% -57,2%
4 2 11,8% 2,0% -21,1% -47,4% -352,7%
5 1 1551,9% -1,8% -110,3% -62,9% -134,1%
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Peers included in the 2008-2012 fade diagram: 

• AARHUS ELITE A S 

• BRONDBYERNES IF FODBOLD AS 

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

• FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO 

• PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

• SPORTING CLUBE DE PORTUGAL 

• JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB SPA 

• AFC AJAX NV 

• AIK FC STOCKHOLM 

 

 

 

Median sales growth
Portfolio #companies 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

1 2 8,7% -11,0% 7,5% 0,4% 24,7%
2 2 5,8% 23,5% 21,7% -15,9% 10,8%
3 2 4,5% 4,9% 19,4% -5,9% -0,1%
4 2 55,7% 9,7% 0,6% -17,0% 3,7%
5 1 -11,7% 43,2% 7,9% -5,3% -28,4%

Median ATO
Portfolio #companies 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

1 2 10,41 -        1,56           1,41           1,53           3,88           
2 2 0,71           0,73           0,65           0,89           1,16           
3 2 1,05           0,75           0,83           2,84           0,54           
4 2 2,25           2,24           2,56           2,85           2,44           
5 1 5,80           7,48           11,11         10,93         6,16           

Median PM
Portfolio #companies 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

1 2 -12,8% -1,5% -6,8% -25,0% -14,2%
2 2 -5,6% -1,6% -11,7% -9,7% -96,2%
3 2 0,9% -40,9% -58,0% -94,3% -75,8%
4 2 7,3% -9,4% -14,9% 5,6% 6,8%
5 1 15,1% 8,0% 0,1% 0,6% -50,4%

Median RNOA
Portfolio #companies 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

1 2 -54,6% -18,2% -56,4% -7,9% -31,5%
2 2 -2,0% -1,6% -4,9% -1,5% -19,5%
3 2 0,0% -71,5% -79,8% -421,4% -94,0%
4 2 7,7% -2,1% 1,0% 1,9% -17,8%
5 1 30,4% -8,8% -63,2% 21,6% 32,3%
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Peers included in the 2009-2013 fade diagram: 

• BRONDBYERNES IF FODBOLD AS 

• SPORT LISBOA E BENFICA-FUTE 

• FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO 

• PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

• SPORTING CLUBE DE PORTUGAL 

• AFC AJAX NV 

• AARHUS ELITE A S 

• JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB SPA 

• AIK FC STOCKHOLM 

 

 

 

Median sales growth
Portfolio #companies 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

1 2 -11,0% 7,5% 0,4% 24,7% 10,8%
2 2 2,9% 15,2% -17,1% 14,6% -8,4%
3 2 11,0% 12,4% -2,4% 3,9% 31,1%
4 2 24,3% 14,2% -19,3% -4,1% -3,1%
5 1 43,2% 7,9% -5,3% -28,4% 34,4%

Median ATO
Portfolio #companies 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 2 0,49           0,47           0,32           0,31           0,53           
2 2 0,69           0,57           0,66           0,66           0,79           
3 2 0,79           0,91           3,06           1,05           1,31           
4 2 4,00           2,21           2,21           3,27           5,35           
5 2 5,11           7,15           6,44           3,92           3,15           

Median PM
Portfolio #companies 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 2 -63,2% -28,7% -30,2% -17,1% -11,6%
2 2 -27,3% -43,9% -67,4% -66,1% -72,3%
3 2 -5,5% -7,2% 6,3% 4,7% 4,8%
4 2 -1,6% -25,4% -8,7% -97,6% -8,8%
5 2 5,4% -2,3% -29,2% -37,7% 10,1%

Median RNOA
Portfolio #companies 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 2 -78,7% -41,5% -69,1% -62,1% -76,0%
2 2 -38,4% -97,2% -304,9% -45,5% -71,4%
3 2 -9,2% -30,7% 12,5% 17,1% 28,0%
4 2 -1,6% -4,9% -1,5% -19,5% 3,0%
5 2 6,6% -7,5% -57,2% -39,7% 8,4%
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Peers included in the 2010-2014 fade diagram: 

• BESIKTAS FUTBOL YATIRIMLARI 

• BRONDBYERNES IF FODBOLD AS 

• FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO 

• PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

• SPORT LISBOA E BENFICA-FUTE 

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

• SPORTING CLUBE DE PORTUGAL 

• AFC AJAX NV 

• AARHUS ELITE A S 

• JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB SPA 

• AIK FC STOCKHOLM 

 

 

 

Median sales growth
Portfolio #companies 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1 2 -1,0% -6,6% 8,7% 11,2% -16,3%
2 2 7,2% -4,7% 4,6% 38,3% 25,7%
3 2 8,6% 24,1% 24,0% 3,4% -1,1%
4 2 13,9% -12,0% -15,0% 3,7% 23,7%
5 2 28,8% -19,4% 6,8% -9,1% -1,2%

Median ATO
Portfolio #companies 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1 2 0,97 -          0,23 -          0,30 -          0,45 -          0,48 -          
2 2 0,57           0,66           0,66           0,79           0,69           
3 2 0,69           0,71           0,95           1,11           0,85           
4 2 1,50           4,41           1,86           1,75           2,34           
5 3 3,18           2,77           6,16           4,92           10,96         

Median PM
Portfolio #companies 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1 2 -86,6% -119,3% -91,0% -129,7% -30,9%
2 2 -32,5% -3,1% -4,2% -0,1% 17,2%
3 2 -21,5% -35,7% -110,5% -20,2% -69,8%
4 2 -7,2% 6,3% 4,7% 4,8% 7,3%
5 3 0,1% 0,6% -25,0% 13,4% -2,3%

Median RNOA
Portfolio #companies 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1 2 -80,4% 60,3% 5,6% 6,2% 91,2%
2 2 90,9% 38,7% 30,8% 101,4% 54,2%
3 2 -2,8% -3,2% -48,4% -0,7% -65,2%
4 2 -6,6% -55,7% -19,9% 0,1% -1,4%
5 3 -62,9% -134,1% -69,9% -107,6% 1,0%
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Peers included in the 2011-2015 fade diagram: 

• SPORTING CLUBE DE PORTUGAL 

• AARHUS ELITE A S 

• JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB SPA 

• BRONDBYERNES IF FODBOLD AS 

• SPORT LISBOA E BENFICA-FUTE 

• FUTEBOL CLUBE DO PORTO 

• PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT 

• FENERBAHCE FUTBOL ANONIM 

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

• TRABZONSPOR SPORTIF YATIRIM 

• AFC AJAX NV 

• GALATASARAY SPORTIF SINAI 

• BESIKTAS FUTBOL YATIRIMLARI 

• AIK FC STOCKHOLM 

 

 

Median sales growth
Portfolio #companies 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

1 2 0,4% 24,7% 10,8% -6,5% 11,6%
2 2 3,4% 21,4% 19,1% 19,1% 21,1%
3 2 -19,4% 6,8% -9,1% -1,2% 0,1%
4 2 -12,0% -15,0% 3,7% 23,7% -2,3%
5 3 -5,3% 7,7% 7,9% -3,6% 6,8%

Median ATO
Portfolio #companies 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1 3 0,75 -          0,89 -          0,77           0,67           1,18           
2 3 0,62           0,57           0,63           0,53           0,55           
3 3 1,42           1,10           1,28           2,26           1,45           
4 3 2,77           3,21           2,83           3,88           4,15           
5 2 7,99           3,34           2,80           6,40           3,82           

Median PM
Portfolio #companies 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1 3 -98,3% -46,3% -101,3% -2,3% 0,7%
2 3 -23,1% -31,0% -34,3% -17,3% -12,5%
3 3 0,6% -18,4% -17,0% -57,2% 8,8%
4 3 4,2% 3,5% 13,4% 0,6% -3,2%
5 2 7,4% 3,3% 4,8% 13,0% 9,9%
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Median RNOA
Portfolio #companies 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1 3 -134,1% -69,9% -107,6% -3,2% 0,9%
2 3 -4,2% -37,6% -4,8% -49,0% 2,7%
3 3 3,5% 2,0% 8,5% 0,3% -1,7%
4 3 21,6% 32,3% -60,9% 0,0% 0,2%
5 2 86,3% 10,1% 67,6% 111,6% 15,3%

Median sales growth
Portfolio #companies 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

1 3 -28,4% 20,1% 9,6% 8,7% 8,0%
2 3 5,4% -3,9% -3,6% 6,8% 51,0%
3 3 9,7% -0,4% -3,6% 24,0% 12,2%
4 3 39,8% 42,1% 1,4% -1,8% 5,9%
5 2 114,9% -25,5% 42,8% 0,1% 32,5%
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Appendix 11 Average fade diagrams overview 

ATO 

 

PM 

 

RNOA 

 

 

  

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5
1 18,9 -        1,7 -        1,2         1,5         1,6         
2 0,5           0,5         0,5         0,5         1,0         
3 0,7           0,7         1,2         1,0         0,9         
4 2,0           2,4         1,7         2,1         2,9         
5 4,5           3,1         3,7         3,8         4,1         

avg 2,1									

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5
1 -54,9% -38,7% -46,2% -39,9% -12,9%
2 -18,8% -17,0% -27,3% -21,6% -43,5%
3 -4,6% -18,7% -36,4% -33,1% -25,8%
4 2,8% -6,8% -2,2% -18,7% 1,7%
5 15,6% 2,3% -18,0% -20,3% -34,6%

avg -23%

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5
1 -123,9% -19,5% -50,8% -29,5% 9,0%
2 9,5% -19,9% -57,1% 0,1% -7,1%
3 -1,7% -21,5% -20,1% -82,4% -38,0%
4 6,6% -5,7% -20,5% -13,0% -73,7%
5 322,4% -28,4% -46,6% -15,4% -15,4%

avg -25%
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Sales growth 

 

Appendix 12 Companies used in the auto regression 

The peer group used in the auto regression was carefully selected from the WRDS data sample. First, the peers 

had to pass the same comparability criteria outlined in the fade diagrams; they needed to comply with the IFRS 

and have financials representing a full-year. Secondly, the companies needed to have data for the past 9 years 

to allow for a comprehensive analysis. Last but not least, peers needed a similar business model and ambitions. 

While all companies in the data sample managed and operated a football club, the competitiveness and 

ambition of clubs was varied. Due to AS Roma’s ambition and past results, only league contenders and clubs 

with an international prospect are included.  

These are enlisted here below: 

• JUVENTUS 

• AFC AJAX  

• NV PARKEN SPORT & ENTERTAINMENT  

• BORUSSIA DORTMUND GMBH & CO 

Portfolio 1 2 3 4 5
1 -6,2% 6,9% 7,4% 7,7% 7,8%
2 5,0% 10,3% 4,9% 12,6% 20,0%
3 2,9% 9,6% 5,6% 4,8% 8,4%
4 24,3% 7,8% -5,7% 0,9% 5,6%
5 34,0% 2,8% 12,0% -9,3% 8,8%

avg 10,13%
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Appendix 13 Base values and forecasts (high and low) 
Forecast - high revenue
UK Central bank, ECB target inflation 
Measure 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
estimated GDP Growth
Revenue 194.515     166.306     116.800     107.600     96.600       
Matchday from stadium 31.615       32.900       23.400       21.200       14.800       
Match-day (ticketing) serie A 19.190            20.400            19.500            17.900            13.400            
Match-day (ticketing) UEFA Champions League & Europa League8.500              10.000            -                  -                  700                 
Match-day (ticketing) coppa Italia 125                 -                  2.800              2.000              400                 
Friendly games 3.800              2.500              1.100              1.300              300                 

Match-day (non-stadium) 22.000             12.200             -                   -                   -                   
Commercial access to broadcast home games 1.500            1.600            -                -                -                
CL participation and performance bonus) 20.500            10.600            -                  -                  -                  

Broadcasting 125.000           96.800             63.600             66.000             64.400             
Broadcasting serie a and coppa italia 73.000            65.300            63.600            66.000            64.400            
Broadcasting CL 52.000            31.500            
Other revenues 15.900             18.319             17.900             14.400             11.900             

-                   3.600               6.800               6.000               5.500               
Direct media rights -                   -                   5.100               -                   -                   
97,39% of Soccer SAS' net income 
Commercial 5.100               

Operating Costs -251.989          -229.656          -182.512          -161.913          -162.359          
Consumables -3.070              -2.566              -1.545              -1.840              -1.937              
Service related expenses -32.934            -34.716            -27.645            -25.442            -19.092            
Rental/lease -7.530              -7.549              -6.761              -7.180              -7.206              
Staff/personnel salaries -150.660          -133.179          -105.246          -91.999            -101.319          
General administrative expenses -4.754              -12.251            -12.746            -4.201              -3.411              
Amortization and depreciation -53.041            -39.394            -28.569            -31.252            -29.394            

-                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Operating income (pre-tax) -57.474            -63.350            -65.712            -54.313            -65.759            
Tax -4.894              -3.326              -3.005              -2.464              -2.050              
Operating income (after-tax) -62.368            -66.676            -68.717            -56.777            -67.809            

Core-PM (after tax) -32% -40% -59% -53% -70%
NOA 198.563           175.556           168.211           139.325           122.396           
Contracts 192.592           134.709           89.156             78.748             82.934             
ATO 1,11                 0,99                 0,84                 0,88                 0,79                 
RNOA -36% -40% -49% -46% -55%

AS Roma
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Forecast - high revenue
UK Central bank, ECB target inflation 
Measure 2031 2030 2029 2028 2027 2026 2025 2024 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017
estimated GDP Growth 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,1% 4,0% 4,0% 3,9% 3,8% 3,8% 3,9%
Revenue 576.933           553.458           530.939           509.336           488.612           468.731           449.660           409.140           369.254           330.026           291.439           230.653           222.816           215.422           143.493           
Matchday from stadium 106.571           102.235           98.075             94.084             90.256             86.584             83.061             79.696             76.500             73.481             70.634             45.147             43.461             41.866             35.050             

Match-day (ticketing) serie A 75.923            72.834            69.871            67.028            64.301            61.684            59.174            56.777            54.500            52.350            50.321            31.079            29.918            28.821            19.697            
Match-day (ticketing) UEFA 
Champions League & Europa 
League 15.984            15.334            14.710            14.111            13.537            12.986            12.458            11.953            11.474            11.021            10.594            6.543              6.299              6.067              10.239            
Match-day (ticketing) coppa 
Italia 7.992              7.667              7.355              7.056              6.768              6.493              6.229              5.977              5.737              5.510              5.297              3.271              3.149              3.034              2.800              
Friendly games 6.672              6.400              6.140              5.890              5.650              5.420              5.200              4.989              4.789              4.600              4.422              4.254              4.095              3.945              1.010              

Match-day (non-stadium) 36.034             34.568             33.161             31.812             30.518             29.276             28.085             26.947             25.866             24.846             23.883             22.975             22.897             22.837             1.500               
Commercial access to 
broadcast home games 2.634            2.526            2.424            2.325            2.230            2.140            2.053            1.969            1.890            1.816            1.745            1.679            1.616            1.557            1.500            
CL participation and 
performance bonus) 33.400          32.041          30.738          29.487          28.287          27.136          26.032          24.977          23.976          23.030          22.137          21.296            21.281            21.280            -                  

Broadcasting 224.414           215.283           206.523           198.120           190.059           182.326           174.907           167.821           161.092           154.735           148.739           143.083           137.737           132.685           89.570             
 Broadcasting serie a and coppa 
italia 133.118          127.702          122.506          117.521          112.739          108.152          103.752          99.548            95.557            91.786            88.229            84.874            81.703            78.706            75.821            
 Broadcasting CL 91.296            87.581            84.018            80.599            77.320            74.174            71.156            68.273            65.535            62.949            60.510            58.209            56.034            53.979            13.749            
Other revenues 30.502             29.261             28.070             26.928             25.832             24.781             23.773             22.810             21.895             21.031             20.216             19.447             18.721             18.034             17.373             

Direct media rights
97,39% of Soccer SAS' net 
income 179.412           172.112           165.110           158.392           151.947           145.764           139.834     111.867     83.900        55.933        27.967        -               -               -               -               

Commercial 184.221          176.725          169.534          162.636          156.019          149.671          143.581          114.865          86.149            57.432            28.716            -              -              -              -              

Operating Costs -452.313         -433.910         -416.255         -399.318         -383.070         -367.484         -353.804         -340.492         -327.555         -314.955         -296.758         -292.220         -289.483         -264.141         -256.365         
Consumables -5.356              -5.138              -4.929              -4.729              -4.536              -4.352              -4.247              -4.134              -4.009              -3.869              -3.376              -3.634              -3.967              -2.978              -2.978              
Service related expenses -57.924            -55.568            -53.307            -51.138            -49.057            -47.061            -45.146            -43.317            -41.580            -39.939            -38.392            -36.932            -35.552            -34.248            -32.992            
Rental/lease -13.275            -12.735            -12.217            -11.720            -11.243            -10.786            -10.347            -9.927              -9.529              -9.153              -8.799              -8.464              -8.148              -7.849              -7.561              
Staff/personnel salaries -273.935         -262.789         -252.096         -241.839         -231.999         -222.559         -213.504         -204.853         -196.640         -188.880         -181.561         -174.657         -168.131         -161.964         -156.027         
General administrative expenses -13.627            -13.072            -12.540            -12.030            -11.541            -11.071            -10.621            -10.190            -9.782              -9.396              -9.032              -8.688              -8.364              -8.057              -7.761              
Amortization and depreciation -88.196            -84.608            -81.165            -77.863            -74.695            -71.655            -69.939            -68.070            -66.015            -63.717            -55.598            -59.845            -65.321            -49.045            -49.045            

Operating income (pre-tax) 124.619           119.549           114.684           110.018           105.542           101.247           95.856             68.648             41.699             15.071             -5.318              -61.567            -66.667            -48.719            -112.873         
Tax -34.769            -33.354            -31.997            -30.695            -29.446            -28.248            -26.744            -19.153            -11.634            -4.205              1.484               17.177             18.600             13.593             31.492             
Operating income (after-tax) 89.850             86.195             82.687             79.323             76.096             72.999             69.112             49.495             30.065             10.866             -3.835              -61.567            -48.067            -35.126            -81.381            

Core-PM (after tax) 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,4% 12,1% 8,1% 3,3% -1,3% -27% -22% -16% -57%
NOA 372.215           357.070           342.541           328.604           315.234           302.407           290.103           283.153           275.587           267.266           257.965           225.092           242.285           264.457           198.563           
Contracts 351.198           336.909           323.201           310.050           297.435           285.333           273.723           262.632           252.103           242.153           232.771           223.919           215.553           207.646           200.034           
ATO 1,55                 1,55                 1,55                 1,55                 1,55                 1,55                 1,55                 1,44                 1,34                 1,23                 1,13                 1,02                 0,92                 0,81                 0,72                 
RNOA 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 23,8% 17,5% 10,9% 4,1% -1,5% -27% -20% -13% -41%

New Stadium
Forecast
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Forecast - low revenue
UK Central bank, ECB target inflation 
Measure 2031 2030 2029 2028 2027 2026 2025 2024 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

estimated GDP Growth 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,1% 4,0% 4,0% 3,9% 3,8% 3,8% 3,9%
Revenue 496.881          476.664          457.269          438.664          420.815          403.693          387.268          356.010          325.345          295.295          265.845          229.154          221.373          215.572          143.605          
Matchday from stadium 80.697            77.413            74.263            71.242            68.343            65.562            62.895            60.346            57.927            55.641            53.485            43.648            42.018            42.016            35.162            

Match-day (ticketing) serie A 56.259            53.970            51.774            49.667            47.647            45.708            43.848            42.072            40.385            38.791            37.288            29.940            28.821            27.764            19.697            
Match-day (ticketing) UEFA Champions League & Europa League11.844            11.362            10.900            10.456            10.031            9.623              9.231              8.857              8.502              8.167              7.850              6.303              6.068              5.845             10.239            
Match-day (ticketing) coppa Italia 5.922              5.681              5.450              5.228              5.015              4.811              4.616              4.429              4.251              4.083              3.925              3.152              3.034              2.923             2.908              
Friendly games 6.672              6.400              6.140              5.890              5.650              5.420              5.200              4.989              4.789              4.600              4.422              4.254              4.095              3.945              1.010              

Match-day (non-stadium) 36.034            34.568            33.161            31.812            30.518            29.276            28.085            26.947            25.866            24.846            23.883            22.975            22.897            22.837            1.500              
Commercial access to broadcast home games2.634            2.526            2.424            2.325            2.230            2.140            2.053            1.969            1.890            1.816            1.745            1.679            1.616            1.557            1.500            
CL participation and performance bonus)33.400          32.041          30.738          29.487          28.287          27.136          26.032          24.977          23.976          23.030          22.137          21.296            21.281            21.280            -                  

Broadcasting 224.414          215.283          206.523          198.120          190.059          182.326          174.907          167.821          161.092          154.735          148.739          143.083          137.737          132.685          89.570            
Broadcasting serie a and coppa italia 133.118          127.702          122.506          117.521          112.739          108.152          103.752          99.548            95.557            91.786            88.229            84.874            81.703            78.706            75.821            
Broadcasting CL 91.296            87.581            84.018            80.599            77.320            74.174            71.156            68.273            65.535            62.949            60.510            58.209            56.034            53.979            13.749            

Other revenues 30.502            29.261            28.070            26.928            25.832            24.781            23.773            22.810            21.895            21.031            20.216            19.447            18.721            18.034            17.373            
Sponsorships
Direct media rights
97,39% of Soccer SAS' net income 125.235          120.140          115.251          110.562          106.063          101.748          97.608            78.086      58.565      39.043      19.522      -             -             -             -             

Merchandising -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             
Sponsorships&Merchandising (commercial)128.591          123.359          118.340          113.525          108.906          104.475          100.224          80.179            60.134            40.089            20.045            -             -             -             -             

Operating Costs -439.332         -421.457         -404.308         -387.858         -372.077         -356.938         -344.170         -331.906         -320.186         -309.019         -296.374         -291.808         -289.531         -264.181         -256.365         
Consumables -4.613             -4.425             -4.245             -4.072             -3.907             -3.748             -3.696             -3.642             -3.587             -3.530             -3.354             -3.611             -3.970             -2.981             -2.978             
Service related expenses -57.924           -55.568           -53.307           -51.138           -49.057           -47.061           -45.146           -43.317           -41.580           -39.939           -38.392           -36.932           -35.552           -34.248           -32.992           
Rental/lease -13.275           -12.735           -12.217           -11.720           -11.243           -10.786           -10.347           -9.927             -9.529             -9.153             -8.799             -8.464             -8.148             -7.849             -7.561             
Staff/personnel salaries -273.934         -262.789         -252.096         -241.839         -231.999         -222.559         -213.504         -204.853         -196.640         -188.879         -181.561         -174.657         -168.131         -161.964         -156.027         
General administrative expenses -13.627           -13.072           -12.540           -12.030           -11.541           -11.071           -10.621           -10.190           -9.782             -9.396             -9.032             -8.688             -8.364             -8.057             -7.761             
Amortization and depreciation -75.959           -72.868           -69.903           -67.059           -64.330           -61.713           -60.857           -59.976           -59.068           -58.122           -55.237           -59.457           -65.366           -49.083           -49.045           

Operating income (pre-tax) 57.549            55.207            52.961            50.806            48.739            46.756            43.098            24.104            5.159              -13.724           -30.529           -62.655           -68.158           -48.609           -112.760         
Tax -16.056           -15.403           -14.776           -14.175           -13.598           -13.045           -12.024           -6.725             -1.439             3.829              8.518              17.481            19.016            13.562            31.460            
Operating income (after-tax) 41.493            39.804            38.185            36.631            35.141            33.711            31.074            17.379            3.720              -9.895             -22.012           -62.655           -49.142           -35.047           -81.300           

Core-PM (after tax) 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,0% 4,9% 1,1% -3,4% -8,3% -27% -22% -16% -57%
NOA 320.569          307.525          295.013          283.009          271.494          260.447          249.850          246.384          242.817          239.140          235.311          223.630          240.716          264.641          198.719          

Contracts 351.198          336.908          323.200          310.050          297.434          285.332          273.723          262.632          252.102          242.153          232.771          223.919          215.553          207.646          200.034          
ATO on bgn NOA 1,55                1,55                1,55                1,55                1,55                1,55                1,55                1,44                1,34                1,23                1,13                1,02                0,92                0,81                0,72                
RNOA 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,4% 7,1% 1,5% -4,1% -9,4% -28% -20% -13% -41%

New Stadium
Forecast
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Appendix 13.1 Match-day forecast procedure 

 

 

 

2017-18 onwards
Capacity 72.200                               
estimated capacity utilization 60,5%
estimated avg occupancy 43.681                               
Current Rev per ticket sold 34                                       
REVPAS 20,3                                    
Match-day revenue low 33.658.481                        

AS Roma Stadium
Capacity 52.500                               
estimated capacity utilization 92,3%
estimated avg occupancy 48.467                               
Current Rev per ticket sold 33,5                                    
estimated Rev per ticket sold 45,2                                    
REVPAS low 30,9                                    
REVPAS high 41,7                                    
Match-day revenue low 40.594.258                        
Match-day revenue high 54.783.227                        

Amount in Euro Description
33.658.481     2016 Match-day (source Deloitte)

3.688.236       add. Rev. from extra attendance
3.247.541       add. Rev. from 2 extra games

40.594.258     Forecast low
14.188.969     higher revenue per ticket

Confirmed by the project 54.783.227     Forecast high
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Appendix 14 Rolling betas 
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Appendix 15 Synthetic credit rating 

Source: Damodaran (2017) 

 

 

  

Inputs for synthetic rating estimation
Enter current Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) = 6,244 (Add back only long term interest expense for financial firms)
Enter current interest expenses = 11,783 (Use only long term interest expense for financial firms)
Enter current long term government bond rate = 2,25%
Output
Interest  coverage ratio = 0,53
Estimated Bond Rating = C2/C Note: If you get REF! All over the place, set the operating lease commitment question in cell F5
Estimated Default Spread = 10,50% to No, and then reset it to Yes. It should work.
Estimated Cost of Debt = 12,75%

If interest coverage ratio is
greater than ≤ to Rating is Spread is

-100000 0,499999 D2/D 14,00%
0,5 0,799999 C2/C 10,50%
0,8 1,249999 Ca2/CC 8,00%

1,25 1,499999 Caa/CCC 6,50%
1,5 1,999999 B3/B- 5,50%

2 2,499999 B2/B 4,50%
2,5 2,999999 B1/B+ 3,75%

3 3,499999 Ba2/BB 3,00%
3,5 3,9999999 Ba1/BB+ 2,50%

4 4,499999 Baa2/BBB 1,60%
4,5 5,999999 A3/A- 1,25%

6 7,499999 A2/A 1,10%
7,5 9,499999 A1/A+ 1,00%
9,5 12,499999 Aa2/AA 0,80%

12,5 100000 Aaa/AAA 0,60%
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Appendix 16 Estimation of effective interest rate 

 

 

Appendix 17 Estimation of WACC 

 

 

 

2016 Weights
Long term debt outstanding 172.587     90,6%
Interest rate 7,00%

Euribor 3m 0,75%
Fixed Spread 6,25%

Short term debt outstanding 17.964       9,4%
interest rate 0,05%

core NFO 190.551     100%
Effective interest rate 6,34%

Overview of discount rates
Value Source

Market risk premium 5,69% Damodaran
Raw beta 0,480               MSCI Europe daily 5 yrs
Adjusted beta 0,651               (0,67 * raw beta) + (0,33* 1)
Estimated cost of debt 6,34% Weighted average of LT and ST rates
D/MV 48,55% avg past 5 years
E/MV 51,45% avg past 5 years
Marginal tax rate 27,90%
Risk-free rate 1,66% Yield on AAA 25 yrs Eurobond
Country risk premium 2,71% Damodaran

Adjusted Re R(d) R(d) after-tax After-tax WACC
7,1305% 6,3448% 4,5746% 5,8896%
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Appendix 18 ReOI valuation – high and low 

 

 

High Valuation Fade period T T+1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Year -> 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Sales growth -26,2% 50,1% 3,4% 3,5% 26,4% 13,2% 11,9% 10,8% 9,9% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 3,8% 3,7% 3,7% 3,7% 3,7% 3,7%
Sales 194.515  143.493 215.422 222.816              230.653 291.439 330.026 369.254 409.140 449.660 468.731 488.612 509.336 530.939 553.458 576.933 598.836 621.261 644.525 668.660 693.699 719.676  719.676 
ATO 1,11 0,72        0,81        0,92                    1,02        1,13        1,23       1,23       1,44       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55        1,55       
PM -32,06% -56,71% -16,31% -21,57% -26,69% -1,32% 3,3% 8,1% 12,1% 15,4% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 15,6% 9,7% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1%
NOA 198.563  264.457 242.285 225.092              257.965 267.266 299.035 283.153 290.103 302.407 315.234 328.604 342.541 357.070 372.215 386.291 400.710 415.715 431.282 447.432 464.186 464.186  
RNOA -35,5% -41,0% -13,3% -19,8% -27,4% -1,5% 4,1% 10,1% 17,5% 23,8% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 24,1% 15,1% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8%

WACC 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9% 5,9%

ReOI (93.076) (50.702) (62.336)              (74.824) (19.028) (4.875)    12.453   32.818   52.026   55.189   57.530   59.970   62.513   65.165   67.928   35.471   (4.512)    (4.674)    (4.845)    (5.025)    (5.212)     (5.211)    

PV ReOI at t0 -87.899  -45.218  -52.503              -59.515  -14.293  -3.458    8.343      20.763   31.084   31.140   30.655   30.178   29.708   29.246   28.791   14.198   -1.706    -1.669    -1.634    -1.600    -1.567     
PV terminal value at T -242.954 
PV terminal value at t0 -73.047   

CSE at t0 5.734      
PV 2017-2020 -245.136 
PV 2021-2031 222.157  
PV fade period 7.590      a w
PV terminal value -74.614   Sales growth 3,74% 0,10        
MV of CSE -84.268   ATO 1,55        0,45        
Check -           PM 3,07% 0,53        
# shares outstanding in thousands 397.570  
Estimated share price -0,21       
Current share price 0,43         

Explicit forecast

High growth valuation

Long-run level & mean peristance
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Fade period T T+1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Year -> 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038

Sales growth -26,2% 50,0% 3,4% 3,5% 15,3% 11,1% 10,2% 9,4% 8,8% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 4,2% 2,23% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00%
Sales 194.515      143.605  215.422  222.816  230.653  265.845  295.295  325.345  356.010  387.268  403.693  420.815  438.664  457.269  476.664  496.881  507.983  518.143  528.506  539.076  549.857  560.854   560.854  
ATO 1,11 0,72        0,81        0,92        1,02        1,13        1,23       1,23       1,44       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55       1,55         1,55       
PM -32,06% -56,61% -16,32% -21,57% -26,69% -8,38% -3,4% 1,1% 4,9% 8,0% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 8,4% 5,9% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1% 3,1%
NOA 198.563      264.457  242.285  225.092  235.311  239.140  263.476  246.384  249.850  260.447  271.494  283.009  295.013  307.525  320.569  327.684  334.199  340.883  347.700  354.654  361.747  361.747   
RNOA -35,5% -40,9% -13,3% -19,8% -27,4% -9,5% -4,1% 1,4% 7,1% 12,4% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 12,9% 9,1% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8% 4,8%

WACC 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89% 5,89%

ReOI (92.931)  (50.731)  (62.336)  (74.824)  (36.147)  (23.979)  (11.798)  2.868     16.359   18.372   19.151   19.963   20.810   21.692   22.612   10.574   (3.782)    (3.843)    (3.912)    (3.986)    (4.063)     (4.062)    

PV ReOI at t0 -87.762   -45.245   -52.503   -59.515   -27.152   -17.010   -7.904     1.815      9.774      10.366    10.205    10.046    9.889      9.736      9.584      4.232      -1.430     -1.372     -1.319     -1.269     -1.222      
PV terminal value at T -104.433  
PV terminal value at t0 -31.399    

CSE at t0 5.734          
PV 2017-2020 -245.025     
PV 2021-2031 19.348        
PV fade period -1.157         a w
PV terminal value -32.621       Sales growth 2,00% 0,10        
MV of CSE -253.720     ATO 1,55        0,45        
Check 0                 PM 3,07% 0,53        
# shares outstanding in thousands397.570      
Estimated share price -0,64           
Current share price 0,43            

Low growth valuation

Long-run level & mean peristance

Explicit forecast
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Appendix 19 OECD long-term GDP forecast 
 

 

Appendix 20 Sensitivity analysis - low valuation 

 

 

 

Derivation of OECD long-term growth forecast

LOCATIONINDICATORSUBJECT FREQUENCYTIME Value Real Growth rate Nominal Growth rate
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2017 1.660.178       1,9% 3,9%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2018 1.690.145       1,8% 3,8%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2019 1.720.705       1,8% 3,8%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2020 1.753.073       1,9% 3,9%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2021 1.787.313       2,0% 4,0%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2022 1.823.610       2,0% 4,0%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2023 1.862.063       2,1% 4,1%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2024 1.902.597       2,2% 4,2%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2025 1.944.888       2,2% 4,2%
ITA GDPLTFORECASTTOT A 2026 1.988.481       2,2% 4,2%

Real CAGR 2056-2060 Nominal CAGR 2056-2060
IT 1,8% 3,74%

st.dev. 0,51        
-0,64       0,70 0,98 1,27 1,55 1,83 2,12 2,40

2% -1,40       -1,08       -0,90       -0,79       -0,71       -0,65       -0,60       
3,1% -1,26       -0,94       -0,76       -0,64       -0,56       -0,50       -0,46       

5% -1,00       -0,68       -0,50       -0,38       -0,30       -0,25       -0,20       
7% -0,73       -0,41       -0,23       -0,11       -0,04       0,02        0,07        
9% -0,46       -0,14       0,04        0,15        0,23        0,29        0,34        

11% -0,19       0,13        0,31        0,42        0,50        0,56        0,61        

ATO

C
or

e 
PM

st.dev. 0,47         
-0,64       20% 30% 40% 49% 60% 70% 80%

2% -0,65       -0,58       -0,48       -0,36       -0,09       0,40         1,82         
3% -0,67       -0,61       -0,54       -0,45       -0,29       -0,05       0,39         
4% -0,68       -0,64       -0,58       -0,52       -0,42       -0,29       -0,10       
5% -0,69       -0,66       -0,62       -0,58       -0,51       -0,44       -0,34       

6,34% -0,71       -0,69       -0,66       -0,64       -0,61       -0,57       -0,53       

D/MVF ratio

C
os

t o
f d

eb
t

st.dev. 0,07         
-0,64       0,48         0,65         0,70 0,80
4,5% -0,48       -0,59       -0,62       -0,66       
5,0% -0,51       -0,61       -0,64       -0,68       

5,69% -0,54       -0,64       -0,66       -0,70       
6,0% -0,55       -0,65       -0,68       -0,71       
6,5% -0,57       -0,67       -0,69       -0,73       

Beta

M
ar

ke
t 

pr
em
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(R
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Appendix 21 Description of board members 

Mauro Baldissoni is an expert within Corporate Law and Financial Law and has been serving the board since 

2011. Charlotte Beers is a renowned professional within the advertising business, having served as CEO for a 

multinational advertising agency with outstanding results.  

Gianluca Camberi shares a similar profile to Mauro Baldissoni, having started as an attorney at the same law 

firm and specialized within corporate law, M&A, finance and capital markets.  

Richard D’Amore is the co-founder of a leading early-stage venture capital equity firm, with previous 

experience as a consultant at Bain&Company. He also received an MBA from Harvard Business School.  

John Galantic has covered leading positions with strategy and brand management for several multinational 

companies. He also graduated from Harvard Business School.  

Stanley Phillip Gold’s experience is within investment funds, in addition to having served as chairman and 

directors for companies such as The Walt Disney Company.  

Mia Hamm on the other hand, was a professional football player also member of the US Soccer Hall of Fame, 

and the first American to be inducted into the World Football Hall of Fame.  

Brian Klein is active in investment funds management, and a previous Executive Director at Goldman Sachs 

& Co.  

Benedetta Navarra is a renowned professor and expert in corporate law, banking, and financial market law.  

Cam Neely is the president of the Boston Bruins, a professional ice hockey team. He has also played for the 

team at high levels, as confirmed by his presence in the Hockey Hall of Fame. Currently he also serves on the 

board of the Hockey Hall of Fame.  

Barry Sternlicht is a prominent global real estate business man. He is currently Chairman and CEO of 

Starwood Capital, after having founded and transformed Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide into one of 

the leading hotel and leisure companies in the world.  

Alba Tull is a photographer and film director established in Hollywood (AS Roma, 2017a). 
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Appendix 22 Description of line items from reformulated balance sheet and income 

statement 

Appendix 22.1 Balance sheet 

Contracts for players' performances: intangible asset. It represents the book value of the sporting 

performances from football players. The amount is net of amortization. 

Other non-tangible assets: intangible assets related to ERP software in use, as well improvements to training 

facility owned by third-parties. 

Intangible assets under" construction": related to the real option exercisable by a foreign club to buy the 

rights for the performances of a football player. 

PPE: short for Property, Plant and Equipment. Tangible asset. 

Investments in joint ventures and associates: the line item relates to the company’s equity in ASR Media 

and Sponsorship Srl, and Soccer SAS. 

Commercial credits (medium/long-term receivables): receivables related to past transfers of players. 

Other non-current assets: deposit in place for the rental of the training facility in Trigoria, Rome. 

Accounts Receivable: related to receivables from other clubs, and other customers. 

Transfers receivables: guarantee for future contracted transfers. 

Other operating assets: includes credits related to associates, suppliers, box office, LNP Serie A. 

Tax receivables  

Commercial debts - trade payables: payables related to transfers of players, as well as debt towards suppliers. 

VAT & pension liabilities  

Provisions: mostly covering provisions for legal disputes. 

Other non-current liabilities: transfer related payables. 

Accounts Payable: payables to suppliers, players and other business partners. 

Payables to pension institutions: company’s contribution to pensions. 

TFR (Statutory Termination Indemnity) Fund: the TFR reserve includes the statutory termination 

indemnity provided to all employees. For companies with fewer full-time employees than 50 the amount does 

not need to be paid to the social security. Source: AON (2015) 

Restricted cash: cash deposit which serves as a guarantee for new loan. 
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Cash: includes both operating cash and excess cash. 

Loan issued to controlled and related companies: loan issued to ASR Mediaco and Soccer SAS 

Loans towards credit institutions: bank loan. 

Towards other lenders: minor fin 

Towards related companies: debt issued by NEEP Roma Holding S.p.A. and Soccer SAS. 

Appendix 22.2 Income statement 

Match-day revenue: includes revenue from box-office (i.e. tickets and season passes) and ancillary revenues 

from the day of the games. 

Sponsorships: revenues related to commercial agreements with sponsors and partners. From 2016 those 

revenues are recognized by the associate Soccer SAS.  

TV rights: revenue from broadcasting. These include both domestic and international revenues from playing 

in the different competitions (i.e. Serie A, Champions League, Coppa Italia, etc.) 

Other revenues: revenues from Serie A (not related to broadcasting), from UEFA (not related to 

broadcasting), from other clubs related from past transfer bonuses (i.e. performance bonus, participation bonus, 

etc.) 

Consumables: mostly related to technical sports apparel, fuel and medical consumables. 

Service related expenses: related to travel and accommodation, outsourcing of ticket-sale, safety personnel 

during home games, medical treatments.  

Rental/lease: expenses related to rental of Olympic stadium, training facility in Trigoria, rent for AS Roma 

Stores, etc. 

Staff/personnel: includes fixed salaries and wages as well as variable bonuses. 

General administrative costs: includes participation fees paid to UEFA, LNP Serie A, FIGC as well as other 

administrative expenses. 

Amortization and depreciation: largely driven by amortization of players’ contracts. 

Actuarial movements: the item adjusts the TFR fund to fair value due to changes from previous period. 

Write-downs (risk-related): provisions recognized in relation to legal disputes. 

Purchase of players' rights: incoming transfer (i.e. “purchase” of new player). 

Sales of players' rights: outgoing transfer (i.e. “sale” of player). 

Fees related to increase of shareholders' equity 


